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ABSTRACT

Through a humanist lens, this research aims to conceptualize a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ)
framework that re-orients both GTFS open transit data (General Transit Feed Specification) and
transit rider activists towards collaborative Mobility Data Justice tactics. Transit riders and
activists, in the age of Uberfication, have to account for and navigate the dynamics of how Big
Data and platform economies are not only augmenting but co-opting political decision-making
processes about public transit policy, planning and investment. Building on mobility justice and
data justice theorists, I examine how the GTFS open data ecosystem can be operationalized via
justice ontologies to support active knowledge creation and collaborative, Mobility Data Justice
tactics between transit riders, activists and software developers. By extending a MDJ approach to
applications of GTFS, I argue for opportunities to re-orient mobility data and software systems
so that they better prioritize epistemic justice outcomes centering and amplifying the demands of
transit riders, particularly public bus riders.
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PREFACE
Approaching this dissertation topic, you might wonder how one finds themself pushing for a
humanist and justice-centered critique of open data systems that interface with public transit
services such as the bus, subway, commuter rail, etc. Or in other words, why do I care what
justice has to do with the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) – a key transit data standard
of the open mobility movement – and why should you care? Why does it matter how and why a
data technology makes transit conveyances visible on Google Maps or in the Uber app? I have
three primary motivations for arguing that a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) framework is
necessary for politically engaging transit and mobility-oriented data and software systems such
as GTFS, Google Maps, Uber and Lyft. These include: 1) my personal experiences as a transit
rider-user over the past decade, 2) my previous work in the public transit sphere in public art,
transit rider activism and open transit data projects, and 3) my understanding of the historical
context of public transit systems in the United Sates and the American Southeast as highly
racialized, classed and gendered mobility regime(s).

My Personal Experiences as a LYNX Bus Rider
My first experience riding the bus in Orlando was living off the Link 13, which only came once
an hour. If you missed the bus or the driver passed you or the bus just never came, it set you
back a whole hour in addition to whatever time you spent waiting for the bus to arrive as well as
traveling to and from the bus stop. Sadly, ten years later the 13 still only runs once an hour.
When I first started riding the bus, it was not by choice but economic necessity. Even today, I
would say that my being transit dependent is not a choice but necessary as I negotiate the
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economic burdens of both personal car ownership and affordable housing in conjunction with the
overall rising cost of living. This economic burden is felt even more intensely by many workers
in Orlando who are employed in the hospitality industry and are paid low wages by multinational
corporations like Disney and Universal. I would argue that much research is still needed to
examine the relationship between Disney workers and public transit beyond this dissertation.
Having ridden the local bus system (LYNX) in Orlando for the past decade and experienced the
harms of political disinvestment and immobilization via the transit conveyances themselves as
well as the software and data they interface with, I feel a sense of urgency towards this research.
I have been left stranded and exposed to harm (I discuss this further detail in Chapter 6) – a
shared experience thousands of Central Floridians go through every day riding the bus in
Orlando. Being transit dependent in Orlando is and has historically been extraordinarily
immobilizing. As a transit rider in a car-centric environment like Orlando, you are constrained
to a realm of slowness that limits your access to the public sphere and stagnates not only your
economic mobility but also your ability to be in community with others. It can be all but
impossible for some to get to work, school, the grocery store, and doctor appointments let alone
actively participating in local politics, (sub)cultures and society at large.

Mobilizing Towards Collective Action as an Artist, Activist and Technologist
My individual experiences as a public transit rider-user have also branched out into collective
action over the years via the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP), Omnimodal and Central
Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit). Through these collaborative projects, I have come to
better understand the intersecting roles that public support for transit funding, community
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organizing, open mobility data initiatives like GTFS and geospatial, datavis technologies play in
both the augmented public transit rider-user experience and the overall politics of transit.

In 2013, I co-founded with curator and artist Patrick Greene the Transit Interpretation Project i.e.
TrIP. The first iteration of TrIP was a series of blog posts by a group of creatives sharing a 30day bus pass. Each day a different person rode the bus and then wrote a blog post about their
experience – many also developed some sort of creative work including poetry, sculpture, travel
writing, fashion design, photography, data visualizations, historical analysis, biological surveys,
etc. My MFA thesis project @deadquarewalking was my TrIP submission. Inspired by theory
and praxis of location-based critical play (Flanagan 2009), geo-social media (Manovich 2016a),
and urban, mobile gaming (De Souza e Silva and Hjorth 2009, Hjorth 2011, Wilson et al. 2011),
@deadquarewalking, as a part of TrIP, is an example of my previous work beginning to
interrogate the interplay between data, software and mobility. A central concept in my MFA
thesis was that of quare/queer geosociability. I explored how geo-social applications like Grindr,
Instagram and Google Maps afforded emergent forms of mobility and transmedia documentary
storytelling i.e. queer world-making for myself as a carless, gay/queer/quare man trying to get to
and from a gay club on Halloween night. I used the Instagram and Google Maps apps on my
iPhone to document my experiences getting stranded in Downtown Orlando, after the public bus
stopped running, and having to walk 13 miles home.
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Through TrIP, I met software developer and datavis artist Nathan Selikoff. Nathan was
beginning to experiment with the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) in the projects he
created for TrIP. In 2016, Nathan and I co-founded a transit-centered mobility data startup called
Omnimodal. Our focus was to develop data and software tools compatible with GTFS,
specifically focused on making real-time information more widely available for transit riders.
Parallel with the formation of Omnimodal, I also helped co-found a transit advocacy coalition
called Central Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit). CFL4Transit was formed because I
realized that even with a startup advocating for GTFS and open data, there was still a need to
mobilize individuals and community groups politically to advocate for increased transit funding
and effective service. No matter how well GTFS technology is adopted in Orlando, it does not
change the underlying gaps in the transit service caused by a politics of disinvestment and
immobilization rooted in historical and present-day institutionalized oppression.

Making the History and Politics of Mobility Data Explicit
I’ve personally witnessed how localized deployment of transit technologies in the Orlando metro
area is racialized, classed, gendered, ableized and more. Relations of power and interlocking
systems of bias and oppression are deeply entrenched in the transportation infrastructure of
Central Florida. In reviewing the literature, this is not a new or isolated phenomenon. Transit
technologies and transportation infrastructure have historically functioned (and continue to
function) as apparatuses of control embedded with power relations and institutionalized forms of
oppression and bias. You simply cannot talk about public transit in Orlando, the American
Southeast or the United States without talking about race, class and gender. GTFS and the open
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mobility movement are not exempt from such historical kyriarchal relations of power entrenched
in mobility regimes. As Big Data interfaces with these power dynamics, it only amplifies and
reifies them. What we see and do not see on Google Maps or in the Uber app is the latest
iteration via transit technologies of racialized, classed and gendered mobility regimes privileging
the mobility of a select few. This dissertation only scratches the surface of these layered
histories locally and beyond. There will need be more research beyond Twitter, Google Groups
and the comments of public board meetings to lift up and give visibility to those voices through
oral histories and more intensive surveys of the local historical record in Orlando and across
Florida. For this dissertation, I acknowledge this history and aim to contextualize GTFS and the
open mobility movement through not just my personal experiences but also the literature as such
being always-already mediated effects of both the historical and present-day politics of mobility
and data regimes.

The public bus is political. The automobile is political. Open data is political. Software is
political. To move through the city is to be political, to ride public transit is to be political, to
drive a personal car is to be political. To actively participate in ride hailing platforms such as
Lyft or Uber is political. To use Google Maps is to be political. Making such politics explicit
ideally empowers public transit rider-users to subvert, appropriate and reclaim political power
from elite and socially exclusive mobility regimes. We cannot extract or isolate public transit
from the broader political influence of a global market prioritizing privatized mobility and
monetized Big Data that further institutionalizes white supremacy, misogyny and classism. At
the same time, we should not erase the agency of public transit rider-users navigating differing
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and often unequal augmented mobilities. We should not dismiss how public transit rider-users
make sense of and form narratives about their embodied lived experiences amongst such
increasingly Big Datafied mobility regimes. Public transit rider-users and the accomplices have
in the past and continue to actively resist via community-led solidarity work and this dissertation
through the lens of Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) is dedicated to that cause.
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INTRODUCTION
The main task of this dissertation is to make a case for why a Mobility Data Justice framework is
critical to both the public transit rider-user experience and transit justice activism in the 21 st
century amidst on-going Uberfication of mobility services and transportation infrastructures as
augmented and Big Datafied (auto)mobility and (post-auto)mobility regimes. I propose a
reorientation of the open mobility movement and specifically the open transit data format known
as the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) along with its open-dev pipeline beyond
“openness” or “shared” or even “publicness” towards a critical ontology of transit-data justice
activism and Mobility Data Justice in the defense of the mobile-digital commons. In Chapter 1, I
will examine the political interplay of augmented mobilities and the mobile-digital commons to
clearly delineate a politics of open mobility that necessitates a Mobility Data Justice approach to
GTFS (Chapter 1). I will then contextualize the GTFS data format as a transit technology, with
both a technocratic and people-centered history, negotiating both mobility injustices and data
injustices - the effects of Uberfication via Big Datafied (auto)mobility and (post-auto-mobility)
regimes (Chapter 2). I will then define and situate transit justice, transportation justice and
mobility justice theory as co-constitutive with information justice and data justice theory
(Chapter 3). In Chapter 4, I will sketch out potential approaches for re-orienting the GTFS open
data ecosystem towards a Mobility Data Justice framework. Chapter 5 is my methods, results
and discussion section reviewing both a quantitative and textual analysis of the LYNX Board
Meeting public comments, @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, Transit Developer Google
Group and #GTFS Twitter mentions in an attempt to understand the current interplay between
transit riders and transit activists in Orlando and GTFS technologists, locally and globally i.e. the
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GTFS specialist gap. The complexity of the politics of open mobility and the existing General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) ecosystem require a mixed methods research approach. It is
important to ground potential techno-positivist and datafication rhetoric with social, political,
cultural and historical context of both transit inequalities and data unevenness justifying a
localized viewpoint of Central Florida as a case study. I further contextualize localized
engagement of the GTFS open data ecosystem with a brief survey of the digital record of
historical maps, GIS and GTFS data, and organizational documents as well as a more
comprehensive data analysis of transit rider-users and activists engaging LYNX (Orlando metro
area’s public bus system) via public meeting comments and tweets. I also consider these digital
discourse spaces of public meetings and Twitter feeds in relation to online dialogue amongst the
open transit data movement stewarded by an international GTFS open-dev community of data
and software technologists via the Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter
hashtag. Finally, Chapter 6 is my conclusion where I will sketch out observations and
recommendations for GTFS applications of the MDJ framework. I’ll also discuss some
proposals for future research and localized examples of Mobility Data Justice applications for
GTFS (infr)activism including: 1) screenshot (infr)activism, 2) conceptualizing the Moogle
Gaps application, and 3) Integrating MDJ tactics into the work of Central Floridians for Public
Transit (CFL4Transit).

As I argue for a shift from the open mobility movement to a mobility justice data movement –
this dissertation builds upon an analysis of these digital discourse spaces for public transit riderusers and activists alongside open transit data technologists to begin to conceptualize tactics
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strategies for Mobility Data Justice that afford solidarity spaces for open data technologists and
data justice activists to be accomplices to local transit rider-users and transit justice activists in
support of transit-data justice outcomes. At a base line level, an integrated Mobility Data Justice
analysis of GTFS underscores the incompleteness and unevenness of GTFS static and GTFS
real-time deployments as well as the limitations that the state and Big Data firms such as Google
and Uber afford its mass adoption and iterative design. This dissertation also further seeks to
demonstrate the strengths and limitations of the GTFS data ecosystem’s capabilities to support
emergent, interdisciplinary, GTFS-powered tools and tactics for to affect justice-centered
political change upon datafied mobility services and transportation infrastructures or what I
more broadly refer to as infr(activism). My findings demonstrate that it is imperative for 21st
century transit justice activism to be oriented towards (infr)activism and an applied Mobility
Data Justice framework. At a fundamental level this dissertation is concerned with the universal
human right to freedom of movement - to be mobile - to live and experience a kind of mobility
that is just and ethical and empowering and safe and fulfilling and ultimately generative of a
higher quality of life for all across the mobile-digital commons. Sheller (2018) writes in their
book Mobility Justice: The Politics of Movement in an Age of Extremes that “perhaps the best
way to grasp the idea of the mobile commons is to seek out those times and places where people
have mobilized to defend it” (159). I propose then a need in the context of open mobility and
post-automobility futures as Uberfication to foreground a line of defense for public transit riderusers and transit justice activists via strategic and tactical applications of GTFS across both the
mobile and digital commons.
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CHAPTER 1: (UN)COMMONING THE POLITICS OF OPEN MOBILITY
AND THE GENERAL TRANSIT FEED SPECIFICATION (GTFS) VIA
MOBILITY DATA JUSTICE (INFR)ACTIVISM
In this chapter, I will examine the politics of augmented mobilities and the open mobility
movement to foreground the importance of engaging the socio-technological and bio-political
dynamics of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as a transit technology enclosing
upon and beyond the mobile-digital commons. This will set the foundation for why a justice
approach, and more specifically a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) approach, to open mobility and
GTFS is needed. Open data, and in turn, open mobility are political systems defined by
interlocking relations of power. They are not inherently just or liberatory due to the values of
openness. Open mobility data systems require justice-oriented interventions – or what I refer to a
Mobility Data Justice framework. In this chapter, I will offer up a definition of augmented
mobilities as always-already mediated experiences: spatialities and motilities in motion, in
stillness or somewhere in between across time/space/place. I will also define and situate open
mobility and the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as an extension of the politics of
augmented mobilities that are always-already (re)mediating enclosures against and beyond both
the mobile and digital commons. This is regardless of the mobility technologies being utilized
whether it is a publicly funded, Bus Rapid Transit services or bikeshare or the electrification and
automation of privately owned vehicles. Finally, I will define the mobile commons, the mobiledigital commons and begin to sketch out a definition of (infr)activism as a typology of tactical
and strategic applications of Mobility Data Justice in defense of the mobile-digital commons. In
the next section, I will provide a brief overview of open mobility and more specifically the
affordances of GTFS.
10

Contextualizing Open Mobility within the Mobile-Digital Turn and the Politics of Augmented
Mobilities
This dissertation is concerned with the affordances of the augmented public transit rider-user
experience and the possibilities of (infr)activism via the General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS). The interplay between public transit systems and data systems as one kind of
augmented mobility system is a primary concern amidst on-going Uberfication of mobility
services and transportation infrastructures (see Chapter 2 for definition of Uberfication).
Though, of course, augmented mobility regimes extend well beyond public transit. Across the
board, augmented mobilities, whether enabled by public transit services or pseudopublic/privatized highway infrastructures, open data standards or closed, proprietary data feeds
are troubled by inequalities and (re)mediate power relations just as they offer up new
affordances.

Defining Open Mobility
Open mobility is best described as an open-source data and software movement comprised of
technologists across public and private interests collectively developing interoperable technical
protocols and standards that govern mobility-oriented data and software infrastructures. Recent
examples include open-source software projects such as OneBusAway1, OpenTripPlanner2 and
TheTransitClock3 as well as open mobility data standards organizations like Mobility Data IO 4
(General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) and General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS)),

1

OneBusAway, Open Transit Software Foundation, https://onebusaway.org/
OpenTripPlanner, Software Freedom Conservancy, https://www.opentripplanner.org/
3
TheTransitClock, https://thetransitclock.github.io/
4
Mobility Data IO, https://mobilitydata.org/
2
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Open Mobility Foundation5 (Mobility Data Specification (MDS)), SharedStreets6 and the
International Parking & Mobility Institute7 (Alliance for Parking Data Standards (APDS)). A
compelling example of a more comprehensive “open mobility” initiative across data and
software pipelines is the Portland-based transit agency TriMet’s OpenTripPlanner (OTP)
software project8. Other examples of software platforms that approach open mobility to varying
degrees are OneBusAway, Google Maps, Transit App, and Uber. OneBusAway also being an
open-source software application that integrates open and proprietary data APIs while Google
Maps, Transit App and Uber being examples of private tech companies that integrate open data
APIs like GTFS into their proprietary applications.

Especially in the case of public transit rider-users, operationalizing open-source software and
open data can significantly influence the affordances of the end user to navigate and negotiate
augmented mobility services and transportation infrastructures in real-time. For example, if a
public transit rider-user lives off a specific transit route that has not been digitized into an open
transit data format i.e. General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), that transit service is likely
illegible to the public transit rider-user not just on navigation apps like Google Maps or Transit
App but across all GTFS-compatible applications and platforms that share and visualize public
transit information. As an open data format, GTFS digitizes public transit service route maps
and timetables to be interoperable will all GTFS-compatible datavis platforms (Antrim and

5

Open Mobility Foundation, https://www.openmobilityfoundation.org/
SharedStreets, Open Transport Partnership, https://sharedstreets.io/
7
Alliance for Parking Data Standards, International Parking & Mobility Institute, https://www.parkingmobility.org/apds/
8
OpenTripPlanner, TriMet, https://trimet.org/mod/about_otp.htm
6
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Barbeau 2013). Without an open mobility framework, static and real-time information about
nearby bus routes and stops, scheduled timetables, vehicle locations and arrival time predictions
risk being invisible to the end user. This can also be exacerbated for a whole subset of end users
interacting with a specific platform not compatible with GTFS. Furthermore, data representing
this transit service is less accessible for other uses beyond trip planning and real-time tracking.
GTFS can also be utilized for accessibility and equity analysis as well as other varied forms of
data storytelling by public administrators and government staff, community organizers, artists,
humanists, etc. (Morang 2016c, a, d, b, 2017, 2018a, b, 2019). An open mobility approach can
help ensure that mobility data and information is available to public transit rider-users regardless
of which application or platform they are using for their day-to-day commuters. An open
mobility approach can also ensure access for activists, researchers and other justice-oriented
stakeholders who want to tell self-determined data stories about transit (in)justices entrenched in
the public transit rider-user experience(s). Such access to GTFS data flows potentially opens up
opportunities for political and social change. This is important as this dissertation aims to render
explicit and directly engage the political nature of both mobility and data systems.

Defining Mobility
In order to better understand open mobility and GTFS as an extension of the politics of
augmented mobilities, I should start with defining augmented mobility as well as the meaning of
mobility itself. Mobility can be understood literally as the physicality of movement – being in
motion- or in somewhat more nuanced contexts as a change or changes in conditions across
time/space/place involving both the material and immaterial. The introduction of “the new
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mobilities paradigm” marked a turning point in the field of sociology from thinking about the
power relations in the world beyond fixed time, space and place but also theorizing a world
constantly in motion – a mobile turn. Sheller and Urry (2006) write:
It is not a question of privileging a `mobile subjectivity', but rather of tracking the power
of discourses and practices of mobility in creating both movement and stasis. A new
mobilities paradigm delineates the context in which both sedentary and nomadic accounts
of the social world operate, and it questions how that context is itself mobilised, or
performed, through ongoing sociotechnical practices, of intermittently mobile material
worlds" (Sheller and Urry 2006, 211).
While Cresswell (2010), rooted in the field of geography, acknowledges that mobility in the 21st
century has become increasingly more dynamic warranting new theoretical approaches, they also
caution against getting lost in the “newness” of the study of mobility, which they argue already
has a long history, or, furthermore, devaluing the importance of “moorings’ i.e. boundaries and
borders, place, territory and landscape as “globalization needs friction in order to reproduce
itself” (Cresswell 2010, 29). Creswell defines mobility as the entanglement of movement,
representation, and practice, proposing an understanding of mobilities, present, past and future,
as a “constellations of mobilities” or “historically and geographically specific formations of
movements, narratives about mobility and mobile practices” (Cresswell 2010, 17). Urry outlines
a more specific typology of mobility across five categories of such motion: 1) the movement of
objects, 2) the corporeal movement of bodies, 3) imaginary movements through narratives, 4)
virtual travel across cyberspace and the Internet, and 5) the circulation of messages and
information via communication systems (Urry 2008). This dissertation approaches the concept
of augmented mobilities via emerging media technologies as it arguably moves through and
beyond all of these categories outlined by Urry simultaneously. Such augmented mobilities are
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also entanglements of movement, representation and practice across the mobile and digital
commons (I will expand upon these concepts in the next section).

Defining Augmented Mobility
Sheller and Urry (2006) state “software, we might say, writes mobility” and furthermore
“software systems need to speak effectively to each other in order that particular mobilities take
place” (221) As they are speaking of a mobile turn in the social sciences, they also acknowledge
a digital turn in our under understanding of mobilities. We can approach “writing mobility” via
software in the same stroke of the digital turn in the humanities. Our understanding of
negotiating and navigating time/space/place has taken a mobile-digital turn via mobility as a
disembodied series of experiences across cyberspace and the virtual realm. Sheller and Urry
(2006) expand on this somewhat writing:
Thus many individuals increasingly exist beyond their private bodies. They leave traces
of their selves in informational space, as they are mobile through space because of `selfretrieval' at the other end of a network. People are able to `plug into' systems of
information through which they can `do' things and `talk' to people without being present
in a particular place. Illocutionary acts used to require copresence and utterances in
public; they now require a click on `OK'. Much of what was once `private' already exists
outside of the physical body and outside we might say the `self '. The self is thus spread
out or made mobile as a series of traces in cyberspace" (Sheller and Urry 2006, 222).
From this perspective, to be mobile via emerging media technologies– augmented mobilities - is
to be “plugged in” - to “spread oneself out” across informational space – across cyberspace - to
dissociate from one’s physical self and private body – and also to retrieve oneself at the other
end of a network without the requirement of one’s physical presence in the public sphere. As one
and/or many can be mobile while simultaneously staying in place, an important distinction in the
affordances of augmented mobilities that Sheller and Urry (2006) contemplate as a traversing of
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informational space and cyberspace is that augmented mobilities via digital interfaces are no
longer singularly moored to still or immobile Human-Computer Interactions (HCI) i.e. the
desktop or the slightly more mobile laptop computer. Pocket-friendly, mobile devices with
cellular and WiFi access and substantial computing capabilities and software affordances beyond
phone calls and SMS texting are (re)mediating what it means to be mobile – or in other words
further mobilizing the capabilities of location aware, augmented mobilities.

Since the mass production of the SmartPhone has gained considerable traction in the United
States, augmented mobility has become further complicated by location aware and geo-spatial
visualization technologies that are shredding clear distinctions between augmented mobilities of
the individual and the collective across cyberspace versus the datascapes of the built
environment. For example, Google Maps and other mapping APIs are now affording us
hyperlocal and aerial views of the world in real-time on mobile devices. These mapping
technologies can be used “on the go” to generate contextual, geo-spatially mediated “ways of
seeing” and being seen (Berger 2008, Cosgrove 1998) – an emergent form of geo-social powerknowledge (Foucault 1980) of what’s happening near us or on the other side of the world or
somewhere in between (Dalton 2013). Leszczynski (2015) further considers such emerging
spatial technologies interfacing the social and political relations of space and place building upon
Galloway (2012)’s interface effects theory as spatial mediations. Leszczynski (2015) frames
mediated spatiality as an “experience of spatiality (as material socio-spatio-technical relations) as
always-already mediated…the effect of the multiple yet momentary comings-together of
persons, places and emergent spatial technologies.” Mediated spatiality in its quotidian,
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pervasive and never-complete-state transcends the artificial dichotomy of virtual and real
space/place or even digital-physical world hybridization. We can expand upon such mediated
spatiality through Brighenti (2012)’s discussion of mediated motilities in relation to how
emerging media technologies augment the affordances of geographic movements or what they
refer to as motility. Brighenti (2012) write:
Mediation does not replace place; rather, it defines new forms of flows and boundaries,
new proximities and distances which interweave with other more traditional continuities
and separations in the city. The ‘augmentation’ of space that leads to ‘over-laying
dynamic data over the physical space’ (Manovich, 2006) is often, as observed by Crang
et al. (2007), more a matter of ‘subtle shifts’ than grand dichotomies—shifts that
nonetheless make “multiple emplacements” (Crang et al., 2007, 2411) possible
(401)…The augmented, hybrid or mixed urban reality of new media like personal and
locative media is neither determinist nor unboundedly mobile, it is a reality of a landdata-scape which consists of spatially dislocated events across various scales” (404).
They define mediated motilities as “prolongations between two planes or layers: the sociotechnical and the bio-political” that reify territorial and visibility regimes affording
augmentations of individual and collective mobilities across the urban form. Such a critical
approach is concerned with how mediated motilities and in turn augmented mobilities reinforce
territoriologic points of view as well as what geo-subjects are prioritized to be rendered
seen/unseen via emerging media technologies. Augmented mobilities as mediated spatialities
cannot be reduced to what Jurgenson (2011) refers to as digital dualism or the notion of a
distinctly separate virtual world and real world. Rather these concepts are one and the same
augmented reality. Such augmented realities and thus augmented mobilities exist beyond the
spectacle of digitization and datafication i.e. virtual reality and cyberspace. As this dissertation is
concerned with augmented mobility as a function of digitally-afforded experiences of
time/space/place and movement, it is thus necessary to “unpack the digital dispositif” and look
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“beyond the geotag”(Crampton et al. 2013). We need to frame the digital and augmented
mobilities, whether stationary or mobile/motile, as data assemblages (Kitchin 2014b) building
upon Foucault’s framing of institutionalized and administrative mechanics and knowledge
structures that reinforce relations of power and the political. (Ash, Kitchin, and Leszczynski
2018). We must engage the augmented, the digital, the Big Datafied as the political or what can
be understood as negotiating datafication. Ash, Kitchin, and Leszczynski (2018) write:
Unpacking a digital dispositive involves charting the wider discursive and material
practices that interact in relational, contingent and contextual ways to shape the design,
deployment, normalization and use of digital technologies in ways that serve and sustain
particular kinds of interests (the economy, social capital) in society, consolidating and
challenging exercise of power…there is a need to examine - data assemblages - digital
objects and infrastructures comprehensively, critically engaging their interlocking
technical stack (platform, operating system, code, data, interface) and the
epistemological, political, economic, institutional, legal and governmental contexts of
their production, circulation and operationalization in society…[ as well as] identifying
exclusions and inclusions of digital connectivity and discourse “beyond the geotag” (Ash,
Kitchin, and Leszczynski 2018, 37).

In summary, augmented mobilities transcend a binary of the built environment and virtual worlds
i.e. digital dualism. Instead to be augementedly mobile is to be always-already negotiating the
interface effects of spatial and mobile mediations of one’s mobility affordances within the
context of one’s individual and collective social-technological and bio-political circumstances.
In the next section, I will elaborate on how such enactments of mobility interfacing with complex
infrastructures of data, software, hardware, transit networks, roads, streets, sewers, power grids,
cellular networks, bandwidth, etc. are highly politicized by dynamic relations of power.
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Making the Politics of Mobility and Augmented Mobility Explicit
Beyond the pretext of the mobile-digital turn and augmented mobilities as mediated spatialities
and motilities, everyday practices, systems and regimes of augmented mobilities are inherently
political. Situating the politics of mobility hinges on the understanding of mobilities as
constellations of “social relations that involve the production and distribution of power” and
thus mobilities are “both productive of social relations and produced by them” (Cresswell 2010,
21). “The politics of mobility” according to Cresswell (2010) describes how mobility is
regulated ranging from a hyperlocal to a global scale via the enactment of power relations.
Cresswell (2010) considers six characteristics of the politics of mobility: motive force, velocity,
rhythm, route, experience, and friction. These characteristics also inform Brighenti (2012)’s
framing of mediated motilities through a critique of speed, rhythms and affects or what they refer
to as “the dromology of displacements along trajectories, the rhythmanalysis of flows and the
affectology of travels (412). In United States, the influence of the politics of automobility and an
emerging post-automobility paradigm on one’s augmented mobility affordances cannot be
understated. Automobility sometimes referred to as Fordism (Snow 2013, Soja 2013), motordom
(Norton 2011) and car culture (Miller 2001) can be understood as the hegenomic forces of
society that normalize automobile-dominant discourses, practices and politics. Wellman (2014)
refers to the current politics of automobile supremacy and the disinvestment in public transit
rider-users, whom are predominantly BIPOC and lower-income, as a form of “transportation
apartheid.” They write that “the rise of personal automobile, some scholars suggest, sustained old
inequalities like segregation and lack of access, and promulgated a new type of inequality—an
inequity over the power of space and time” (334). Sheller (2015) underscores that automobile-
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dominant transportation infrastructure and mobility systems reinforce discrimination, inequality
and injustice, particularly across race, class and gender. They further argue the any emerging
mobility technologies moving to afford “post-automobility” futures such as ride-hailing,
carsharing, electric vehicles and automation, will only reify the existing socio-politicaltechnological order i.e. regime of automobility.

Post-automobility as a paradigm lingers somewhere in transition after the late-public transit city
in the 1920-1930s when urban mass transit is considered to have been at its peak but starting to
move towards a decline in investment and ridership (Hall 2013, Clark 1958) and the third stage
of American automobile consciousness (Flink 1972) in which the dominance of automobiles
started to be increasingly seen not as “a progressive force of change for American civilization”
but as a major social problem due to traffic congestion, environmental impact, and the danger of
automobile-related collisions causing mass injuries and fatalities. If we situate public transit
systems across this understanding of new mobility technologies and a transition towards postautomobility systems, public transit itself can be understood in relation to the neo-liberal
marketplace as a failed/failing mobility technology or a technology of a mobile past. Even as
9.9 billion trips were taken on public transit services in 2019 in the United States and transit
ridership has increased by 28% since 1995, transit historians tend to frame the operation of
public transit systems today in the United States as the result of a public intervention to save a
fallen technology in decline. The causes of the decline urban mass transit and the continued
disinvestment of public transit systems is debated but it is undeniably political and driven by the
neoliberal capitalistic interests of land-use, real estate, fossil fuels, manufacturing and building/
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construction transportation oriented towards automobility and the private sphere (Bianco 1999,
Cheape 1976, Mcghee 2015, Post 2007, Schrag 2014, Scott 2014, St. Clair 1981, Elkind 2014).
Looking forward towards the possibilities of post-automobility futures also requires
contextualization of the past, presents and futures of technologies of mobility as politicized tools
for social sorting, exclusion, and forced immobilization. We must look back/forward to the
historical and on-going segregation of trains, streetcars and buses as past/present/future forms of
urban mass transit, public transit and collective mobility (Cresswell 2010, Sheller 2015). We
must also unpack the emergence and pervasiveness of automobiles and automobile-dominant
streets including the brief explosion of jitney services in the early 1900s (Chambliss 2008) and
the massive construction of the Federal Highway System or what Avila (2014) refers to as the
“white man’s freeway.” The trajectory of mobility technologies interlock with kyriarchal
mobility regimes of white supremacy, class subjugation and other power relations. I should note
that in 2019, 60% of public transit rider-users were BIPOC. Over half were women at 55%.
Many others were people with disabilities or younger or older commuters. We can understand
mobility technologies, digitized or not, as an augmented matrix of domination “linked with new
technology, speed and modernization” (Sheller 2015, 74). All of these histories, presents and
futures of mobile technologies are re-orientations and (re)mediations of racialized, gendered and
classed socio-technological and bio-political barriers to the public sphere as enclosures upon the
mobile commons or what this dissertation refers to as the mobile-digital commons.
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Making the Politics of Data Explicit
Furthermore, understanding the politics of data, algorithms and software and how they interplay
with the politics of automobility and post-automobility to produce augmented (auto)mobilities
and augmented (post-auto)mobilities via emerging media technologies is central to this
dissertation. The never completeness of augmented mobilities as spatial and mobile/motile
mediations moves in rhythm with mobile and infrastructural ontologies of power relations and
political motivations dominated by automobile and post-automobile-oriented technologies.
Augmented mobilities and by extension open mobility move up against time/space/place
contested simultaneously by the politics of mobility (Cresswell 2010) automobility (Avila 2014,
Norton 2011, Flink 1972, Sheller 2015), Big Data i.e. datafication (Mayer-Schönberger and
Cukier 2013, van Dijck 2014, Kitchin 2014a), and open data (Johnson 2016, Johnson 2014, Britz
et al. 2013, Gurstein 2011). Sheller further acknowledges the neoliberal reorientations of both
“network capital” and “digital capital” in mobility regimes that are racialized, classed and
gendered away from carbon fuel-dominant mobility ecosystems towards a notion of Smart
Mobility and post-automobility continues to problematize what it means to be augmentedly
mobile in the 21st century (Sheller 2017).

I’d expand upon this to argue that the dominant commodity in mobility regimes is now data
capital or Big Data i.e. Big Datafied (auto)mobilities and (post-auto)mobilities. The Big Data
marketplace is heralded by datafication as a legitimate opportunity for both understanding user
behavior with new forms of access and ability to monitor information about habits in terms of
market research and academic research. Yet the Big Data marketplace is not a neutral facilitator.
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van Dijck argues that it should be configured as a rhetorical text crafted for specific agendas and
group motivations. They emphasize that Big Data is largely a narrative of interpretation. Its
algorithms are “intrinsically selective and manipulative and...a ‘big data mindset’…seems to
favor the paradoxical premise that social media platforms concomitantly measure, manipulate
and monetize online human behavior”” (van Dijck 2014, p. 200). van Dijck (2014) builds upon
Mayer-Schoenberger and Cukier’s definition of dataficiation as the “transformation of social
action into online quantified data, thus allowing for real-time tracking and predictive analysis”
(van Dijck, 2014, p. 198). Datafication is rooted in “problematic ontological and
epistemological claims” (p. 198) dependent on a belief in “objective quantification” and
trustworthiness of data mining institutions i.e. dataism. Big Data is not a new, gold standard of
knowledge of about human behavior and on-going critical interrogation is needed. The emerging
HCI frameworks of both the “sharing” economy and Smart Mobility as functions of Uberfication
rhetorically approaches notions of techno-positivism and dataism negotiating the neoliberal
capitalist tendencies of Big Data. In summary, augmented mobilities are not apolitical, they
must be approached explicitly as political. In turn, open mobility as a form of augmented
mobility must also be treated as such, which I will further discuss in the next section.

Making the Politics of Open Mobility Explicit
Open mobility, and its emphasis on open-source software and open data, is one potential state of
Big Data and augmented mobility. Within the paradigm of open mobility there are limitless
potential states of augmented mobility afforded that may or may not prioritize the voices, lived
experiences and overall visibility of public transit rider-users. Similar to mobility systems, data
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systems are also a socio-political process. In the field of critical data and information studies,
Johnson (2016) emphasizes that data systems have a political economy and that there is a need
for humanists to better engage with data infrastructures to interrogate political biases and
subjectivity of such emerging technologies via information and data justice ontologies. Merriman
and Pearce (2017) also underscore the centrality of the humanities to mobility studies writing
that “although many of the leading scholars associated with mobility studies do align themselves
with the social sciences…the humanities –and indeed the arts—have been central to the
emergence of scholarly debates on mobility, playing a crucial role in helping scholars to argue
for the ubiquity of mobility as a structuring principle in every aspect of human and non-human
life” (24). This should further extend to the humanist study of the politics of Big Datafied (postauto)mobilities as well. Additional scholars concerned with such politically-motivated processes
of datafication include (Cukier and Mayer-Schoenberger 2013, Kitchin 2014c, a, van Dijck 2014,
Chun 2016, Rettberg 2014, Manovich 2016b, Noble 2018). I approach the concept of open
mobility and Big Datatfied (auto)mobility and (post-auto)mobility systems as sociotechnological and political systems that necessitate social and political action. Amidst the launch
of Big Data hardware and software platforms such as Google Maps in 2005, the iPhone in 2007
and the ride-hailing mobile app Uber in 2011, there is a need for humanist scholars to further
engage the politics of augmented mobility as well as movements of the mediated self as
enclosures operating against and beyond a commons that is both mobile and digital. In the next
section, I will further situate the significance of the mobile commons and digital commons to the
politics of open mobility.
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Situating Open Mobility, the Sharing Economy and Public Transit as an Enclosure(s) of the
Mobile and Digital Commons
The combined terms of “open” and “mobility” arguably imply a level of optimism in the
affordances of data sharing, software accessibility and augmentedly mobile possibilities that
might be enabled by an open mobility framework. Yet open mobility does not necessarily
operate in solidarity with the mobile commons or the digital commons even as it gives the
appearance of being a “commoning” practice(s).

Defining the Mobile Commons
Sheller defines the mobility commons as:
…access to the cooperative social territories and shared infrastructures of movement
(both material and immaterial)—i.e. pathways, ways, and means of moving, sharing, and
communicating, which have been cooperatively produced by human relations to others ,
both human and more-than-human, through common passage, translation and co-usage
over time…it is not land or resources as such, but is an action and a verb—a movement to
make life in common, a commoning” (Sheller 2018, 167).
It’s important to offer up a definition of the mobile commons and the digital commons in relation
to how augmented mobilities – and really all technologies of mobility including data, software,
hardware, conveyances, services and infrastructures - whether public utilities such as Bus Rapid
Transit and subways or pseudo-public/private operations like highway systems, bikeshare,
electric automobiles and the ride-hailing platform Uber - function as “enclosures” of the
commons. Reflecting on the mobile commons as a project of co-production and co-creation that
exists beyond national borders, political territories and notions of citizenship through the lens of
migrant lived experiences, Papadopoulos and Tsianos (2013) write:
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The mobile commons exist as such only to the extent that they are commonly produced
by all these people that add and expand its available contents. These contents are neither
private nor public, neither state owned nor part of civil society; rather it exists to the
extent that people use it and generate it as they are mobile. But beyond its use and
actualization, it is equally important to partake in the creation of the mobile commons, in
the making of a common non-proprietary and non-enclosed world of mobility (as
discussed by Anderson, Sharma, and Wright (2009)). The making of the commons,
‘commoning’ as Linebaugh (2008) calls it, is the continuation of life through
‘commoning’ the immediate sociality and materiality of everyday existence
(Papadopoulos 2012). This is a flight into a world where the primary condition of
existence is the immersion into the worlds you inhabit and share with other people,
animals, plants and the soil as you move. (20)
The immediacy and immersiveness of mobility as a life-world that is inhabited and shared in
motion by individual and collective existence then is not dependent on augmentations of
mobility to negotiate and navigate time/space/place in the universe but the perceived realities and
lived experiences of one’s mobility is still impacted by such augmentation via data and software.

Defining the Digital Commons
At a first glance, one might argue that we should contextualize the mobile commons in the
digital age as the augmented mobile commons interfacing understandings of both the mobile
commons and the digital commons (Greco and Floridi 2004, Ballatore 2014, Teli et al. 2015,
Ossewaarde and Reijers 2017). Greco and Floridi (2004) define the digital commons as a similar
“commoning” of digital resources that they refer to as the “Infosphere.” They propose the digital
commons as a concept to address unregulated exploitation of the Infosphere and strategies for
preserving the digital commons while also dismantling the digital divide. Teli et al. (2015)
describe the digital commons as a “third-way institutional arrangement to manage specific
resources, be they natural or digital, that is neither state or the market, but rather a collective
effort of the people directly interested in managing the resources through means that are based
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on democracy more than hierarchies (19). They cite examples of “commoning” digital resources
including Wikipedia and forms of free and open source software, which also encompasses open
mobility-oriented software such OpenTripPlanner and data standards such as GTFS, GBFS and
MDS. I’d argue that the digital commons - similar to how are augmented mobilities are an
enclosure of the mobile commons - is an enclosure of a broader augmented “Infosphere” that
transcends the physical and the virtual – possibly a remnant of the Information Age gone digital.
Data “commoning” (Miller, Styles, and Heath 2008, Yakowitz 2011, Grossman et al. 2016) or
information “commoning” (Beagle 1999, Onsrud 1998, Kranich 2004) are other “commoning”
discourses that have also been proposed in the realm of data, information and communication
systems. Though the Information Age like the Digital Age as well as the age of Uberfication that
I situate this dissertation within are arguably all enclosures across the commons of more
hyperlocalized communal practices and systems of symbolic meaning-making and informationsharing. For the sake of this dissertation, I will consider the digital commons as an amalgamation
of efforts to “common” data, information, communication and digital resources. I also must
acknowledge that to offer forth the mobile commons and the digital commons as distinct
concepts complicates this dissertation’s definition of augmented mobilities as operating beyond
the physical/virtual binary. One way to view the interplay of the mobile and digital commons, is
as if the mobile commons operates on one plane and the digital commons on another, and they
intersect across an X-Y axis. A more consistent way to frame both the mobile commons and the
digital commons is to possibly to consider the commons to function across an X-Y-Z axis or
even a spacetime continuum across the three dimensions of space as well as a fourth - time.
Then the commons itself is a four-dimensional manifold, while assemblages and regimes of
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mobility, data, and information technology systems manifest as the momentary variables of
concern across a relativistic and multi-scalar matrix of capitalistic power relations. Both the biopolitical and socio-technological dynamics of individual and shared lived experiences of
mobility are themselves fleeting relatively speaking in relation to broader planetary and
interstellar moments and movements across the universe.

Defining the Mobile-Digital Commons
Zooming back in to a frame of augmented mobilities at a local and global scale on Earth,
attempting to augment the mobile commons via any form of information technology including
data and software is arguably a never-ending, forever incomplete project. Thrift writes of a
“plane of endless calculation and recalculation, across which intensities continually build and
fade.” Digitization and datafication as mediating functions of augmented reality are extensions of
what Papadopoulos and Tsianos (2013) refer to as “enclosures of public, private and civil society
aggregates that attempt to appropriate the knowledge and practices of the mobile people” (20).
Papadopoulos and Tsianos (2013) writes of such socially and politically produced enclosures
operating “against and beyond the forms of mobile life” so that “the knowledge and practices of
mobility exist despite and beyond these enclosures, they are cooperatively produced in the
commons and through the commons” (20). While there may be a push by data, algorithms and
software to achieve some level of sentience that interfaces with the complexity of the mobile
life-sphere, Ossewaarde and Reijers (2017) further expand upon this framing of the digital
commons as function of enclosure presenting the digital commons as an illusion of “false
consciousness, particularly calling out the “sharing economy” i.e. commons-like platforms (will
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further elaborate on this concept as well as shared mobility in Chapter 2) as a key actor in the
reinforcement of such neoliberal hegemony and technological deception. They write:
Today, ‘false consciousness’ can only be overcome if technology critique is translated
into post-capitalist acts of resistance to the dominating technology design. As Naughton
(2000: 272) explains, the very architecture of the Internet has given rise to centrifying
powers, such as the global data conglomerates and—as we have discussed—commonslike platforms like Couchsurfing and Airbnb. According to Lessig (2006), this means
‘that the invisible hand of cyberspace is building an architecture that is quite the opposite
of what it was at cyberspace’s birth’ (p. 4). Our analysis ties into such critiques of
cyberspace. The technological architecture of digitally mediated commoning practices
can negate the very idea of digital commoning. The Internet is a free, open space by
design—a digital common in itself—and for that reason it is very vulnerable for rulebased regulation and control that negates open standards, universal access, flexible
copyright rules, and decentralized Internet infrastructures. Such tendencies toward rulebased regulation violate the process of digital commoning (Boyle, 2008). However, many
of these tendencies are highly opaque because they are often implicit and part of a
formalized design for digital interaction that is in itself an arrangement of ‘false
consciousness’ (cf. Knudsen, 2011; Roscoe and Chillas, 2014). Therefore, in order to
address the problem of the illusion of the digital commons, digital commoners first need
to strive to gain a ‘free’ relation with technologies, which requires new imagination and
radical organizational change (Ossewaarde and Reijers 2017, 624).
Such disillusionment and false consciousness of digital “commoning,” underscores a key
argument made by Brighenti (2012) that new media is not a project of deterritorialization or
liberation but rather further reifies and inscribes new forms of mobility and immobility, motility
and immotility. This is particularly important as the techno-positivism of open mobility, the
sharing economy, Smart Mobility and automated vehicles imply some level of mass accessibility
to faster, more technologically advanced modes of travel afforded by a Big Data-powered
pooling of collective and communal resources. Yet movement across and through the mobiledigital commons is more nuanced than that. Sheller writes:
A mobile commons...does not imply maximizing mobility for all people and it is not
simply about access to transport or a right to the city. Instead, it means protecting the
capability for human and more-than-human shared mobilities and free spaces for
movement by regulating excessive mobilities, limiting unnecessary speed, regulating
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corporations, pricing the externalities of transportation and preventing its harms. A
mobile commons is enacted within shared practices of movement, momentary gatherings,
and fleeting assembly, for a time, in a place, without owning it, so long as one does not
ruin it, lay waster to it, degraded it, or take it away from the use of others (Sheller 2018,
168).

I question whether open mobility or other collective projects of Big Datafied, augmented
mobilities are prioritizing “protecting the capability for human and more-than human shared
mobilities and free spaces for movement by regulating excessive mobilities.” Rather they are
further datafying stratifications, inequalities, and injustices of pre-Big Data mobility regimes of
automobility. Assemblages of augmented (im)mobilities are on-going interface effects of
always-already mediated experiences across space-place and time. Brighenti (2012) adds that
“while the neo-liberal city represents itself as a smooth space of unrestrained circulation, it is
based upon a complex pattern of stratification of motilities…new media technologies motilise
borders, turning them into a virtuality that is proliferated, scattered and disseminated, only to be
instantly actualized whenever and wherever needed” (409). As assemblages of the sociotechnological and bio-political beyond a plane(s) of singularity or duality, we can understand
augmented mobilities as mediated spatialities and motilities to be interface effects of enclosures
upon the mobile commons interplaying with the illusory (re)mediations of digital commoning
efforts i.e. the mobile-digital commons.

In other words, everyday practices of augmented mobility and open mobility as a subset function
as assemblages of mobilized social-technological and bio-political arrangements and conditions
enacted across regimes of territory and visibility in which the possibilities of individual and
collective augmented mobilities can easily become lost in translation. (Brighenti 2012). I argue
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that this an increasing concern for how the public transit rider-user experience is augmented
amidst the dominating forces of Uberfication. Considering the affordances of data and software
applications like GTFS and OpenTripPlanner, the pro-social benefits of the open mobility
movement can somewhat shield it from critical scrutiny even as we understand both mobility and
data systems to inherently be subjective, biased and politically motivated. There is a particularly
a risk of this happening in the open mobility data movement if we allow the communal dynamics
of such civically engaged initiatives to obscure their political nature. Civic-oriented digitization
efforts and the open data movement, as a whole, run the risk of erasing the voices and lived
experiences of the most vulnerable, public transit rider-users in the case of this dissertation, and
reinforcing the power of whomever controls and most benefits from the data and information
systems in their current state and order. Efforts to innovate and optimize data formats, databases
and analytics algorithms will not liberate us from the inherent subjectivity of data as a sociopolitical construct. Data is a social process as well as a technical one. It is subjective, political
and embedded with complex social norms and structural inequalities Johnson (2016) writing
that we must make the politics of data and open data explicit further expands:
Because many different data frameworks can represent the same reality, there must be a
process of translating reality into a single data state. That incorporates technical
constraints but also the social assumptions and processes of that reality. Together, these
structures translate reality into a definitive data state. When the translation regime is built
around injustice—when it is built around one group's prejudices about the world, for
instance—the associated data system perpetuates that injustice by embedding it in the
processes the data informs while at the same time hiding it behind a veil of technicity
(Johnson 2016, 28)

Digitization and datafication automate injustices. Injustice in: injustice out or transit injustice in:
transit injustice out. Such translation regimes that Johnson discusses coincides with Brighenti’s
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earlier mention of regimes of territory and visibility afforded by emerging media technologies. I
argue that definitive data state of augmented mobilities defaults to a territoriological and visible
point of view entrenched in the datafied politics of augmented (auto)mobilities and (postauto)mobilites as Uberfication. An automobile and post-automobile-dominant mobility data
eocosystem affords a de-emphasis on (re)mediated spatialities and motilities across the public
sphere such as public transit. It obscures and encloses upon the mobile-digital commons itself
via the negotiation of illusory augmented rhetoric of Smart Mobility, open mobility data and
software and the sharing economy via Uberfication as a emergent paradigm of post-automobility
futures. The concept of post-automobility in some ways is arguably more nefarious than regimes
of automobility as it moves towards not only allegedly post-automobile and post-digital futures
but also post-public transit futures in which emerging technologies reinforce a false
consciousness of (un)commoning practices of the mobile-digital commons via “sharing” (rental
schemes afforded by Gig worker labor that will eventually be automated) as well as the
electrification, datafication, and automation of privately owned and/or shared vehicles achieving
a pervasive level of closure upon augmented mobility systems as Uberfication. There is an added
layer of complexity here as I re-emphasize that mobilities afforded by public utilities and
infrastructures are themselves enclosures upon the mobile-digital commons as well. Brigenti
also clarifies that augmented mobilities as mediated motilities are constitutive of the public:
Public realm and urban circulation are mutually constitutive because the public is a space
of encounter with social diversity in a situation of spatio-temporal proximity. According
to Joseph (1998), the major characteristics of public space are accessibility, circulation
and observability. I have implicitly suggested synthesising accessibility and observability
into the single category of visibility, and interpreting circulation through the notion of
motility. However, a further aspect must be taken into account—namely, mediation.
Mediation is constitutive of the public. Gabriel Tarde (1901/1989) first observed that the
public is fundamentally made possible by the media, insofar as they enable synchronicity
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of attentions in a context of spatial dispersal. While the crowd exists only if assembled in
a single space (Tarde regarded it as at a ‘lower degree of development’), the public—this
sort of ‘mental’ crowd—is a spatially scattered social territory kept together by
mediations that define a single emotional focus of attention throughout the people that
form it (Brighenti, 2010b) (406).

Within this understanding of publicness where public space and thus public transit systems
themselves afford augmented mobilities beyond the digital realm, the datafication of augmented
transit mobilities via the open mobility movement and GTFS can be even further understood as a
complex assemblage of datafied mobilities interfacing at the alleged precipice of the public and
private, formal and informal, visible and invisible, legible and illegible, socio-technological and
bio-political. This is particularly relevant in the case of the “GTFS for the Rest of Us”
movement which pushes for an open data protocol inclusive of informal and semi-formal
mobility services and transportation infrastructures. Public transit riders-users dependent on
paratransit and other forms of flexible or on-demand services, typically people with disabilities,
seniors and rural/suburban residents, approaching an illegibility to the GTFS data eocosystem.
This is also the case in the Global South where public transit rider-users are a far less stable
mobility subject as governments and communities there have not for various reasons invested in
formalized, fixed-route public transit systems. On-demand, ride-hailing services, often times
informal or semi-formal, might actually be much more feasible or a downright necessity.

That being said, even as open mobility and public transit function as an enclosures of the mobile
and digital commons, the privatization of mobility services and transportation infrastructures
alongside their data and software flows also persists. Additionally, engagement with the open
mobility movement is not always reciprocal or even clearly beneficial to public transit rider-
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users or the public at large. The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) has represented a
shift in the transportation industry and mobility tech away from decades of proprietary mobility
data protocols even as much of these proprietary data structures still saturate the mobility data
ecosystem. Yet GTFS like open mobility continue to linger along the blurred lines of public and
private interests. The open transit data standard was first developed in 2006 by Google and
TriMet, Portland’s public transit agency, as the Google Transit Feed Specification. Since then,
GTFS has found a much wider application around the world hence the “G” now standing for
“General” instead of “Google.” Even with the name change, Google remains central to the
GTFS open data ecosystem due to GTFS powering public transit service datavis on Google Maps
through the Google Transit Partnership program. GTFS, on the one hand, is an open data
standard. On the other hand, Big Data and Big Tech interests remain heavily influential over its
governance, maintenance and integrations. In addition to Google and Apple, now ride-hailing
platforms a.k.a. Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) Uber and Lyft are also interfacing
with the GTFS mobility data eocosystem. Uber and Lyft are seeking to integrate public transit
services via GTFS static and its real-time feeds counterpart (GTFS real-time) into their private
mobility service applications and also support fare payments for transit rider-users. It is almost a
footnote in a headline titled “Uber and Hyundai Unveil Flying Car Model for Future Air Taxi
Service,” but Uber recently announced enabling payment for transit services within its app in Las
Vegas (Chapman 2020). A digital, ride-hailing service that was born from a demand by wealthy
commuters to hail private car-for-hire services more conveniently interfacing with the public
transit rider-user experience(s) poses a tension over who actually benefits from Uber becoming a
vendor in the public transit space – mobility for whom and mobility data for whom? At the same
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time, both Uber and Lyft have become embroiled in conflict over not sharing data for mobility
services that they own and operate in the same fashion. Lyft recently made headlines over a
public rift with the navigation app company Transit App after Lyft disabled sharing feeds for a
bikeshare fleet they acquired. The bikeshare operation had previously been integrated with the
Transit App platform but disappeared from the Transit App interface once Lyft deactivated
sharing General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS) APIs. Ceasing the flow of data was likely
a strategy to make the bikeshare service exclusive only to the Lyft mobile app. GBFS is a
counterpart to GTFS specifically related to bikeshare operations. In this example, data
fragmentation and unevenness was likely intentional and driven by one private firm’s aims to
corner the market. Uber similarly is engaged in a data sharing conflict not with another company
– but rather government. The company known for being litigious as a part of its disruption
strategy has sued the City of Los Angeles over requirements that Uber share data from its
scootershare venture with Los Angeles city staff via MDS protocols i.e. Mobility Data
Specification (MDS) (Bliss 2019).

The emergence of additional open mobility standards such as GBFS and MDS alongside GTFS
also indicate a shift in how we are talking about datafied mobility services and transportation
infrastructure. The interface design of trip planning applications and mobility platforms like
Uber, Google Maps, Transit App and OpenTripPlanner demonstrate a push towards a
multimodal commuter-user in mind who is able to frictionlessly access real-time information and
seamless payment options across multiple modes of travel such as transit, Transportation
Network Companies (TNCs) i.e. Lyft and Uber, bikeshare, scootershare, carshare, parking, tolls,
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etc. These trends in open mobility trends also overlap with other emergent paradigms for urban
mobility ecosystems that approach mobility as smart, sustainable, collective, shared, etc. as well
techno-positivist trajectories oriented towards Mobility on Demand (MOD), Mobility as a
Service (MaaS) and Connected and Autonomous Vehicles (CAV). Watkins (2018) argues that
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) i.e. Uber and Lyft as well as industry trends
prioritizing research and development of Autonomous Vehicles (AVs) do not address the
“system implications of private transportation” i.e. the datafication of automobility and actually
serve as socio-technological (and I would add political) distractions from actually serving
mobility needs and prioritizing the public transit rider-user experience. The market aspirations
of TNCs such as Uber and Lyft are to eventually automate their fleets – not necessarily making
always-already mediations of automobile-dominated mobility services and transportation
infrastructures more accessible or equitable. Instead such Uberfication would simply automate
past, existing and future transit injustices and immobilities (Epting 2019, Rio 2016).

This leads me to also consider broader complications of interfacing “commoning’ efforts of Big
Datafied mobility systems re: mobility and the Infosphere in the context of both hyperreality and
hyperlegibility. Historical socio-technological and political contests over map-making and now
geo-spatial visualization software is particularly relevant as this dissertation considers
applications of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as an extension of Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) and the politics of digital map-making and geographies. Borge's "On
Exactitude of Science" and how Baudrillard builds upon Borge's short story to present his
"precession of simulcra" comes to mind. Baudrillard writes:
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Abstraction today is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror or the concept.
Simulation is no longer that of a territory, a referential being or a substance. It is the
generation by models of a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal. The territory no
longer precedes the map, nor survives it. Henceforth, it is the map that precedes the
territory - precession of simulacra - it is the map that engenders the territory and if we
were to revive the fable today, it would be the territory whose shreds are slowly rotting
across the map. It is the real, and not the map, whose vestiges subsist here and there, in
the deserts which are no longer those of the Empire, but our own. The desert of the real
itself (Baudrillard 1988, 166)

Is the tension between notions of the mobile commons and the digital commons that of
hyperreality? Or is the tension actually about hyperlegibility or even hyperillegibility? In an
ideal sense, the commons as it pertains to mobility and digital affordances moves beyond the
hegemonic forces of automobility or datafication or any given moment’s dominant political and
socio-technological discourse of knowledge and power circling back to Dalton (2013)’s geospatial ways of seeing and being seen as power-knowledge. At the same time, Jurgenson’s
concerns over digital dualism reinforces this idea of “beyonding” in which augmented mobilities
as well as other forms of affordances enabled by mobility technologies are “enclosures”
operating against and beyond the commons. Even if a person does not have a SmartPhone to hail
an Uber ride or track traffic congestion on the highway via the Waze app, they still move across,
through and beyond streets designed for automobiles. Even if a public transit service does not
formally exist to get someone from Point A to Point B, they still will need to employ formal and
informal methods of mobility and immobility to participate in their communities, neighborhoods
and local economies. Even if a person does not have a driver’s license or citizenship
documentation or a verified social media account, they still move across, through and beyond
political borders, boundaries and territories. To move across, through or beyond doesn’t mean
the risk of discrimination, oppression, harm and violence isn’t still very real for mobile people as
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they encounter and experience the augmented interface effects of social, political and economic
forces of immobilization. But rather that there is an illegibility or divergence of sorts that creates
friction between the co-production and co-creation of the mobile commons and the digital
commons, how individuals and collectives move throughout the commons, and how such
(im)mobilities are augmented and (re)mediated by the projects of mass digitization and
datafication.

Thus we need to conceptualize an understanding of the on-going interplay of mediated
spatialities and motilities as augmented mobilities that are always-already performative,
participatory and political – in relation to (infr)activism and Mobility Data Justice solidarity
work. What does it mean for augmented mobilities to be still, slowed down or impeded or are we
operating under the assumption that we are all collectively afforded mobilities moving at a rapid
pace increasingly tethered to mobile devices oriented towards automobility and Big Datadominated discourses that prioritize investment in Smart Mobility, autonomous vehicles and
flying cars? What could augmented mobilities as an agent of social and political change look like
as they are never solely fixed or mobile and are always assembling and re-assembling in relation
to a constellation of (im)possible power moves and political acts? Further mobilizing augmented
mobilities accomplishes an additional layer of intrigue when we consider Easterling (2014)’s
concept of infrastructure space or the ways in which patterns of spatial form and function
operationalize “a spatial operating system for shaping the city” echoing in some ways Castells
(2000)’s theories of spaces of flow and networked societies. Does mobilizing the
conceptualization of a spatially mediated UX/UI and spatial operating system (OS) as mediated
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motilities and augmented mobilities potentially present news opportunities for critique of public
transit systems, the public transit rider-user experience(s) and transit justice activism through the
lenses of emergent forms of geo-social ways of seeing and being seen? Could this embolden the
politics of datafied (auto)mobilities and Uberfication to bend back upon its own augmented
procedurality and render a hyperlegible articulation of Mobility Data Justice across selfreflexive, hyperlocal and aerial views of ourselves in motion? Could this in turn work to
destabilize neo-liberal capitalistic complicity in the unevenness of datafied and augmented
im(mobilities)?

While such illusions of digital commoning interplaying with the mobile commons encourage a
healthy skepticism of the augmented mobility technologies including open-source software and
open data initiatives operating in the interests of the public good, I would argue that there is still
the potential for significant social and political benefits approaching augmented mobilities
through a lens of openness. For one, a critical affordance of open mobility is its cross-platform
and cross-user interoperability which enables multi-directional data and information sharing.
Interoperable platforms include several popular navigation apps such as the aforementioned
Google Maps and Transit App as well as Moovit, Apple Maps, CityMapper and the previously
mentioned open-source software development project OpenTripPlanner. This also includes
digital signage, SMS text alerts, data analytics tools like the Network Analysis function in
ArcGIS and even digital humanities projects and visual art installations. Secondly, I suspect
there are opportunities for transit riders, transit activists and transit software developers to
collaborate and make use of the GTFS open data ecosystem to support justice-oriented, political
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change that directly benefits and empowers ransit riders. In the next section of this chapter, I will
propose extending open mobility and GTFS to a Mobility Data Justice approach that affords such
collaborative, justice-oriented, GTFS activism or what I more generally refer to as (infr)activism.

Mobilizing GTFS (Infr)activism as Mobility Data Justice Tactics in Defense of the MobileDigital Commons
As I argued in the previous section, this dissertation understands both open mobility and GTFS
to be extensions of augmented mobilities. These augmented mobilities move in tension with the
reification of automobile and post-automobile dominant regimes of Big Datafied mobilities as
the definitive data state. The territoriological, visibility, and translation regimes of data systems
and emerging media practices interface with mobility regimes of automobility and postautomobility to prioritize a politics of datafied (auto)mobilities and (post-auto)mobilies. Such
mediated (auto)mobilities and (post-auto)mobilities not only enact augmented enclosures upon
the mobile-digital commons but also problematize public-oriented enclosures of the commons
such as public transit systems and the open transit data format GTFS (General Transit Feed
Specification) that affords its digitization. I propose that while GTFS overlaps with
“uncommoning” neoliberal capitalistic interests of both the state and Big Data firms, as an
interoperable data format it also opens up possibilities for applications of GTFS as transit-data
justice activism – an extension of open mobility to Mobility Data Justice.

This leads me to argue for a re-orientation of performative (un)commoning practices including
riding-using public transit systems and shared mobility application platforms, notions of
citizenship and belonging (infrastructural (Shelton 2017a, b), digital (Baack 2015, Hintz, Dencik,
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and Wahl-Jorgensen 2018) and spatial media citizenship(Elwood and Mitchell 2013)) open
development co-creation, and activism across concerns of transit and data towards an integrated
ontology of transportation/transit justice (Gössling 2016, Enright 2019, Karner et al. 2020,
Verlinghieri and Schwanen 2020, Soja 2013), mobility justice (Sheller 2018), information justice
(Johnson 2016, Johnson 2014) and data justice (Dencik et al. 2019, Taylor 2017). Vera et al.
(2019) through their integration of environmental justice and data justice theories operationalize
an environmental data justice (EDJ) framework that informs this dissertation’s Mobility Data
Justice (MDJ) approach (see Figure 1).

While this dissertation more focuses on the justice capabilities and affordances of the GTFS data
format and open-dev pipeline, Sourbati and Behrendt (2020) consider both a data justice and
mobility justice approach to demonstrating how the datafication of mobility systems is further
contributing to the social exclusion of aging populations. Such ageism is entrenched in datadriven policy decisions oriented towards Smart Mobility user interactions that have not gathered
enough data to robustly represent, understand and serve the needs of older commuters. Heeks
and Shekhar (2019)’s applied data justice model for analyzing the information value chain of
data structures and systems both upstream and downstream informs critically informs how this
dissertation integrates data justice theory with Sheller’s mobility justice framework (2018).
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Figure 1: Diagram situating GTFS within a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) theoretical framework
The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is situated within the proposed Mobility Data Justice framework building upon
Sheller (2018)’s mobility justice theory and Heeks & Shekhar (2019)’s applied data justice theory.
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The scope of Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) can easily apply to so many material and immaterial
mobility-related justice concerns considering the multi-scalar and dynamic frameworks that have
been outlined by both mobility justice and data justice scholars. This dissertation specifically
focuses on mobility and data (in)justices related to public transit systems - and how such
mobility services and transportation infrastructure operating in the public sphere as enclosures of
the mobile-digital commons are experienced, politicized, mediated, augmented and interfaced in
solidarity with data and software applications of GTFS. I present the term (infr)activism to hold
space for acts of not only augmented infrastructural citizenship (enactments of infrastructural,
digital and spatial/motile media citizenship) and transit-data justice activism (enactments of
transit and data justice activism) but also the subversiveness and illegibility of infradata politics
(enactments of infradata (Fidler and Acker 2017), data subaltern-oriented tactics and strategies
(Heeks and Renken 2018, Heeks and Shekhar 2019) building off theory of infrapolitics (Avila
2014, Scott 2008), counterpublics (Warner 2002), counter-mapping (Kidd 2019, Collective,
Dalton, and Mason-Deese 2012), neogeographies (Elwood and Mitchell 2013, Lin 2013)
mediated motitilies (Brighenti 2012) and solidarity HCI (Vlachokyriakos et al. 2017,
Vlachokyriakos et al. 2018)).

Summary
At a fundamental level this dissertation is concerned with the universal human right to freedom
of movement - to be mobile - to live and experience a kind of mobility that is just and ethical and
empowering and safe and fulfilling and ultimately generative of a higher quality of life for all
across the mobile-digital commons. Sheller (2018) writes in their book Mobility Justice: The
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Politics of Movement in an Age of Extremes that “perhaps the best way to grasp the idea of the
mobile commons is to seek out those times and places where people have mobilized to defend it”
(159). I propose then a need in the context of open mobility and post-automobility futures as
Uberfication to foreground a line of defense for public transit rider-users and transit justice
activists via strategic and tactical applications of GTFS across both the mobile and digital
commons.

Open mobility even its pro-social potential still risks manufacturing a techno-positivist and/or
technocratic gaze that obscures the social and political dynamics that are always at play with
augmented and Big Datafied mobilities. As emergent mobility schemas, they also move towards
conflating mobility services and transportation services as being situated within a new era that is
both post-automobility and post-public transit displacing and erasing the legacy and present
realities of automobile-dominant politics and disinvestment in public transit systems over the
past century that have and continue to harm the mobility poor and vulnerable. Without
prioritizing equity or justice outcomes for public transit rider-users and multimodal commuterusers, these open-source software and open data pathways i.e. open mobility even if they
integrate open transit data risk and make it more accessible across data and software platforms
only reifes the compounding forces of automobility and datafication as a performative postautomobility future or what I define as Uberfication with the endgame being the mass
privatization and automation of mobility services and transportation infrastructures - and in turn
wide-reaching reinforcement of transit injustices via the politics of datafied mobility systems.
Johnson writes:
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The constructed nature of data makes it quite possible for injustices to be embedded in
the data itself. Whether by design or as unintended consequences, the process of
constructing data builds social values and patterns of privilege into the data. Where those
values and privileges are unjust, the injustice is then a characteristic of the data itself; no
amount of openness can remedy such injustices, just as no amount of statistical
processing can undo inaccuracies in the original data. ‘‘Garbage in, garbage out’’ is a
central concept in data ethics (Johnson 2014, 265)
Open mobility without an orientation towards justice and an understanding of existing injustices
ensures data and software infrastructures that afford what Johnson (2014) refers to as injustice
in:injustice out – or transit injustice in: transit injustice out. In the next chapter, I will outline
definitions of both transit technologies and Uberfication to better contextualize the historical and
present-day mobility and data injustices that interface with GTFS.
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CHAPTER 2: CONTEXTUALIZING THE GENERAL TRANSIT FEED
SPECIFICATION (GTFS) AS A TRANSIT TECHNOLOGY
INTERFACING WITH MOBILITY AND DATA INJUSTICES
Overview
In the previous chapter, I attempted to make explicit the politics of open mobility that interfaces
with GTFS. I also contextualized open mobility data systems as enclosure(s) upon both the
mobile and digital commons. In this chapter, I contextualize contemporary trends in open
mobility data, including the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS), amid historic and
contemporary negotiations of technologies of transit, automobility and Uberfication. A critical
re-orientation in mobility data systems today is the complex interplay between markets
prioritizing carbon capital versus data capital – carbon capital being fossil fuel-driven economies
and data capital being Big Data-driven, platform economies. The supremacy of automobility
(largely dependent on carbon capital) and the promise of post-automobility futures, (largely
dependent on data capital) are at the foreground of this interplay in which transit technologies
risk being erased from and de-prioritized across the mobility technoscape negotiating datafied
disinvestment, privatization, and/or (un)commoning practices. Similar to how it is impossible to
parse out the “physical” and the “virtual” from augmented reality - and in turn augmented
mobilities, there is not necessarily a clear demarcation line where data capital priorities begin
and carbon capital priorities end. They overlap and inform one another largely alongside efforts
to reify the power of automobile-dominant market interests. Furthermore, contentions over the
publicness of urban mass transit technologies and the privateness of automobility goes to heart of
competing claims about the contemporary politics of public transit system affordances. The
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emergent technological processes of transit have always teetered uneasily at the interface of
public, private, formal, informal, open, closed, and with that divergences in whose interests and
needs transit technologies were meant to serve and to what extent. Some historians, economists,
technologists, venture capitalist, etc. have/continue to frame the operation of public transit
systems today as a has-been, failed/failing technology(ies). Viewing public transit systems as a
failing enterprise is tethered to a valuation of mobility technology as largely driven by venture
capital and private corporate interests. This narrative runs through the history of transit in the
United States as we saw formalized transit operations coalesce as urban mass transit systems at
the peak of streetcar operations in the first half of the 20th century and then decline amidst
increased suburbanization and personal car ownership i.e. automobility. Urban mass transit now
contemporarily referred to as public transit, with the uptick of public subsidies and governmental
ownership after the 1950s, or even collective mobility in the context of trends of Smart Mobility,
Mobility as a Service (MaaS)/Mobility on Demand (MOD) and Uberfication pushing towards
imagined post-automobility futures. Even as the publicness of transit technologies still operation
as enclosures upon the mobile commons, they still offer up the potentiality of mobility including
transit affordances as well as socio-political action and mobile-digital (un)commoning practices.

This dissertation deploys the concept of Uberfication to hold space for datafied mobility services
and transportation infrastructure(s) as politically contested individual and shared experiences of
both time-space-place and knowledge generation related to our mobility. I define Uberfication
as a sweeping neoliberal project of privatized and psuedo-public schemas that privilege and
prioritize an intertwined politics of datafied mobility systems dominated by the forces of
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automobility and datafication. I should quickly note that Uberfication as a concept is not limited
to the study of mobility or the transportation industry but can also be applied across disciplines to
describe the interface effects of neoliberal capitalism and Big Data on society as enacted through
platform economies or what some more optimistically refer to as the “sharing economy.” Other
examples of tech firms and projects often cited as cross-sector examples of Uberfication include
AirBnB (Stone 2017), bitcoin (Baldwin 2018), and the institution of higher education itself (Hall
2016).

Returning to the sphere of mobility, Uberfication in this dissertation specifically calls attention to
the emergence of a mobility-oriented “sharing economy” or shared mobility in which vehicles,
services and goods are “shared” or rented to more accurately describe the economic exchange via
a mobile application platform(s) of some sort. Ride-hailing companies also referred to as
Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft are a prime example of
Uberfication as well as bike, scooter and car sharing companies such as Lime, Bird, Zipcar,
Cars2Go and Getaround, all more generally referred to as mobility service providers (MSPs).
The increasing pervasiveness of both shared mobility and automobile-dominant platform
capitalistic practices i.e. Uberfication. I consider Uberfication to be - an extension of
automobility sometimes also referred to as Haussmannization, Fordism, motordom and/or car
culture (Fullilove 2016, Avila 2014, Snow 2013, Norton 2011, Miller 2001, Flink 1972) and
datafication i.e. the rise of Big Data markets and an increasingly datafied society (van Dijck
2014, Kitchin 2014a, Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier 2013).
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Uberfication today continues to interface with the historical disruptiveness of automotive
technology (automobility) and “modernizing” road construction projects in cities and rural areas
alike that have achieved a pervasive level of what Norton (2011) would refer to as closure or
normalization for personal car ownership and the dominance of car-centric, and now datafied,
car-centric, community design, investment and politics. Norton writes “only when we can see
the prevailing social construction of the street from the perspective of its own time can we also
see the car as the intruder” (Kindle Location 49). At the turn of the 20th century, streets were a
shared space for all kinds of modes of travel but the rise of automobility led streets to be widely
accepted “as places where motorists [and automobiles] unquestionably belonged [and pedestrians
did not]” (Kindle Location 49). Urban mass transit now largely thought of as public transit has
changed similarly changed from a for-profit entity into a site of public engagement, social
integration and political contest ranging from early horse-drawn carts to electric streetcars to
motorbuses and subways – and now data and software in the age of Uberfication.

Centering the Public Transit Rider-User in Negotiations of Transit Technologies and
Uberfication
Centering the public transit rider-user experience (defined later in this chapter) in this
dissertation’s examination of open mobility and emergent mobility technologies is a key strategy
for working to maintain such public access to the mobile-digital commons as defined in Chapter
1 amidst the dominance of Uberfication and the promise of emergent (post-auto)mobility futures.
Post (2007) defines transit as [being] “shorthand for many sorts of conveyances” that move
people in mass i.e. buses, subways, streetcars, light rail, commuter trains, paratransit, etc.
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operating across metropolitan or regional systems managed by public and/or private entity(ies).
They consider transit operations pre-electrification i.e. the horse car and cable car that helped
expand the boundaries of the walking city, the rise and fall of the electric streetcar including the
consolidation and electrification of streetcar operations and the formation of “streetcar suburbs,’
the transition of most urban transit systems from private operations to publicly managed entities
by the mid-late 20th century, and the continued dominance of motorization and automobility on
public streets since transit ridership is said to have peaked in the United States in 1945-1946. I
want to reemphasize that urban mass transit technology was not always considered a public
utility, and it only became a more formalized system in the United States in the late 19th century.
Urban mass transit is the technological predecessor to what is contemporarily referred to as
“public transit.” Many public transit services were originally private, for-profit services run by
powerful business interests that eventually came under control of the public sector as the role of
local and state government expanded (Cheape 1976; St. Clair 1981). Public transit thus evolved
from a for-profit entity into a multi-faceted form of publicness emerging non-linearly as a 1) a
public space, 2) a public good, 3) a service managed by public ownership and funding, and 4) a
public issue of political debate and decision-making (Paget-Seekins and Tironi 2016). This
publicness has functioned as a site of public engagement, social integration and political contest
ranging from early horse-drawn carts to electric streetcars to motorbuses and subways.

At the same time, transit historian Robert Post contextualizes the history of public transit as
technologies of “urban mass transit” – untethered to notions of publicness and a requirement for
government intervention - echoing in some ways Watkin’s contemporary positioning of public
transit as a form of “collective mobility” that integrates the socio-technological capabilities,
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interests and influence of both public and private operators and infrastructures. Post traces the
onset “municipalizing” of mass transit or public ownership to mid-20th century as transit
ridership saw a rapid decline in cities amidst the forces of suburban sprawl and subsidized mass
automobility. Today’s public transit operations are conglomerates of the remnants of these
private operators who once ran competing horse-drawn trolleys (i.e. “omnibuses”) that
transitioned into electric streetcars networks then motorbus services, and, in some cases, the
construction of underground subways, in cities across the US by the turn of the 20th century
(Post 2007, St. Clair 1981 and Cheape 1976). Many public transit services were originally
private, for-profit services run by powerful business interests that eventually came under control
of the public sector as the role of local and state government expanded (St. Clair 1981, Cheape
1976). From its founding by private corporate executives in 1882 as the American Street
Railway Association to its current function as the American Public Transportation Association
lobbying on behalf of public transportation agencies and their staff, the APTA’s history flags the
complexity of distilling private interests from public services in urban mass transit history. At the
same time, “urban mass transit” – a phrasing while mostly accurate in a historical sense
considering the private, for-profit, origins of transit and “collective mobility,” obscure the
present-day publicness of mass transit now often managed as a public utility in cities around the
world.
My concern with the public transit rider-user experiences stems from my personal experiences of
having ridden the public bus i.e. LYNX/Central Florida Regional Transportation Authority as my
primary means of transportation around Central Florida for the past eight years. As a transit
rider, public artist, transit activist, non-profit advocate, governmental staff person, entrepreneur
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and academic, I’ve occupied multiple standpoints across the stakeholder spectrum that is the
politics of public transit in Central Florida. These multifaceted experiences have informed my
interest to want to better understand the relationship between transit riders, activists, developers
and administrators particularly in regards to how the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)
as an extension of open mobility and an open transit data protocol is deployed as an information
tool to empower the public transit rider experience. By no means do I pretend to be an expert on
the public transit rider experience in Central Florida, and I also acknowledge that even though I
am queer and a person with disabilities, my social locations as a cisgender, white man in
graduate school bias my world view, my lived experiences, my level of engagement with and
understanding of public transit activism, and also my prioritization of transit-related data and
software technology as a focus of study.

I define transit rider-users to be individuals who are dependent on public transit as a primary
means of mobility in order to participate in social, cultural, economic and political life in their
neighborhoods and communities across the public/private, formal/informal interface(s). The
public transit rider-user experience is also not monolithic, and it is important to not essentialize
or overly generalize the interlocking and multiplicative ways that transit rider-users experience
transit inequalities and injustice(s). Experiences of transit systems are unequal and fragmented as
public transit systems like all political systems are kyriarchal systems reifying a complex matrix
of domination via dominant socio-political technologies of power, privilege and oppression. I
refer to the transit rider as a “transit rider-user” to hold space for the complex dynamics of how
transit riders interface with public transit systems as users of said transit systems as well as users
of the data and software applications that emergently mediate and augment the transit rider-user
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experience in the 21st century. Yet it’s also important to understand that the public transit rideruser as a subject can easily take on the role as an avatar of neoliberal capitalism and
gentrification as we see dynamics in investment and disinvestment in public transit shift towards
benefiting transit rider-users more oriented towards elitist mobilities. This thus problematizes
public transit as an enactment of equity and justice outcomes even as it faces further
destabilization from Uberfication across the mobile commons. Similar friction also is
encountered as we consider how open mobility interplays with both public transit and
Uberfication. The impetus for applying a justice framework to any subject of study is, first and
foremost, rooted in an understanding that pervasive injustices exist and persist that need to be
critically engaged and dismantled. I consider transit injustice(s) to be institutionalized and
systemic harms inflicted individually and collectively upon rider-users of public transit systems
often in defense of prioritizing private car ownership via public subsidies of automobiledominant transportation infrastructure and services. Transit injustice(s) are simultaneously
individual moments and collective patterns of infrastructural oppression and discrimination that
immobilizes people who are transit dependent in favor of automobility. The political
prioritization and pervasive normalizing of automobility risks erasing the public transit rider-user
experience and depriving transit rider-users of safety, community, quality of life and political
efficacy. This said hegemonic dominance of personal car ownership a.k.a. automobiles in
American society has been described by various theorists as car culture, automobility, Fordism
and motordom. For the purpose of this dissertation, I will primarily use the term “automobility.”
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The transit rider-user experience(s) as assemblage(s) of collective mobility(ies) traversing public
infrastructure – a constellation of mobilities – constantly moves in tension with the supremacy of
automobility and its forces of privatization. It is impossible to talk about the contemporary transit
rider-user experience without also interrogating the dominance of automobility on public
participation in the politics of mobility whether it be a transit rider-user, a transit justice activist,
open transit data technologist or engaged community member/infrastructural citizen. In the next
section, I will examine two different approaches to historical and contemporary framing of
public and private negotiations of transit technologies – a technocratic lens and a people-centered
lens.

A Technocratic History of Transit Technologies
In their book Urban Mass Transit: The Life Story of a Technology, Robert C. Post (2007)
outlines a chronology of urban mass transit history dating back to 1625 when the first hackney
coaches for hire were documented operating on the streets of London, England. Post frames this
history of transit beyond contemporary notions of transit as public transit (also referred to as
public transport by some scholars) operationalizing the term “urban mass transit.” To frame a
history of the systematic movement of people and communities as “urban mass transit” signifies
that the history of transit in the United States is not a history of “public” transit, but more so a
history of the tension between how public subsidies and private venture capital have invested in,
afforded and regulated the ease of movement for some, not all, across the public sphere and the
built environment – urban, rural, suburban or otherwise. Urban mass transit historically has
played a critical role in establishing both the spatial order of cities and typical urban form in the
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United States. Though Bianco (1999) acknowledges that there is debate as to whether real-estate
development or labor demands from factories were the driving catalyst in this relationship.

Bianco writes:
The interests of real estate promoters and factory owners were sometimes intertwined
with those of streetcar and railway promoters; often, the same actors were involved in all
three ventures. Which of the three actors might be the most ‘proximate’ determinant of
spatial change— real estate interests, factory owners, or streetcar promoters—the
streetcar was undeniably the facilitating factor without which spatial change, as it
occurred in the United States, could not have taken place” (Bianco 1999, 376).
Hall (2013) building upon Clark’s (1958) paradigm of crises in transport technologies echoes a
similar technological assessments of transit history to both Post and Bianco in their comparative
analysis of London and Paris’ growth and transit investment between 1863-2013. From horse
drawn and steam-powered conveyances to electric traction for trains and deep-bore tunneling to
further advances in electrification for propel trams and commuter trains, Hall (2013) argues that
the mutual relationship between transport and city growth was accelerated by evolving transport
technologies as well local history, culture, planning and transport investment policies. Hall
outlines three stages of the public transport city paralleling Clarkian crises in transport
technology: 1) the pre-public transport city (prior to 1850s and focused on the walkable city), 2)
the early public transport city c. 1870s with horse and steam-drawn trams, trains, etc. and 3) the
late public transport city c. 1920-1930s (expansion of transit electrification, suburban
decentralization and the pervasiveness of automobiles). Following Post, Hall and Clark’s
technological analysis, we come to understand the origins of contemporary public transit systems
as a confluence of politicized technologies ranging from power sources to machine mechanics to
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types of conveyance to street and rail construction to traffic management, real estate and
municipal/regional planning for right of way and land use – much of which also arose around the
expansion of railroad networks across the United States in the late 19th century.

Cheape (1976), like Post and Bianco, also traces the origins of modern-day public transit in the
United States to efforts from various entrepreneurs in the 1880s and 1890s responding to a
changing urban form and mobility needs across the cities of Boston, New York and Philadelphia.
Over time, a complex web of competing, horsecar firms were consolidated into electrified,
unified transit systems that essentially held “natural monopolies” over transit services in many
American cities. Cheape argues that such consolidation of private enterprise meant market
forces could no longer be relied on to self-regulate transit firms and was increasingly countered
by public oversight and the rise of a professional managerial class responsible for supervision,
planning, construction and some administration and regulation. They write that “although the
impetus for construction stemmed from the business community (as it often had in the past),
entreprenuers in the 1890s soon found themselves forced to share decision-making with other
interests including reformers, city planners and labor organizations” (1976, 261). But as these
multi-stakeholder politics of “urban mass transit” began to more clearly coalesce beyond those of
real estate interests, factory owners, and streetcar promoters, Bianco (1999) attributes the
conflicting obligations between riders, workers, investors and regulatory bodies dating back to
the early 1920s as significantly contributing factors to both a disinvestment in transit and the
decline of transit ridership even pre-World War II.
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Bianco argues that “ultimately, the decline of urban mass transit resulted from the conflict
between its obligation as a private enterprise and its obligations as a public service utility and
employer in a labor-intensive industry” (374). Bianco argues that these competing elements
along with weak public transit policy biased towards turn-of-the-century boulevard planning
trends in cities resulted in the demise of urban mass transit, automobility only hastened a decline
already underway. These conflicting stakeholder interests were only further complicated by
private and private interests increasingly biased towards motorization and car-centric street
design. Citing the push to abandon streetcar lines in Manhattan in 1930s New York City as an
example, Post writes:
As it turned out, disputes about capacity and congestion, disputes about the technical
merits of streetcars and buses, were only a proxy for a contest over political power,
similar to what had gone on in Los Angeles during the 1920s – and indeed what is often
at stake when technological choices are made…for a few years it was almost as if New
York was staging a showdown between two modes of surface transit, rubber tire on
paved roadway versus flanged wheel on steel rail (2007, 90).

This contest over political power to define the spatial prioritization of transit technologies
operating on public streets, as well as the transition between private and public investment in
“urban mass transit” or what is now known today as public transit, is also symbolically captured
in the name changes overtime of the American Public Transportation Association (APTA).
Representing over 350 public transit agencies across the United States as of 2020, the APTA was
founded in 1882 as the American Street Railway Association (ASRA) by a small group of
private streetcar company executives. The history of the American Public Transportation
Association’s renaming helpfully tracks not just the technological changes over the years that
“urban mass transit” has undergone but also economic and political attempts to realign “urban
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mass transit” as a public good/service/utility in the United States. In 1905, the ASRA changed its
name to the American Street and Interurban Railway Association arguably as streetcars systems
expanded to become more regional services connecting to the “streetcar suburbs.” Five years
later, likely in tune with the wide-spread adoption of electric streetcar technology, the
Association changed its name again to the American Electric Railway Association. From the
1920s on, trackless trollies, motorbuses and personal car ownership began to increasingly
compete politically with streetcar tracks over spatial prioritization of public streets until the
hegemonic forces of automobility and motordom had largely “won out” by the mid-to late 20th
century. St. Clair (1981) writes that as urban mass transit in the US underwent motorization with
the replacement of many electric streetcars and buses by motorbuses, the structure of transit
services shifted to providing minimal service as operations transitioned from private firms to
subsidized, publicly-owned transit districts and the automobile replaced public transit as the
dominant mode of urban transportation. Though some historians might also argue that streetcar
companies when they were operating as “natural monopolies” also provided “minimal service”
that in part motivated the jitney phenomenon of the early 1900s as well as increased public
oversight to curtail complacency and poor service from private operators. In 1932, as these
trends of motorization and personal vehicles were slowly on the rise and decade prior to what is
referred to as the peak of transit ridership in the 1940s, the Association became the American
Transit Association – a name change that stuck until 1974. According to Post, the once
pervasive streetcar network that served 14 billion riders in 1923 virtually vanished into thin air
by the 1970s. Post writes:
A 1912 census counted more than 70,000 streetcars nationwide. Sixty years later, there
were less than 1,200 streetcars but mass transit companies were operating 50,000 buses,
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the great majority with diesel engines. In 1912 there had been streetcars in more than 370
U.S. cities and towns; by the 1970s they remained in operation in only seven: Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, San Francisco, Cleveland, Newark and New Orleans. Each of
the latter three cities had only one line, none of the others had more than a handful (2007,
4).

There continues to be some debate about the root causes of the decline of transit ridership post1940 as well as the systematic disappearance of the streetcar. Of particular concern is whether
the replacement of streetcar lines with motorbuses that were relegated to operate in traffic
alongside personal vehicles without dedicated right of way, was political in nature or more
specifically an intentional “market foreclosure on a rival technology” by corporate interests
invested in automobility– the rival technology being the streetcar and the corporate interest being
those of General Motors, Standard Oil, Philips Petroleum, Firestone and Mack Trucks. St. Clair
(1981) argues via a cost-benefit analysis of the motorization of the transit industry between
1935-1950 that a market foreclosure campaign by General Motors Corporation as claimed by the
Snell hypothesis cannot be ruled out based on economics alone. St. Clair calculated that the
deployment of motorbuses by General Motors subsidiaries was not more economically efficient
at the time than either electric trolley coaches or streetcars. This warrants the question of
whether GM’s primary interest was in motorizing transit systems so they could “foreclose on a
rival technology” and ensure dependence on automobiles in cities across the United States.

As mentioned earlier, Bianco makes the case that the decline of urban mass transit was driven by
competing stakeholder interests that deterred further private capital investment and public
funding even preceding mass adoption of the automobile. Post dismisses St. Clair’s argument
and the Snell Hypothesis stating the “nationwide, the ultimate reach of the alleged conspirators
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extended to only about 10 percent of all transit systems – sixty-odd out of some six hundred—
and yet virtually all of the other 90 percent also got rid of trolleys (as happened with all the
tramcar systems in the British Isles and France)” (Post 2007, 157). St. Clair provides a caveat
that more evidence would be required to provide outright collusion in terms of a market
foreclosure on the streetcar but even so anti-trust actions as well as lingering suspicions of a
more concentrated conspiracy to dismantle public transit systems should lead to consider the
risks of 1) market manipulation of available transportation alternatives, 2) the ability of
transportation firms to disrupt and re-structure urban transit and American cities to further
corporate economic goals and 3) transit regulatory failure restrained competition, failed to assure
technological efficiency and saw punitive regulations put in place to stifle the jitney market
backfire. Regardless of the true cause of what historians consider to be the decline of urban mass
transit, by 1970s transit had indeed gone public. In 1974, “Public” was added to the APTA’s
name becoming the American Public Transit Association. In 2000, “Transit” was changed to
“Transportation” resulting in the current iteration of the APTA’s name as of 2020 – the
American Public Transportation Association. Yet even if the addition of “Public” to the APTA’s
name is relatively recent, most historians agree that the public interest in transit systems dates
back lock before transit “officially” was in the public domain. It’s also worth noting that the
APTA and its predecessors have not necessarily existed to prioritize the needs of public transit
riders, but more so the needs of public transit administrators running day-to-day operations of
these transit systems that are supposed to service public transit riders in compliance with local,
state and federal laws. Such compliance, or the appearance of compliance, may or may not
effectively center actual needs and demands of public transit riders. Present-day and historical
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“struggles in the street” over for whom transit really was designed for go beyond the purview of
the APTA or entrepreneurs, planners, engineers and politicians. It’s critical that a historical and
contemporary understanding of transit systems, their technologies and their politics, move
beyond a technocratic assessment to center grassroots movements and moments of social and
political action, coalition-building and solidarity work – to center a people’s history and presentday movement of transit activism working towards not only outcomes of access and participation
but also equity and justice.

A People’s History of Transit
In considering how people historically have and presently interact with public transit systems, I’d
argue that there are four generalized forms of engagement or what I’ll refer to as different levels
of negotiating transit technologies i.e. (infr)activism: 1) access, in terms of everyday interactions
and usage of public transit systems, transit rider-user interactions, 2) participation in public
decision-making and engagement processes and referendums that drive transit planning and
policy, or infrastructural citizenship, 3) justice, in terms of grassroots activism by directly
impacted people and their accomplices that secures justice-centered political change; i.e,
transit/mobility justice activism, and 4) (un)commoning practices i.e. infrapolitics.

Shelton (2017) outlines infrastructural citizenship as a framework of common tactics for urban
inhabitants to resist the disruption of their communal spaces and political territories. Shelton
(2017) writes that infrastructural citizenship is “a shared set of rhetorical and political actions”
that fosters a kindred form of citizenship “not defined by nationality of legal standing, but
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instead by the quotidian acts residents use to construct themselves as political actors” (422).
Infrastructural citizenship is the phenomenon of “citizens” collectively empowering themselves
to influence the socio-economic, cultural and political forces embedded in the [re/de]construction
of the built environment in not only cities but also suburbs and rural locales. (422). In Shelton’s
study of how two different communities in Houston employed infrastructural citizenship tactics,
he acknowledged that these communities achieved different results because one was an upper
class, white neighborhood and the other a working class community of color. Social inequality
still problematizes such a political engagement framework. Dyble’s (2007) analysis of Marin
County, California’s citizen resistance to a 1960s freeway project affirms this in how Marin
County residents succeeded not only in blocking a freeway project that contributed to protecting
green space but encouraged skyrocketing property values and blocked public transit projects.
Marin County’s infrastructural citizenship movement prevented the expansion of public transit to
the area including the regional BART light rail. Residents of Marin County clearly delineated a
political territory centering white, upper class motorists under the guise of environmental
activism. Shelton clarifies this “infrastructure as method” approach as retroactive and a tool for
primarily for historians to look back upon and better understand moments of time in the
development of cities in which communities, neighborhoods, collectives, etc. have organized for
or against infrastructure projects. Organizers in these various moments likely did not think of
themselves as infrastructural citizens. They were responding via direct action to the threat of
losing their homes and their neighborhoods to highway projects and the “urban renewal” agenda
working overtly and covertly to occupy, erase and displace marginalized populations inhabiting
urban space deemed to have a higher “resale” value. While transit justice activism can function
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as infrastructural citizenship, infrastructural citizenship like all tools does not guarantee just
outcomes without justice framework.

Additionally, infrastructural citizenship and its justice-centered counterpart, transit justice
activism, require varying levels of capacity and resources to even participate. This is why
“small instances” of resistance are important to also consider as enactments of infrapolitics and
(un)commoning practices. For example, to tweet about a negative experiences using disinvested
bus service even if nothing will improve – even if it is an act of "futile resistance" – is still a
powerful form of resistance and opposition. Halberstam (2011) writes "failure can be counted
within that set of oppositional tools that James C. Scott called 'the weapons of the weak' (2008,
29)....Scott identified certain activities that looked like indifference or acquiescence as 'hidden
transcripts' of resistance to the dominant order" (Halberstam 2011, Loc 1234). Avila (2014) also
examines infrapolitical interventions of resistance to the oppressiveness of the freeway system.
Avila writes:
From graffiti on the freeway, to the satirical portrait of the freeway in inner-city words
and images, this cultural work illustrates the infrapolitics of infrastructural development,
underscoring the vital role of culture as a means of political expression among aggrieved
communities of color and mobilizing awareness of environmental racism and its inimical
consequences (Avila 2014, Loc 177).
Avila (2014) highlights James C. Scott’s (2008) notion of “infrapolitics” or hidden scripts as a
way to “identify hidden forms of resistance to the presence of the freeway in the city, beyond
the visible end of the political spectrum” (Avila 2014, Loc 177).
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All of these forms of engagement inform the nuances of what I call (infr)activism as negotiations
of the politics of transit technologies. This section will largely examine historical and
contemporary examples of transit justice activism to provide a more people-centered history of
transit technologies in the United States. In Chapter 3, I will also define and provide more
context regarding transit justice as a theoretical framework.

An oft cited more recent example of transit justice activism is the 1996 LACMTA Civil Rights
Consent Decree brought about by the Labor/Community Strategy Center, the LA Bus Union and
multiple other coalition partners. This political action and lawsuit is mentioned by both Soja
(2013) and Sheller (2018), but seems to fly under the radar for transit historians along with other
moments of transit justice activism throughout history. This is possibly because said authors are
more concerned with the economies, planning theory, or technology versus the perspectives of
those directly impacted by said technologies as public transit rider-users. Coincidentally, Post’s
four-hundred year timeline of urban mass transit history concludes over 5,000 miles away from
London, England in 2006-era Los Angeles noting the construction of the Orange Line busway in
the San Fernando Valley. 2006 was the same year in Los Angeles that the 10-year consent decree
between the LA Bus Riders Union and the LA Metro (Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority) expired though there is no mention of this landmark moment of transit
justice activism in Post’s timeline. Nor is there mention of how experiences of institutionalized
racism, sexism, classism, ableism, xenophobia, and cisheterosexism differently impacted
individual and collective mobilities across this timeline, problematizing the notions of “urban
mass transit,” “collective mobility” and even “public transit.” On a similar note, while Post’s
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timeline follows the formation and name-changes of the organization known since 2000 as the
American Public Transportation Association, Post neglects to mention the Amalgamated Transit
Union (ATU) was founded ten years after the ASRA in 1892 as the Amalgamated Association of
Street Railway Employees of America. As of 2020, the ATU represented over 200,000 workers
in the public transit industry across the United States and Canada. The labor movement and
worker activism is a central thread of America’s transit history and crucial to a contemporary
understanding of transit justice especially when considering the 1996 action by the
Labor/Community Strategy Center and the Los Angeles Bus Union.

Public transit systems have a long history of being sites of contested space over whether in
relation to transit-specific concerns or broader social inequalities and injustices. Prior to the
1996 L.A. Bus Rider Union action, other historical moments of organized transit justice activism
worth noting and not mentioned in Post’s timeline include the 1890s protests in New Orleans by
the Comité des Citoyens of the state of Louisiana’s Separate Car Act mandating segregated train
cars by race (Kelley 2010) and the 1905-1907 Nashville Streetcar Boycotts protesting Bill
Number 87 mandating racial segregation on streetcars. The New Orleans actions led to the 1896
Plessy v. Ferguson Supreme Court case decision that essentially codified racial segregation
nationally for another 50 years until being reversed in the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education
decision. Between 1895 and 1929, the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway
Employees of America held labor actions across almost every major US city striking for example
against a reduction wagers for streetcar operators in the local 746 streetcar strike in Denver in
1920. In 1947, the Citizens’ Committee to Save the Cable Cars lead a successful citywide
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campaign in San Francisco with Ballot Measure No. 10 to prevent the city’s cable cars lines from
being dismantled and replaced by motorbuses. In 1956, the Women’s Political Council and the
Montgomery Improvement Association organized the Montgomery Bus Boycott organized to
end racial segregation on city buses. Similarly, the Freedom Riders movement organized by
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality), SNCC (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee),
Nashville Student Movement and the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People) aimed to integrate intercity buses in 1961. Between 1978-1983, “The Gang of
19” and the Atlantis Community in Denver organized “We Will Ride” protests demanding
wheelchair accessible buses. The group eventually formed the disability rights group ADAPT –
first known as American Disabled for Accessible Public Transit before changing its name to
American Disabled for Attendant Programs.

Centering (Infr)activism as Negotiations of Mobility Technologies from Urban Mass Transit to
Automobility to Uberfication and (Post)automobility Futures

Two decades since the LA Bus Rider Union consent decree, public transit systems continue to be
battlegrounds over accessibility, equity and justice and arguably have been so since their
inception. In an article titled “Why Public Transit is an Equity Battleground” from CityLab
summed up 2019 as a year where public transit systems served as ground zero for political
protests in cities around the world. Community activists organized against increased transit fare
costs, hyper-policing and racial profiling of transit riders, climate change and human rights
violations by authoritarian governments. Public transit systems and spaces served as sites of
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social and political action to resist the police state and authoritarianism, class subjugation and
institutionalized racism and xenophobia. The public transit rider-user experience(s) also resisted
trends of gentrifying public transit systems. CityLab writes:
Gentrification is sometimes defined as the production of urban space for increasingly
affluent users. By making a transit system more amenable to people who don’t want to
see the homeless, or people who don’t fit in what their idea of what the public ought to
be, by removing those people and putting in cops who make some people feel
comfortable and not others, you are taking a space that was once egalitarian and public
and making it for more affluent users. It’s the gentrification of a subway system. We’ve
seen it happen in other public spaces, like parks and sidewalks in some neighborhoods. I
think this is the next step of gentrification, in transit systems—to create those spaces for
people who have more affluent sensibilities. And I think it’s inappropriate.
The encroachment of such “affluent sensibilities” on public transit systems arguably disrupts
enactments of the publicness of transit bound by a social contract to support equity, access and
inclusivity for all community members trying to get from Point A to B for work, leisure or even
to protest. This example, of course, preceded an even more dire situation in 2020 amidst the
COVID-19 pandemic and racial justice uprisings in the United States where affluent public
transit rider-users have been able to opt out of riding public transit while essential workers and
those solely transit dependent to get to the grocery store, doctor’s office, daycare services, etc.
have no other option. Public transit operations across the country face massive declines in
ridership and funding shortfalls which has led to a nationwide “Emergency Funding Campaign
for Public Transit Justice” to #savetransit. On July 13, 2020, a Google Form began to circulate
asking community organizations across the country to join a sign-on letter demanding that the
U.S. House of Representatives vote to fully fund public transit service. This action was
especially urgent considering the public health and economic fallout of the COVID-19
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pandemic. Coined the “2020 Emergency Campaign for Transit Justice” below is a excerpt from
the sign on letter:

Tens of millions of people in the US rely on public transit to get to work every day,
generating trillions of dollars in economic activity. Every dollar invested in transit
offers a five-to-one return and every $1 billion invested produces 49,700 jobs.(5)
Transit agencies are often among the largest employers in their cities, and those jobs
are at risk. At least 30,000 manufacturing and 30,000 construction jobs will be lost
without additional funding due to the cancellation of transit capital projects(6) —
total job losses could be in the hundreds of thousands. The economies of our
metropolitan areas, which play an outsized role in driving the nation’s economy, are
heavily dependent on public transit. Without Congressional investment in preserving
transit service for essential workers today, there will be no economic recovery.
Investing in public transit is also an investment in racial justice because it is essential
to the economic well-being of communities of color. Sixty percent of transit riders
are people of color.(7) Yet over the past several decades, the federal investment in
transportation has consistently neglected public transit. The systemic racism of mass
transit disinvestment needs to stop. Black and Latinx workers are disproportionately
represented among essential workers and are less likely to be able to work at home
than their white counterparts.(8) Failure to provide needed emergency funding for
public transit will dramatically impair the ability of many communities of color to
work, meet family needs, and protect their health when their communities are being
disproportionally hit by the pandemic.
We also need to make sure that our vital paratransit services, which take riders to
jobs and health care, are operating fully throughout this crisis and beyond.
Paratransit provides a transportation lifeline to millions of people with disabilities
who rely on it to get to work, go shopping, and meet their health needs. Wh ile there
is more that needs to be done, our public transit systems have made significant
progress in providing accessible transportation. This progress is at risk without the
needed emergency funds.
In the midst of this pandemic, our transit systems provide a lifeline to our
communities and our economy. They are facing unprecedented fiscal crisis and are at
risk of dramatic service cuts. Many transit systems are running short of money right
now and more will run short in the next few months. Without the necessary
emergency federal transit relief, the consequences will be dire.
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The initiating organizations included the Acadia Center, Alliance for a Just Society, Circulate
San Diego, Green for All, New York League of Conservation Voters, Riders Alliance (NY), San
Francisco Transit Riders, Transport Hartford Academy at the Center for Latino Progress,
Transportation for America and the Tri-State Transportation Campaign.

The City Lab article describes almost a sense of solidarity and community understanding for
public transit riders organizing by a mantra of “we are all in this together.” This Emergency
Funding Campaign for Public Transit Justice also illustrates such an ideology. This leads me to
wonder if public transit is already a battleground for equity, then what are the equity and justice
implications for public transit user-riders amidst the emergence of ride-hailing apps like Uber
and Lyft or even Big Data-powered trip planning apps like Google Maps, Apple Maps and
Transit App. Whose side are they on? Are there sides? Who is all this really for? These questions
seem all the more pressing as Uber, Lyft and other forms of Transportation Network Companies
(TNCs) and Mobility Service Providers (MSPs) seek to directly plug into the datafied mobility
landscape of public transit infrastructure. We can’t shy away from how the privatization of
augmented mobility services and transportation infrastructures, including software and data,
facilitates the disinvestment of public transportation and the immobilization of individuals and
communities dependent on public transit services, especially vulnerable lived experiences and
voices including BIPOC, immigrants, trans and queer folks, people with disabilities, women,
workers, youth, seniors and the poor.
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Looking back at broader transportation history via the social reconstruction of the streets for
automobility (Norton 2011) and the displacement of urban low-income workers, immigrant
communities and BIPOC communities by road-widening projects such as the City Beautiful
movement (Bianco 1999) and the interstate highway system (Avila 2014) provides historical
context to better critique the implications of Uberfication for the politics of mobility and data
now and in the future. Haussmannization, Fordism and now Uberfication as neoliberal
capitalististic processes have reconfigured and impacted what it means to be politically engaged
amongst and across urban form and function as well as it what it means to provide allegedly,
neutral technical solutions to the urban problems of spatial scarcity and immobilization.

As I demonstrated in the previous chapter, the sharing economy is a performative act or series of
acts remediating values of commoning practices that overlap with notions of public transit and
collective mobility but still enclosing upon the mobile-digital commons in ways that further
exacerbate social exclusion and immobilization. Shared mobility as a term and concept arguably
performatively remediate values often associated with public transit services. Is public transit not
already a form of shared mobility? Yes and no. Richardson (2015) defines the “sharing”
economy (and shared mobility as a subset) as “a series of performances rather than a coherent set
of economic practices” (127). They situate the “sharing” economy as “forms of exchange
facilitated through online platforms, encompassing a diversity of for-profit and non-profit
activities that all broadly aim to open access to underutilized resources through what is termed
‘sharing’” (127). They describe the “sharing” economy ethos as making an attempt via the digital
age to reconfigure the value we place on the virtual and the material outlining three key
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characteristics of how the “sharing” economy is performed: 1) the appearance of community, 2)
access, and 3) collaboration (Richardson 2015). Schor and Attwood-Charles (2017) write that
while the “sharing” economy is highly symbolic in an effort to capture good will, its dominant
incentive is financial. It employs a false rhetoric of cooperation and mutuality. Richardson
(2015) adds “that the makings of cooperation in the ‘sharing’ economy can simultaneously
establish greater fragmentation” (127) fostering deregulation, lack of clarity around liability and
unequal assumption of risk.

Watkins (2018) situates public transit and to some extent shared mobility both under the
umbrella of what she calls “collective mobility.” Articulating mobility services and
transportation infrastructures as “collective mobility” expands the scope of mobility across
privately operated and publicly subsidized operations to ideally more seamlessly interface with
multimodal, Mobility on Demand (MOD) and Mobility as a Service (MaaS) projects, but such
semantics also risk blurring the lines between how public and private mobility systems are
operated and held accountable. While both “shared mobility” and “collective mobility”
emphasize forms of mobility that ideally service multiple users quickly, effectively and
efficiently, they also risk deemphasizing the publicness of mobility and the subjective political
dynamics of datafied mobility services and transportation infrastructures.

As urban mass transit has shifted towards a state of publicness becoming “public transit,” shared
mobility operates via a highly-privatized ethos. Richardson (2015) argues that how the “sharing
economy” performs community is likely to produce/entrench discrimination and barriers to
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engagement. Access is allegedly privileged over ownership, but access to the “sharing”
economy is contingent on the increased privatization of space and greater concentrations of
ownership to facilitate such “sharing” (Schor and Attwood-Charles 2017). Schor and AttwoodCharles (2017) actually re-label the “sharing” economy as “platform capitalism” i.e. a platform
economy that largely disempowers “gig workers” and increases racial and class-based
discrimination and inequality:
“Under ‘platform capitalism’ Lobo (2014), workers have reclaimed the means of
production only to discover they have little control over the relations of production—in
this case, the structure of the network, a situation Scholz (2017)) refers to as “crowd
fleecing.” Because these relations are algorithmically determined and “black boxed”
(Pasquale 2015), it is difficult for workers, consumers, and regulators to understand how
platforms operate and therefore to hold them accountable for outcomes…44% of gig
works have full-time jobs…thus the platform economy is free riding on other sectors and
employers” that provide financial stability and benefits (Schor and Attwood-Charles
2017, 6).

Ultimately, Schor and Attwood-Charles (2017) consider the disruptiveness of the emerging
“sharing” economy i.e. shared mobility and Uberfication to be especially be problematic. They
underscore how popular ride-hailing services like Lyft and Uber exploit workers with low wages,
most of whom are workers of color. Platform workers are also prone to racial and class
discrimination from users. Schor and Attwood-Charles (2017) argue that the “sharing” economy
is contributing to a rising servant economy where poorer inhabitants of the city are fetched to run
mundane errands for the wealthy. They consider the term “sharing economy” to be purely
performative. Though it conveys a rhetoric of public good where citizens are allegedly “sharing”
homes, car rides, etc. via various platforms that might overlap ideals of equity or justice, this is
not the case. Platform economy ventures like Uber and Lyft are also not sharing data that could
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help improve transportation and mobility infrastructure design even as they benefit from publicprivate partnerships and contracts.

On a similar note, Watkins also argues that Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) i.e. Uber
and Lyft as well as industry trends prioritizing research and development of Autonomous
Vehicles (AVs) do not address the “system implications of private transportation” i.e. the
datafication of automobility. The market aspirations of TNCs such as Uber and Lyft are to
eventually automate their fleets, altogether removing gig workers from the equation so TNC and
AV political interests overlap in multiple ways (Rio 2016{Epting, 2019 #73)}. TNCs and AVs
serve as technological distractions that fail to address not just spatial equity but spatial
prioritization of collective mobility on streets. Watkins cites two widely circulated memes from
the City of Muenster and TransitCenter that visualize how personal cars, including TNCs and
AVs inequitably and inefficiently occupy the majority of the street compared to buses and people
riding bicycles. Watkins argues for the pro-social benefits of public transit emphasizing that
single-occupant-vehicle transportation systems i.e. automobility are not sustainable or efficient
and makes a case for public transportation as collective mobility being the backbone of the future
of transportation and mobility (58).
When we consider trends in open mobility or shared mobility or public transit as the “future of
mobility,” it is imperative to critically examine the complex, disruptive relationality of these
mobility trends as extensions of Uberfication and the historical and present-day trajectories of
transportation technologies preceding and superseding investment in public transit services and
infrastructure that have benefited but also harmed public transit rider-users. Shared mobility
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technologies like Uber and Lyft propose to disrupt personal car ownership, ride-hailing and taxi
services and public transit services, the later whose ridership is already on the decline. In an
August 2019 tweet, journalist and author Angie Schmitt wrote “Uber has lost $17 billion since
2016. $17 billion dollars. While undermining labor protections, road safety, the environment and
transit. Nobody cares because – LOL – they make it easier to get to the airport” (Schmitt 2019j).
Their tweet also shared an article titled “Public Transit Projects Cheaper Than Uber’s $5.2
Billion Q2 Losses, Ranked” (Gordon 2019). The same day of Schmitt’s tweet, Streetsblog USA
published an article by Schimitt titled “Uber is a Slow-Motion Tragedy story. Both Schmitt and
Gordon’s critiques of TNC followed Uber’s recent announcement of 2019 Q2 losses. In 2019
Q2, Uber has just become a publicly traded company on the New York Stock Exchange
(Korosec 2019). Schmitt, a former writer for Streetsblog USA, has made no secret of their
concerns over the impact of transportation network companies (TNCs) like Uber and Lyft on
disinvestment in public transit. A content analysis of ten StreetsBlog USA stories filed with an
Uber meta tag in 2019 by Schmitt found nine out of ten stories reporting on the harmful impacts
of Uber and the TNC market overall. Story topics ranged from arguing that TNCs are just
simply bad for society (Schmitt 2019a, k) to focusing on specific negative effects such as
increased traffic congestion (Schmitt 2019h), gender-based bias and violence (Schmitt 2019b, c),
a decline in transit ridership (Schmitt 2019f) , labor deregulation (Schmitt 2019e, d) and not
being held accountable for a pedestrian fatality caused by an autonomous vehicle pilot (Schmitt
2019i). Only one of Schmitt’s ten stories related to Uber focused on the pro-social potential of
Uber and Lyft – a study that found TNCs reducing the need for parking (Schmitt 2019g).
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I should note that the problematic qualities of shared mobility outlined, outside of GPS-powered,
location aware services and Big Data algorithms, are nothing new to the politics of mobility and
the contested spaces of city streets (Schor and Atwood-Charles 2016(Norton 2011, Avila 2014)).
In the early 1900s, jitneys fueled by the emergence of personal car ownership attempted to
disrupt the powerful influence of streetcar company monopolies in quite a similar fashion
(Chambliss 2008). The acceleration of personal automobile ownership and its mass adoption by
the 1950s saw the decline of the once powerful streetcar to make room for more cars on the
street. Many of these streetcar companies were actually bought up by automobile manufacturers
such as General Motors and to also accelerate the motorization of transit services shifting from
electrified streetcars and trackless trolleys to diesel fuel-powered conveyances. (Flink 1972; St.
Clair 1981, Norton 2011). Robin Chase, the co-founder of the car-sharing platform Zipcar,
recently said at the 2018 American Public Transportation Association conference that “metal
boxes on scarce streets” is not a new problem. On-demand, connected mobility providers have
just re-oriented the conversation and socio-spatial inequalities still persist.

All of these technological disruptions including the emergence of formalized urban mass transit
systems were also motivated by simultaneously racialized, classed, and gendered mobility
regimes in the United States. Streetcar suburbs, jitneys, personal car ownership and the US
highway system, as examples, were also political and socio-technological manifestations of
white supremacy, neoliberal class subjugation and cishetpatriarchy mobilizing temporarily ablebodied, cishet, white, affluent, male, non-immigrant, US citizens and attempting to immobilize to
varied degrees everyone else i.e. “the other.” I don’t mean to take away the agency of those lived
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experiences not occupying the social locations of the first set of descriptors or overly conflate the
power of those with such privileges. Yet to be different – to be the other amidst such mobility
regimes of powers means to automatically move in resistance – to constantly encounter friction
in the design, development and operations of mobility services and transportation infrastructures
– systems not necessarily designed for some to be mobile but rather to be still, immobile and
even unseen and unheard.

While this dissertation is partial to centering the public transit rider-user and the pro-social
benefits of publicly-subsidized and managed transit systems via a transit and mobility justice
ontology, the history and present-day operations of public transit as a public service and utility
are more nuanced and have been/continue to be discriminatory to the mobility poor and
vulnerable as well. This includes everything from the historical racial segregation of streetcars,
buses and trains as well as jitneys along with racial profiling and hyperpolicing of BIPOC transit
rider-users to union-busting and the deregulation of the transit operator workforce as well as
prioritizing premium transit services for 9-to-5 professionals at the expense of blue-collar
workers and those working 2nd and 3rd shift to disproportionately investing in road-widening
projects, bike trails and rail infrastructure over bus services that primarily benefit affluent,
mostly white neighborhoods to operating transit services that don’t accommodate people with
disabilities, caretakers with dependents (particularly mothers with children) or intergenerational
transit rider-users to not operationalizing inclusion and safety practices via design and policy that
protect women and LGBTQ+ public transit rider-users from gendered discrimination and
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violence to exposing immigrant and undocumented transit rider-users to police and immigration
enforcement via forms of surveillance and reporting.

The on-going neoliberalization of public transit systems, which occurred before and as such
urban mass transit operations first began to formalize, and the injustices that public transit riderusers have/continue to experience is also a very real concern alongside the problematic dynamics
of shared mobility. So much of these tensions across the politics of mobility are enacted through
the previously mentioned racialized, classed and gendered mobility regimes focused on power
and control. Mid-19th century Paris is an oft cited example in regards to Haussmannization. At
the time the City of Paris’ urban spatial infrastructure underwent what Avila terms as
Haussmannization. Georges-Eugène Haussmann with “his own social, political, and military
agendas, enforced a radical reorganization of urban space, exerting a new discipline over the
flow of traffic and crowds” (Avila 2014, Location 266-267). Lessig (2009) considers such
discipline as an encoding of power onto augmented urban infrastructure, comprised of a mixedreality of physical and digital architectural controls:
Some of the power of the French Revolution derived from the architecture of Paris: The
city’s small and winding streets were easily barricaded, making it possible for
revolutionaries to take control of the city with relatively little absolute strength. Louis
Napoleon III understood this, and in 1853 he took steps to change it. Paris was rebuilt,
with wide boulevards and multiple passages, making it impossible for insurgents to take
control of the city” (Lessig 2009, 127).
These “modernization” strategies implemented in Paris influenced city policy and planning
around the world well into the 21st century. Bianco cites automobile-centric, road-widening
practices as a part of “The City Beautiful” movement at the turn of the 20th century as an
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example of how planners began to de-prioritize sharing streets with public transit vehicles and
yield to the supremacy of automobiles. City planners under the influence of wealthy motorist
clubs and the automobile industry reworked the spatial order of urban transportation systems to
prioritize automobiles and make it more difficult for transit services to “work” effectively and
efficiently - in turn accelerating public transit disinvestment. Avila argues that Haussmann’s re“working” of Paris especially inspired the automobile-dominant approach of urban planner and
power-broker Robert Moses in mid-20th century New York City:
It is difficult to overstate the influence of Haussmann on a twentieth-century generation
of American road builders who sought to reinvent their cities around the automobile. For
Robert Moses, Haussmannization offered a useful lesson in hacking one’s way through
the built-up boroughs of New York City” (Avila 2014, Location 277-278).

Moses believed in applying Haussmann's ethos to his own automobility-first urban planning that
often targeted and displaced working class, immigrant and Black and Brown neighborhoods.
Fordism, which emerged as an extension of Huassmannization in the early 20th century (i.e.
mass production of the relatively affordable Model T personal car), also laid the groundwork for
Moses’ infrastructure ideologies centering automobility in urban spaces. Fordism rapidly
integrated personal car ownership or automobility into American society radically reshaping the
country’s transportation network within a decade as well as the American economy in the longterm (Snow 2013, 10). Motordom’s occupation of city streets early in the 20th century eventually
led to the further disruption of cities, particularly urban communities of color, in the mid-20th
century with the construction of the interstate highway project across the United States:
The bodies and spaces of people of color, historically coded as “blight” in planning
discourse, provided an easy target for a federal highway program that usually coordinated
its work with private redevelopment schemes and public policies like redlining, urban
renewal, and slum clearance (Avila 2014, Loc 154).
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At the time, the proposed 42,800-mile highway network was the largest federal government
expenditure to date preceding the social welfare programs of the “Great Society.” Avila termed
the project as the “white man’s freeway” that was a “calculated assault” on city neighborhoods
where Brown and Black people resided (Avila 2014, Loc 158). Wellman (2014) writes that “the
rise of personal automobile, some scholars suggest, sustained old inequalities like segregation
and lack of access, and promulgated a new type of inequality—an inequity over the power of
space and time” (334). Moses is further alleged to have schemed to block public transit from
accessing his infamous Long Island parkways. Lessig adds “Robert Moses built bridges on Long
Island to block buses, so that African Americans, who depended primarily on public
transportation, could not easily get to public beaches. That was regulation through architecture,
invidious yet familiar” (Lessig 2006, 128). Trends in public transit disinvestment and mass road
subsidies as forms of institutionalized immobility - and now datafied, private mobility services
and transportation infrastructures - still impact the same vulnerable populations targeted by such
harmful infrastructure projects historically.

Summary
The privatizing, neo-liberal forces of Uberfication are intertwined with the open mobility data
movement and necessitate a shift towards Mobility Data Justice beyond notions of open
mobility i.e. interoperable, mobility data sharing standards. This shift towards MDJ must also
extend beyond notions of shared mobility i.e. software platforms powered by Big Data analytics
performatively enacting “communal sharing” via the renting out of private space and services
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often via the unregulated labor of Gig workers or even “public transit/transport” i.e. publiclysubsidized utilities and services such as buses, trains, ferries, etc. that collectively move
individuals and in theory are accessible to all and operate with the public good in mind. While
the open mobility movement may overlap with other mobility frameworks such as smart
mobility or sustainable mobility or shared mobility or even contemporary notions of public
transit services, none of these constructs of mobility – open mobility included – necessarily are
synonymous or mutually exclusive. More importantly, none of these mobility frameworks are
inherently just or liberatory but rather anchored in an on-going, multidirectional push and pull by
neoliberal capitalist forces between multiplicative, private interests, public stewardship and
community needs and desires for investment in interlocking transportation and information
technology infrastructures and operations. In the next chapter, I will define transit/transportation
justice and mobility justice as well as information justice and data justice. I will also make an
argument that they are co-constitutive and warrant an integrated Mobility Data Justice approach.
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CHAPTER 3: SITUATING TRANSIT JUSTICE AND MOBILITY JUSTICE
AS CO-CONSTITUTIVE WITH INFORMATION AND DATA JUSTICE
Overview
Framing transit technologies, including GTFS, as historical and present-day negotiations of
socio-technological and bio-political power relations, underscores the necessity of an applied
justice framework for engaging both GTFS and the open mobility data movement. This
particularly is imperative as transit technologies increasingly interface with the hegemonic forces
of Uberfication and Big Datafied, automobility and post-automobility/autonomous vehicle
futures – arguably the fountainheads of emergent mobility and data injustices. Justice (and
injustices) have to be named, defined and operationalized with the impact of political decisions
on public transit riders/users in mind including an intentional understanding of how the publics
transit systems that riders/users have, are, and will move or not move across are racialized,
gendered and classed. In this chapter, I will build on the technological and historical context
outlined in Chapter 2, to accomplish the following: 1) define transit justice and transportation
justice, 2) extend transit/transportation justice to a mobility justice framework, 3) define
information justice, 4) extend information justice to a data justice framework and 5) make the
argument that transit justice and information justice, mobility justice and data justice are coconstitutive. In doing this, I will propose an integrated Mobility Data Justice framework to
inform strategies and tactics for interfacing with both the politics of augmented mobilities and
open data. In the next section, I will provide a definition of transit justice and transportation
justice.
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Defining Transit and Transportation Justice
It is potentially easier to identify agreement amongst academics in naming transportation
injustices or equity concerns related to transportation than it is to identify a consistent naming of
a justice framework centering justice in public transportation systems. Transportation justice,
transit justice, transport justice and mobility justice are used interchangeably and with varied
scopes. Such elasticity in naming a public transit/transport/transportation ontology is likely also
tied to the interdisciplinary complexity of approaching public transportation as it is theorized and
researched across the fields of urban studies, sociology, computer science, history, geography,
transportation planning, digital media, traffic engineering, data science, etc. In this section, I’m
going to provide an overview of several theorist’s definitions of transit/transportation justice
before extending the conversation to broader theory around mobility justice.

In attempting to define transit justice, I circle back to my previous discussion in Chapter 2 where
I outline a typology of negotiations of transit technologies and how they each inform the overall
idea of (infr)activism. I define transit justice activism as grassroots, collective political
organizing and decision-making processes, that center transit riders directly impacted by the
planning, policy and operations of public transit services. Transit justice as a praxis hyperfocuses at any given moment on the lived experiences of public transit riders beyond
rationalizing discourses, often amongst planners, engineers, environmentalists, entrepreneurs,
etc., that run the risk of deprioritizing justice-centered outcomes in favor of claimed values of
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apoliticalness or simply to benefit the interests of non-transit riders/users. Verlinghieri and
Schwanen (2020) discuss how in transportation planning and policy processes there tends to be
an interplay between state-led and defined notions of equity and community-lead and defined
notions of justice. Enright (2019) also acknowledge such differentiations between “transit
equity” and “transit justice” writing:
Whereas ‘transit equity” is the term most frequently employed in planning discourses,
‘transport justice’ tends to dominate academic literature. Activist organizations including
“Free Transit Toronto” and “Black Lives Matter” utilize both ‘transit equity’ and ‘transit
justice” in their campaigns…a distinction is made between transit equity concerning the
redistribution of goods and transit justice, implicating other dimensions of equality and
freedom. Transit justice [is] an instance of transport justice (entailing different
transportation modes) (Enright 2019, 677).

Furthermore, some theorists articulate transit justice as a more grass-roots, transit rider--oriented
framework while transportation justice orients towards more high-level notions of distributive
justice concerns in the built environment and transportation infrastructure, not directly concerned
with transit. Soja (2013)’s uses an example of transit justice activism in the prologue to their
book Seeking Spatial Justice. They provide an account of the ground-breaking Title VI class
action lawsuit against the LA Metro that resulted in a historic consent decree writing:
A remarkable moment in American urban history—and geography—occurred in October
1996 in a courtroom in downtown Los Angeles. A class action lawsuit brought against
the Los Angeles Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA) by a coalition of grassroots
organizations on behalf of those who depend on public transit for their basic needs was
resolved in an unprecedented and momentous consent decree. It was decided that, for at
least the next ten years, past decades of discrimination against the transit-dependent
urban poor, those who could not afford to run a car, would be remedied by making the
MTA give their highest budget priority to improving the quality of bus service and
guaranteeing equitable access to all forms of public mass transit (Soja 2013, Loc 28).
Soja presents this moment transit justice activism as an introduction to a broader case they are
making for a spatialized ontology of justice – or spatial justice. Following this logic, the
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spatiality of transit systems, the LA Metro as Soja’s example, is “filled with politics, ideology,
and other forces shaping” the lives of public transit riders “and challenging” public transit riders
and their accomplices “to engage in struggles over geography.” Both justice and injustice are
“infused” into the experience of being dependent on public transit as public transit rider-users
grapple with “socialized geographies of (in)justice” that significantly impact their lives and a
structuralized distribution of advantage and disadvantage that is unevenly embedded in transit
systems. Finally, transit riders can change and impact their experiences of unjust public transit
services through “forms of social and political action” - transit justice.

In foregrounding case studies of transit justice activism by Free Transit Toronto (FTT) and the
Black Lives Matter movement in the San Francisco Bay Area, Enright also defines transit justice
activism as spatial justice (Soja 2013) while also considering Sheller’s early conceptualizations
of a mobility justice framework. In theorizing transit justice, they write:

[I] theorize transit justice inductively from street level (or track level) demands, rather
than deductively from universal principles…or even any assertions about the essential
and fixed meaning of transport justice or the best practices and policies necessary to bring
it about…reading and affirming social movements and struggles for actually existing
transit systems as important sites for acting and envisioning justice…[and revealing] new
ways of seeing and seeking justice” (Enright 2019, 669).
Gössling (2016), presents a definition of transport justice or what they refer to as “urban
transport justice,” in arguing that an increasing global concern with redesigning urban transport
systems to be more environmentally and socially sustainable must also be concerned with justice.
Gössling (2016) consideration of transport justice focuses not just on public transit or public
transport systems as they refer to them but also walking and bicycling, and also contrasts all of
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these modes with what they describe as an unsustainable and unjust dominance of automotive
hegemony in urban transport systems. Similar to how Enright builds upon spatial theory via Soja,
Castells, Harvey and other social theorists in outlining an ontology of transport justice, Gössling
(2016) also considers Park and Burgess (2019) and Lefebvre (1991) in framing “urban transport
justice” as prioritizing not just a collective “right to the city” or a “just city” but also socially
just, urban transport systems. They additionally situate the notion of such socially just, transport
systems, and transport justice overall, as extensions of distributive justice referencing the works
of Lucas (2012) and Martens, Golub, and Robinson (2012). Naming injustices such as exposure
(accident risks, distress, noise, pollutants, smell, climate change), space (distribution of/access to,
infrastructure provisions) and time (differential valuation and traffic priorities), they define
transport justice as “a political ideal primarily concerned with distributional equality…[that
ensures] fairness in the distribution of burdens, risks, access, or valuation of assets between
different traffic participants…[and achieves] greater equality or the abolishment of injustices”
(Gössling 2016, 2).

Sheller (2015), preceding their treatise on mobility justice (Sheller 2018), similarly seeks to
disrupt the sustainability mobility paradigm with a foregrounding of transportation justice and
mobility justice. They frame the concept of “racialized mobility regimes,” to critique disconnects
between issues of transport inequality and mobility justice with the increasing push for
sustainable mobility - or what they also refer to as “post-automobility transitions” across US
cities. Sheller (2015) argues that we really can’t talk about public transit or mobility technologies
in general without addressing the racialized, classed and gendered mobility regimes entrenched
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in automobility and fossil fuel economies in the United States. Sheller states that “racial and
class inequalities are a crucial axis for the differentiation of network capital, arising out of a long
history in the United States of racial and class discrimination in mobility rights and freedoms,
which carried over into the age of automobility” (Sheller 2015, 73). According to Sheller, while
such mobility rights and freedoms can describe much more than simply transportation systems
and public transit, these “racialized mobility regimes” in the United States rooted in slavery, Jim
Crow laws, and white supremacy have institutionalized an inequitable distribution of transport
access across race and class relegating many Americans to being what Cresswell (2006) refers to
as “mobility poor” – a social stratification of predominantly Black, Latinx and racialized
immigrant populations in the United States. We can articulate transit justice activism as well as
transport/transportation justice and mobility justice as a “political contestation over the right to
be mobile, as well as the right to reside in a place…how one chooses to be mobile – whether
wearing a hoodie or a suit, in a low rider or on a bike, riding a bus or driving a “Benz,” alone or
with friends.” They cite the mobilization of multi-racial and cross-class alliances taking to the
streets as a part of the “Hands Up, Don’t Shoot” marches protesting the killing of Michael
Brown – a black teenager – by a white police office as an example of advocating for “a wider
vision of mobility justice” over a narrow focus on transit and transportation justice (Sheller 2015,
85).

Regarding mobility futures and justice, Epting (2019) approaches transportation justice through a
“complex moral assessment” (CMA) lens examining autonomous vehicles (AVs) and on-going
discussions in the industry about the moral prioritization of how such “driverless” vehicles
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navigate responsibility and decision-making algorithms in the event of a crash. For example,
Epting notes that the automobile manufacturing company Mercedes-Benz “takes a stand [on this
issue] asserting that the likelihood of saving the driver is extremely high compared to people
outside the vehicle; therefore, their car should always aim to save the driver” (Epting 2019, 3).
Part of the allure of AVs is that they potentially offer a systematic way to reduce traffic collisionrelated fatalities, but when considering how AVs engage with other vehicles as well as people
walking, biking or waiting at a bus stop, along with many other environmental variables, the
question of how the data and software powering AV technologies decides whose life matters
more becomes increasingly concerning especially as vulnerable commuters such as people with
disabilities, seniors, BIPOC, youth and the poor, are less likely to be early adopters of such
technologies and more likely to be “de-prioritized” by AV algorithms.
Epting doesn’t define “transportation justice” specifically so much as describe the fight for it in
the context of “unequal distribution of services and treatment of [transit] riders” and how
transportation disinvestment hinders their quality of life. Epting writes:
For example, several grassroots organizations are fighting for transportation justice
across the USA. These groups include OPAL and Bus Riders Unite in Portland, Oregon,
Urban Habitat in the San Francisco bay area, On The Move in Boston, UPROSE in New
York City, ACCE Riders for Justice in Oakland, and the Rainier Beach Transit Justice
Project in Seattle. While these groups fight against the unequal distribution of services
and treatment of riders, several quality-of-life issues motivate users to take action For
example, Bullard and Johnson (1997) shows that transportation affects every aspect of
people’s lives, from daily activities such as visiting the doctor and buying groceries to
getting to work and spending time with friends and family. Due to the overwhelming
sense of familiarity that accompanies these tasks, they do not immediately appear to be
contemporary moral issues or concerns for justice, but further examinations show
otherwise. For example, transit riders in Portland have seen bus services in poor
neighborhoods decrease while services in affluent areas improve (OPAL 2012). In
Brooklyn, UPROSE fought to restore bus service to the B37 line, a route that provided
much needed transportation to elderly, young, disabled, and infirmed residents (Katinas
2014). Additionally, studies show that inefficient (or lack of) transportation is the primary
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obstacle for people trying to escape poverty (Bouchard 2015). Understanding transport’s
far reaching effects means that we must view mobility services as they connect to issues
such as housing, labor, and food security (2019, 4-5).

Prioritizing investment in AV as a potential dominant future of mobility as wells as increased
reliance upon and public subsidizing of Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) i.e. Uber
and Lyft whose end goal is phasing their human drivers out with automation, Epting argues that
our society risks automating and further exacerbating the already-existing inequalities and
injustices without intentional moral scrutiny and a focus on justice-centered outcomes when
engaging such emerging technologies. We not only preserve a “transportation monoculture” that
continues to privilege personal car ownership on public roads via emerging technologies, there is
not a guarantee that we won’t further worsen road congestion or endanger the lives of vulnerable
populations already oppressed by an unjust transportation infrastructure and mobility systems
either.
In summary, I have situated transit justice as focused on the street-level concerns of spatial
(in)justices, specifically tethered to political decision-making and (dis)investment in public
transit service(s). Transit/transport justice theorists seem largely concerned with the spatial
(im)materialities of how mobility services and transportation infrastructures center the needs of
the directly impacted and most vulnerable. In the next section, I will discuss Sheller’s mobility
justice framework that proposes mobilizing a spatial ontology of justice.

Towards a Mobility Justice Framework
Sheller (2018) has mobilized an extensive survey of justice ontologies across the literature on
transport/transit, infrastructure, and the environment/climate as well as racial and migrant justice
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to theorize justice in mobility studies – i.e. mobility justice. Their mobility justice framework
challenges transit scholars as well as interdisciplinary theorists of justice to consider a justice
approach – in motion - across multiple dimensions examining not just “distributive justice (i.e.
transport equity, accessibility and minimum capabilities) but also deliberative justice (i.e.
recognition, deliberation and participation), procedural justice (i.e. information, understanding
and informed consent), restorative justice (i.e. admission, truth & reconciliation and reparations),
and epistemic justice (i.e. proactive knowledge production and on-going processes of adaption)”
(Sheller 2018, 35). For Sheller, theories of spatial justice (Lefebvre 1991, Harvey 2010, Hayden
1997, Soja 2013) or environmental justice (Schlosberg 2009, Lucas 2004) are too still or
sedentary and theories of transport justice (Gössling 2016, Hananel and Berechman 2016,
Pereira, Schwanen, and Banister 2017, Martens 2012, Martens, Golub, and Robinson 2012) are
too narrow in scale, or even just too single-issue focused. Sheller distinguishes between
transport/transit justice and mobility justice writing:
Transport justice, like other distributive theories of justice, presumes that there is a preexisting space in which goods are distributed, or in which procedural justice occurs or
entitlements are enforced, rather than presuming that space itself is up for grabs. Mobility
justice, in contrast, built on a mobile ontology, suggests that political claims to access and
goods (such as vehicles, transport, and accessibility) re-make spaces and subjects; it
brings into play historical bodily relations, ecological relations, and wider global relations
that inform the political arena (Sheller 2018, 28).

In contrast to such theories, mobility justice as an ontology of justice in constant motion that is
dynamically multi-scalar and complexly relational. Considering this ontology of mobility justice
alongside other theories of transport/transit justice, can provide helpful context to meaningfully
align sparks of transit justice actions and desired justice-outcomes in local communities with
larger-scale justice projects across time, space and place. The notion of the mobile commons
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(see Chapter 1) arguably holds space for advancing mobility justice, or, more explicitly,
mobilizing principles of mobility justice into collective action as praxis. Sheller (2018) writes in
their book Mobility Justice: The Politics of Movement in an Age of Extremes that “perhaps the
best way to grasp the idea of the mobile commons is to seek out those times and places where
people have mobilized to defend it” (159).

However, at the precise moment that a collective action(s) moves to defend the mobile
commons, such explicit actions arguably also destabilize the multi-scalar dynamics of Sheller’s
justice framework due to specific justice aims starting to crystalize into focus. There is an
interlocking multiplicativeness to conceptualizing mobility justice as defined by Sheller that is
complicated to parse out in applying to real-world situations that may or may not be acting in
defense of the imagined mobile commons in its purest theoretical form. This dissertation’s scope
frames mobility justice and the mobile commons within the context of scalable views of justiceoutcomes related to the public transit rider-user experience, or put another way – transit justice
situated within a mobility justice framework.

In Figure 2, I attempt to situate GTFS data pipeline and open mobility within Sheller’s
framework of mobility justice theory. This is somewhat daunting though because Sheller’s
multi-scalar and reflexive paradigm moves through and beyond aspatial and spatial theories
simultaneously mobilizing an intersectional Black feminist justice ontology of racial justice,
transportation justice, infrastructural justice, migrant justice, and climate justice. How do we
translate such theory into praxis without erasing or de-prioritizing one of the three global
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mobility crises Sheller seeks to directly engage in their central thesis: climate change, mass
urban inequality and a global refugee crisis? Is focusing on an open transit data format that may
or may not support justice outcomes for only a subset of mobile peoples itself not problematic? I
would say yes it is problematic, but that this is also the crux of a mobility justice ontology – the
negotiation of such power relations albeit socio-technical or bio-political to, whether pertaining
to (im)mobilities or dataficiation, to engage and change scalable, datafied mobility systems
through social and political action in defense of the mobile commons. Sheller argues that
concerns over of transit/transportation justice also interface with concerns of racial justice,
infrastructural justice, migrant justice and climate justice (see Figure 2). With this diagram, I
don’t intend to establish a hierarchy of scale but rather an understanding of the interlocking and
simultaneous interplay of a hyperlocalized and interstellar politics of mobility as justice
concerns. Additionally, as mentioned earlier in this chapter, divergent affinities towards justice
ontologies vary from aspatial/nonspatial to spatial to now a mobile turn i.e. mobility justice. All
of these justice theories are key to extending a theory of mobility justice, and in turn Mobility
Data Justice, to practice. In this next section, I will outline an understanding of information
justice as a justice approach to the open data movement, of which the General Transit Feed
Specification (GTFS) is a part of. This will start to lay the groundwork for an integrated Mobility
Data Justice framework where transit justice and mobility justice are co-constitutive with
information justice and data justice.
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Figure 2: Diagram situating GTFS within a mobility justice theoretical framework
Source: Sheller (2018)
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Defining Information Justice
In the previous sections of this chapter, I presented definitions of transit justice, transportation
justice and mobility justice theory as a precursor to mapping out an integrated Mobility Data
Justice framework for engaging applications of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS).
Now I will begin to also interface information justice and data justice theory into this discussion.
I will, first, start with information justice.

Johnson (2014) pushes to reframe the open data movement as an information justice movement
because the openness of data is itself not just. The Open Knowledge Foundation describe open
data as being a re-usable data format that is 1) freely available to everyone to use, 2) repurposable, 3) re-publishable as users wish and 4) free of any restrictive licenses. Some key
motivators behind the open data movement and collective open data standardization efforts like
GTFS include ethics and transparency, efficiency, effectiveness and economic development.
Government institutions can vary in the how actively or passively they disseminate civic open
data. Sieber and Johnson (2015) propose four models of civic open data: 1) government as a
publishing platform (unidirectional provisioning of data), 2) government as hacktivism (supports
creative reuse of data), 3) government as a civic issue tracking (collects citizen feedback on
different civic issues via crowdsourcing) and 4) government as citizen co-production
(participatory, reciprocal collaboration). These models are not exclusive to only notions of
citizen and government engagement and include “a shifting combination of various public,
private, non-profit and community-based actors” (310). Sieber and Johnson (2015) also add a
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caveat arguing that open data should not be he endgame in civic open data discourse but rather
one component of a broader open government schema that actively encourages citizen inclusion
and participation in decision-making – a form of data or digital citizenship. However, overly
generalized notions of data/digital citizenship run the risk of minimizing or erasing the voices
and lived experiences of those most vulnerable to social inequalities and injustices embedded in
the on-going project of datafication. This then also reinforces the power of whomever controls
and most benefits from the data and information systems in their current state and order. As so,
efforts to innovate and optimize data formats, databases and analytics algorithms will not liberate
us from the inherent subjectivity of data as a socio-political construct. Data is a social process as
well as a technical one. It is subjective, political and embedded with complex social norms and
structural inequality. No data or information system is of a “merely technical” concern, Johnson
argues that we must make the politics of data explicit in order to put information justice into
practice. Johnson (2014) frames information justice as:
“…a way of understanding data in the context of an information system and in relation to
justice directly…that would allow ethicists and practitioners to systematically identify the
different ways in which data can present issues of justice, the relations among them, and
the principles by which data can be made more just…[inquiring into] moral principles,
socio-technical practices, and institutions by which we might evaluate and govern data
practices that are conducive to achieving data justice; and the aims, capabilities, and
conditions for success of a social movement that aims to promote social justice” (270).
Their information justice framework builds upon both distributive justice (Kolm 2002) and
structural justice (Young 2011) concepts writing “social choices such as the ones made in
creating and opening data will often have implications for both the distribution of material and
social goods and for the social structures that shape individuals’ control over themselves”
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(Johnson 2014, 265). Other influence justice theorists include Rawls (2005) and Sen’s
capabilities approach (Britz et al. 2013) (Sen 2009, Sen 1990, Nussbaum 2003).
Returning to the mobility data justice concept model (Figure 1), you can see that information
justice parallels transit justice in the model, and I argue that they are co-constitutive in the
context of transit technologies and GTFS. They are also both fused to specific spatially-oriented
concerns – the GTFS open database (information justice) and the public bus system (transit
justice). Whereas transit justice theory and praxis is re-working political engagement with statecontrolled public transit services quantified by access and equity, information justice theory is
re-working state and private sector-controlled databases trying to determine what it really means
to open up data – to share it and enact values of openness. Who creates it, who has access to it,
who benefits and who is really in control of the overall information-value chain of the data?
Information justice as a justice ontology ups the ante for the open data movement prioritizing
justice-centered outcomes for how data and information systems are created and managed over
performative ideals of openness i.e. public access, democratic politics, individual liberty, civic
engagement, etc. that will not necessarily guarantee any pro-social benefits through an open data
approach alone. Furthermore, the open data movement is a critical component of enacting
information justice as a movement of its own, but open data itself is not just without some key
tenants (Johnson 2014). There is somewhat of a paradox with open data, where open data is not
by default just, but for data to be oriented towards justice requires openness. Gurstein (2011)
propose a seven-layer model for effectives of open data. When any of these are absent, they
argue that open data projects will not promote justice. The seven requirements are listed below:
1. Sufficient internet access that data can be accessed by all users.
2. Computers and software that can read and analyze the data.
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3. Computer skills sufficient to use them to read and analyze data.
4. Content and formatting that allows use at a variety of levels of computer skill and
linguistic ability.
5. Interpretation and sense-making skills, including both data analysis knowledge and local
knowledge that adds value and relevance.
6. Advocacy in order to translate knowledge into concrete benefits.
7. Governance that establishes a regime for the other characteristics.

These requirements, first and foremost, acknowledge that the digital divide also inhibits directly
impacted individuals and communities from actively participating in open data projects.
Active, knowledge production by directly impacted people is critical as data and information
systems are not neutral and must be engaged with social and political contexts in mind. Or else
as Johnson puts it - “injustice in, injustice out.” Johnson describes a participative pluralism
approach for such engagement and political transparency. Instead of leaving the resolution of
conflicting values and needs to algorithms, participative pluralism is where “information systems
are designed with the participation of all actors who are part of the system, including those who
will serve as the data points and as the objects of decisions based on the information” (Johnson
2014, 270). They further write:

But an information justice movement can—and should—do much more than contest
existing data. Many organizations are already building projects that can act as
countervailing data structures, challenging the capacity of the powerful to constrain data.
Map Kibera uses crowd- sourced data to map the locations of Nairobi slums and public
services in them, complementing official data that often treats the slums as illegal and,
therefore, non-existent (Donovan 2012). Online Censorship (Global Voices Advocacy
2012) allows individuals to report acts of censorship from major social media platforms,
undermining the secrecy under which the platforms often operate when preventing
‘‘inappropriate’’ uses of the sites; this power to promote civility is increasingly used to
shape normalcy (Morozov 2012). HarassMap (Nahdet ElMahrousa 2013) allows women
in Egypt to report instances of street harassment both as a way of shaming harassers and
as an alternative to official data sources that are often dismissive of such complaints and
may even blame the victims, a serious threat that keeps many women from reporting
street harassment. Such projects are vital to undermining the injustices that can be
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embedded in information systems, and can be especially useful in overcoming the
capabilities gaps between enterprises and individuals (Johnson 2014, 272).
Johnson builds upon Donovan (2012)’s projects that support concepts such as “deliberative
development,” “collaborative transparency” and the co-production of countervailing data
structures working to close the capabilities gap between enterprise and citizens. This gap is also
addressed by data justice theorists Dencik, Hintz, and Cable (2016) as a “specialist gap” and has
emerged as a central research question of this dissertation trying to better understand how the
“capabilities gap” or “specialist gap” between transit riders, transit activists, and transit software
developers impacts the ability to re-orient GTFS towards Mobility Data Justice concerns. To
recap, extending the open data movement to a justice framework is the central aim of
information justice theory. At the same time, data injustices extend well beyond concerns of
open data, which is why in the next section I propose expanding an information justice
framework co-constitutive with transit justice to a data justice framework that is co-constitutive
with mobility justice.

Towards a Data Justice Framework
Theories of data justice, are concerned with negotiations of the social-technological and biopolitical – in this instance Big Data - through a social justice lens beyond simply open data.
Datafication, as previously defined, being the process of collecting digitally enabled data in mass
i.e. Big Data (Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016). In the midst of increasingly “datafied” societies
via Big Data, scholars are also orienting questions over the benefits and harms of such
datafication through a social justice lens i.e. a data justice framework. Both Taylor (2017) and
Dencik et al. (2019) provide helpful surveys of academic literature on data justice to date. Taylor
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builds upon scholarship from other data justice theorists on information justice (Johnson 2016,
Johnson 2014) (which I just did an overview of), political resistance to surveillance capitalism
(Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016), and data justice in the developing world (Heeks and Renken
2018).

Dencik, Hintz, and Cable (2016) approach data justice with a specific focus on political
resistance to dataveillance and surveillance capitalism. They define data justice as “a framework
is intended to guide a research trajectory and types of activity that bring out and underscore this
politics of data-driven surveillance and the implications of these practices for substantive social
justice claims (Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016, 9). Understanding that data-driven processes play
a central role in contemporary capitalism, they underscore the risks associated with Big Data
being deployed as a tool for the surveillance state i.e. surveillance capitalism. They also identify
that there is tension in putting data justice into practice due to a disconnect between those
concerned with technology outcomes and those concerned with justice outcomes. There are
arguably divergent concerns between technologists and social justice activists as well as a
disparate division of labor where technologists are directly plugged into the data and software
infrastructures that require change while social justice activists are not (see Aouragh et al. 2015).
Technologist-led activism and citizenship efforts can be better described a tech justice versus
data justice. Tech justice work centers technical and legal solutions, in this example relating to
privacy and data protection. Therefore active participants in social justice movements have to
figure out how to bridge what can be described as a “specialist gap.” There is a struggle in data
justice activism, particularly due to the influence of government institutions, private companies
and standards organizations, to move beyond centering the expertise of technologists that frame
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data justice work as a specialist issue. Those directly impacted by dataveillance may
disproportionately be represented or excluded as data justice work is filtered through a userdeveloper dichotomy of engagement with said data and software systems. Who really is the
expert and what skills are really required to participate?

The “specialist gap” is further complicated by the accessibility of data systems and infrastructure
in the Global North versus the Global South. Heeks and Renken (2018) examine this tension in
an effort to increase the visibility of informal/marginalized communities in the context of datadriven development via their “Data Justice for Development Manifesto.” Their goal is to apply a
data justice framework to “international development” and economic investment in developing
countries through an action agenda. Particularly in the context of the digital divide as well as
mass urban inequalities persistent in developing countries, they broach the notion of the “data
subaltern” who is largely excluded from the Big Data marketplace in terms of visibility and
economic benefit. Furthermore, they emphasis data rights including: the right of data access
(Article 19), data ownership (Articles 17 and 27) and data representation/inclusion (Article 19).
They approach data as a public good that requires fair use (instrumental data justice), fair
handling (procedural data justice) and fair distribution (distributive data justice). Unfair use,
handling and distribution of data are injustices that require a data justice praxis.

Integrating the work of Johnson (2014), Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016, and Heeks and Renken
(2018), Taylor (2017) proposes an ecosystemic approach to data justice via the Capabilities
Approach (CA) (Sen 2001, Nussbaum 2009) calling for a strategy that embeds principles of
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justice in the structuring of data markets and who economically benefits from the data economy.
Their three pillars of data justice are: 1) visibility in terms of access to representation and
information privacy, 2) engagement with technology such as sharing in data’s benefits and
autonomy in technology choices, and 3) non-discrimination including the ability to challenge
bias and preventing discrimination (9). It’s not enough to theorize a data justice framework,
Taylor writes that we must also operationalize and put into practice. van Dijck (2014) argues
that the citizenry must demand “clear-cut policies that guard privacy and balance it off with
security” (205). There is a need to strengthen digital consumer literacy in terms of understanding
privacy and security in relation to social data – a need for a vigilant user-citizenry or
(infr)activists as I would call them in the Mobility Data Justice context. Taylor echoes this in
terms of social conversion factors that afford actual capabilities for individuals to seek data
justice via political, legal and educational support. An ecosystems approach to data justice
essentially is a strategic, affective ethical response to the social impacts of datafication’s
monitoring, sorting and influencing of users and society. Data justice thus is a conceptual
framework for organizing freedoms via debate, activism and regulation to translate into
impactful social functionings in terms of participation, access and inclusion. Of course, all of
this is influenced by contextual factors i.e. social, infrastructural, political and economic (11).
Data justice takes us into a site of contest around privacy, responsibility and accountability.
Taylor argues that we should “distinguish between responsible data use—the current buzzword
in the fields of data governance and innovation policy-- and accountable data use, something
much more difficult to achieve because it demand structural change rather than allowing our
guardians to guard themselves” (12).
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Dencik et al. (2019) further expand upon Taylor’s definition of data justice theory identifying
interdisciplinary and varied approaches engaging a range of social problems compounded by a
datafied society. In addition to adopting practices that make the politics of data explicit i.e.
information justice (Johnson 2018), countering dataveillance and surveillance capitalism,
addressing structural inequalities of data systems (Heeks and Renken 2018, Taylor 2017), they
also acknowledge the role of datafication in political mobilization, localized participation and
negotiations of digital citizenship (Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016, Hintz, Dencik, and WahlJorgensen 2018), cognitive (in)justice or “non-mainstream ways of knowing the world through
data” (Milan and Treré 2019, Treré 2018), and “counter-imaginaries” that can “re-create”,
remap, and/or remix data, information and communication systems to bring visibility to social
justice claims (Milan and Van der Velden 2016, Gray 2018).

Across the literature, they echo an urgent need to explicitly engage power relations, political
economies, competing interests and social inclusion/exclusion via data systems. We must push
beyond conventional notions of data analyses that traditionally consider ethics, governance and
citizenship as well as autonomy, trust and accountability. The unevenness of data and the process
of datafication compounds structural inequalities and has affords differential outcomes across
groups, communities and lived experiences. Data justice frameworks can help pinpoint where
and how structural changes in data systems is needed – from existing conditions of possibility to
emancipatory outcomes and support a collaborative, self-reflexive process that ideally “avoid
legitimizing and strengthening unjust social structures that need to be overturned.” Finally,
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Dencik et al. (2019) also provide examples of individuals and organizations collectively
engaging data justice solidarity work including: Data Justice Lab and conference, The Center for
Media Justice/Data Justice Lab, Data for Black Lives, Detroit Digital Justice Coalition, and the
Environmental Data & Governance Initiative (EDGI), and Barcelona “Roadmap Towards
Technological Sovereignty.” I’d argue that concepts of platform cooperativism (Scholz 2014,
2016, Schor and Attwood-Charles 2017) and solidarity HCI (Vlachokyriakos et al. 2017,
Vlachokyriakos et al. 2018) additionally overlap in principle with such collaboratives as we
consider how to empower a human-centered approach to data systems. Ultimately, all of this
literature is attempting to grasp what exactly is “just data” similarly to questions in transportation
and mobility around “just transit” and “just mobility” to further underscore my claim that
mobility justice and data justice frameworks are also co-constitutive. This is similar to the claim
I made about transit justice and information justice in the previous section. In the next section, I
will further elaborate on this claim making a case for an integrated mobility data justice
framework.

Bringing Together Mobility Justice and Data Justice Theory into an Integrated Mobility Data
Justice Framework
In the previous sections of this chapter, I defined and sketched out the interplay between transit
justice/transportation justice and mobility justice frameworks as well as information justice and
data justice frameworks. I also elaborated on how information justice theory is a situated within
data justice theory, as is transit/transportation justice to mobility justice. In this section, I argue
further that mobility justice theory is co-constitutive with data justice theory making the case for
an integrated Mobility Data Justice framework. I specifically sketch out a conceptual model for a
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Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) framework building primarily upon Sheller’s (2018) mobility
justice framework and Heeks and Shekhar (2019)’s applied data justice model. Integrating these
conceptual models better positions a theoretical foundation for operationalizing Mobility Data
Justice (MDJ) theory to inform and critique GTFS (infr)activism.

As I have outlined in previous chapters and sections, in considering an integrated approach to
mobility justice and data justice, a significant body of literature exists across the critical study of
the politics of both mobility and datafication. Verlinghieri and Schwanen (2020), Cook and Butz
(2018), and Sheller (2018) re: transport equity, transport justice and mobility justice and Dencik
et al. (2019) and Taylor (2017) re: data justice provide helpful literature reviews of the theory in
their perspective fields. I’d be remiss not to note that Sheller’s 2018 book “Mobility Justice: The
Politics of Movement in an Age of Extremes”, which Verlinghieri and Schwanen (2020)’s
survey of literature on transport equity, transport justice and Mobility justice is largely a
response to, provides a comprehensive overview of the literature on transit/transportation justice
and mobility justice. Sheller (2018) frames mobility justice as an extension of the mobile turn
i.e. new mobilities paradigm and a beyonding of spatial justice and environmental justice to
center a ontology of justice concerns that is mobile, self-reflexive and multi-scalar. As I move to
integrate both fields of study, I draw from recent scholarship from both. Through the mobility
justice lens, this includes examples in everyday practices of transit justice (Enright 2019, Soja
2013), transportation justice (Karner et al. 2020, Epting 2019, Karner and Duckworth 2019,
Inwood, Alderman, and Williams 2015) and mobility justice (Lubitow, Abelson, and Carpenter
2020, Smeds, Robin, and McArthur 2020, Sheller 2018, Cook and Butz 2018, Sheller 2015).
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Through the data justice lens, this includes everyday practices of social justice-oriented actions
and movements alternately sometimes referred to as tech justice (Dencik, Hintz, and Cable 2016,
Aouragh et al. 2015), digital justice (Vera et al. 2019), information justice (Johnson 2016,
Johnson 2014) and design justice (Costanza-Chock 2018) under the overarching umbrella of data
justice. Specific examples of data justice praxis include an applied data justice model for
analyzing the information value chain of data systems (Heeks and Shekhar 2019), the
development of an integrated Environmental Data Justice (EDJ) theoretical framework building
upon environmental justice and data justice theorists (Vera et al. 2019), and counter-mapping as
a social and political tool of resistance towards extractive data practices that reinforce the
colonialist and white supremacist hegemonic gaze of map-making as extractivism (Kidd 2019,
Collective, Dalton, and Mason-Deese 2012). Additionally, Sourbati and Behrendt (2020) and
Sheller (2018) more directly frame data justice and mobility justice concerns as intertwined
particularly in regards to the neoliberal capitalistic interplays of Big Data, post-automobility
futures and Smart Mobility. Sheller’s (2018) discussion of datafication and augmented mobilities
in relation to public transit systems and networked infrastructure is largely focused on
infrastructural justice, which further interplays with this dissertation’s notion of (infr)activism
also interfacing with concepts of infrastructural citizenship and infrapolitics.

In Figure 3, I conceptualize how transit/transportation/mobility justice theory and
information/data justice theory interplay with one another primarily building upon nested justice
ontologies presented by Sheller (2018) for mobility justice and Heeks & Shekhar (2019) for data
justice. While Heeks & Shekhar (2019) chart out different components of data justice (rights-
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based, procedural, instrumental, structural and distributive (Figure 4) tethered to the information
value chain as practice (see Figure 5), neither framework appears to argue that there is a fixed
hierarchy due to the complexity of both data and mobility regimes as assemblages of the sociotechnical and bio-political. As previously mentioned, Sheller (2018) (see Figure 9) also situates
several components of mobility justice as a multi-scalar and reflexive framework (distributive,
deliberative, procedural, restorative and epistemic) while specifically identifying differing scales
of mobile-spatial concern: racial justice and bodily movements; transportation justice and
transportation systems; infrastructural justice and networked/datafied infrastructure; migrant
justice and transnational bodies; and climate justice and planetary ecologies.

Examining these two frameworks across mobility and data justice theory, it is clear that the
relationship between data and mobility is complex, layered, and multidirectional - an assemblage
of differential movements and stasis . It is an interplay of sorts that involves a non-linear
production and reproduction of data-driven space, place and mobilities. Before considering the
relationship between GTFS and a Mobility Data Justice framework, I think it’s helpful to 1)
further review how Sheller’s mobility justice framework already engages data systems, and 2)
also examine how data justice already engages mobility systems. In the next section, I will
discuss how Sheller’s (2018) mobility justice framework addresses data systems.

.
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Figure 3: Diagram situating GTFS within a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) theoretical framework
This diagram situates the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) within an Integrated Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) Framework
building upon mobility justice theorists such as Sheller (2018) and data justice theorists such as Heeks & Shekhar (2019)
Sources: Sheller (2018), Heeks & Shekhar (2019)
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Figure 4: Diagram of Heeks & Shekhar’s Applied Data Justice Framework
Source: Heeks and Shekhar (2019)
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Figure 5: Diagram of GTFS and the Applied Data Justice Framework
Source: Heeks and Shekhar (2019)
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Mobility Justice and Data
In this section, I will discuss how Sheller’s (2018) mobility justice framework engages
datafication and data systems. First, let’s start with Sheller’s contextualization of data systems
within mobility regimes. Sheller most directly addresses the datafication of mobility systems via
their discussion of infrastructural justice within their multi-scalar framework of mobility justice.
Sheller describes infrastructure in the context of streets, bus routes, rail lines, power supplies,
broadband, etc. including more emergent components of infrastructure and networked urbanism
such as software and data systems. They underscore the increased importance of data systems
and software platforms as enactments of networked infrastructure and even data mobilities in
which the mobility of people, goods, information, etc. is increasingly automated via “Smart”
technologies that also remove or de-prioritize the human element historically central to many of
these transactions, encounters etc. Regarding infrastructural justice as a component of mobility
justice, Sheller outlines the following principles:
•

Public infrastructure for transport, communication, and information sharing shall be
publicly funded and made accessible to all people.

•

Information and communication technologies used in disaster recovery, and in general in
any situations of digital divide, should be made as accessible as possible to those trying to
recover, aiming to strengthen their capabilities.

•

Net neutrality and open data repositories should be maintained to ensure public access,
and all publicly funded research should require open source publication.

•

There should be legal protection for data privacy, and states and corporations shall not
have the right to search, seize, take, or use unauthorized private data.

•

There should be regulation of so-called “offshore” banking, and enforcement of
requirements for financial reporting and taxation in places of residency.
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Additionally, Sheller (2018) outlines the below principles in the context of transit and
transportation justice.
•

Public transport systems must not arbitrarily deny access nor impose undue burdens,
externalities, or limitations.

•

Cities should ensure equitable provision of public transportation through a social benefit
analysis based on population-level measures of social exclusion and minimum thresholds
of accessibility (as described by Martens); and should seek to reverse the historical
subsidies and other preferential treatment given to private automobility.

•

Complete Streets policies should ensure that all modes of moving are afforded space and
that streets are not dominated by one mode, such as cars.

•

Cities should preserve public space, support multi-modal shared space, and should not
develop splintered infrastructures that systematically advantage some groups with
superior levels of service and disadvantage others with inferior levels of service.

•

Transit-Oriented Development standards should be used to evaluate and measure social
impacts of urban transport plans on accessibility, affordable housing, and social
inclusion, and all communities should be included in decision-making processes.

Based upon reviewing these principles as well as how datafication impacts all scales of mobility
justice concerns, Sheller engages with four key areas of interplay between mobility and data
regimes: 1) data-driven mobility policy and decision-making, 2) networked infrastructure and
mobile media, 3) dataveillance and 4) data mobilities. Data, often subjective and extractive,
drives decision-making and investment in mobility systems and infrastructure. Data systems are
critical to the emergence of the Smart Cities and smart mobility paradigms focused on
automation and a transition from carbon capital to data capital. Dataveillance has become a
pervasive tool for monitoring of movement and the immobilization of bodies, ideas, goods, etc.
Sheller particularly discusses how databases function as border walls to police, incarcerate and
deport migrants and refuges on an international scale. Finally, data itself is now moving at
increased levels of speed and scale i.e. data transmission speeds and aerial satellites that enable
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problematic elite mobilities, in which money, information, etc. are offshored and seceding from
public engagement, investment and accountability, and hyper-militarization, in which missiles
and drones are eradicating the historical spatial and mobile distances that contained the
affordances of global warfare. Now that I have discussed at a high level how Sheller (2018)’s
mobility justice framework engages data systems, in the next section, I will consider how data
justice scholars similarly engage mobility concerns.

Data Justice and Mobility
In this section, I will compare and contrast Sheller’s (2018) observations about mobility justicerelated data systems with broader themes in data justice theory, and I will specifically highlight
Sourbati and Behrendt’s (2020) research on smart mobility and data justice as a counter to the
previous discussion on mobility justice and data. Let’s first consider how Sheller’s critiques of
the datafication of mobility overlaps with the concerns of data justice scholars. Dataveillance,
automation and extractivism as functions of datafication jump out to me from the literature as
being most frequently addressed by data justice scholars. I haven’t noticed any data justice
theorists specifically articulating “data mobilities,” but I think they address the phenomenon in
other ways as they engage broader and more specific concerns of datafication processes overall.
Sourbati and Behrendt (2020) work is an example of theorists examining mobility, specifically
Smart Mobility, in the context of data justice through a demographic perspective of data-related
mobilities. Other examples include geographic exclusions (Docherty et al. 2018) and data
invisibility for active modes of transport (Behrendt 2019, 2017).

Sourbati and Behrendt (2020)

also extend their theoretical considerations of data justice to mobility justice as one of the few
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examples in the literature that I could find of a research explicitly addressing both mobility
justice and data justice in their work. One of their central arguments is that government and
public services are increasingly becoming data-driven and oriented towards Smart Mobility.
This “data shift” – or “mobility data shift” in governance where data is becoming the actual
infrastructure for governance complicates who able to participate or opt out. The datafication of
mobility services and transportation infrastructures as they interface with Smart Mobility
technology also reinforce a “data divide” in which there is “differential access to ways of
thinking about and using data” (Andrejevic 2014). Sourbati and Behrendt (2020) write:
Our results illustrate the potential of digital data to increase the scope of exclusion as an
unintended and indirect effect of technology. It also shows how issues of data justice
(Taylor, 2017) ) play out in relation to mobility and ageing, and how this is intertwined
with questions of mobility justice (Sheller, 2018) in contemporary societies (13).
The ability to participate and, in the instance of Sourbati and Behrendt ‘s (2020) research, be
traced and counted as active users interfacing with mobility data infrastructures is not universal
or equal or evenly distributed. This skews who is actually represented and accounted for in
decision-making and policy about mobility services and transportation infrastructure. Sourbati
and Behrendt (2020) further elaborate:
With growing amounts of transport and mobility data being matched by an increasing
reliance on data in government and in the economy, those who are less mobile or/and not
producing a data trail around their mobility are at risk of exclusion from smart public
service infrastructure. The invisibility of older adults in data demonstrates how data gaps
can be seen to reflect levels of digital and social exclusion. Older people have commonly
been marginalized in technological innovation often due to lack of user involvement,
poor representation of all groups of citizens, and therefor inadequacy with citizens’ real
needs and expectations. For example, data scientists and designers might have no or little
experience of older people and/or no data to draw on. Lack of data, due to any
combination of uneven access to digital connectivity, unevenness in the data collection
around different modes of transport, and bias on research design, and the way these often
go unnoticed in cultural accounts of old age and digital media – all show the algorithmic
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logic of measurement that underpins digital applications and can therefore perpetuate or
increase social inequality (12).

These datalogical systems augmenting our affordances of mobility re-orient what counts as
knowledge and biases outcomes towards the mobility data systems doing the counting. It has
become increasingly difficult to opt out of assumed digital citizenship as connecting to digital
systems a necessary requirement of social participation. This is especially important to remember
as we consider the epistemic justice elements of mobility justice and instrumental justice
elements of data justice in an applied Mobility Data Justice approach. In the next section, I will
started to sketch out an integrated mobility data justice framework could look like.

Towards an Integrated Mobility Data Justice Framework
One of the main challenges that I have encountered with attempting to integrate and
operationalize transit justice/mobility justice and information justice/mobility justice theories as
praxis, is that even as we theoretically mobilize such justice ontology, justice concerns are still
grounded at street level or within the architecture of the databases and computing hardware
powering the interface effects of augmented mobilities. The spatial and temporal elements of
justice concerns inscribe and re-inscribe constraints to justice praxis. Maybe the key distinction
is really how and to what sense of scale someone approaches mobility justice and/or data justice
frameworks - albeit from a distributive or epistemic justice approach. Maybe it is calling it out
and acknowledging such constraints from the start. Furthermore, it’s critical to clarify the
conditions of (im)materiality at stake.
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To discuss Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) in the context of GTFS could be helpful in specifically
addressing the injustice concerns around how transit-related information and communication
systems. This also would address how they are created, shared, and maintained, specifically in
regards to how public transit systems interface with the open data movement and open mobility.
On the other hand, Mobility Data Justice (MDJ), being multi-scalar and reflexive could be
concerned with mobility data systems as well as data mobilities across various systems ranging
from police brutality, Bus Rapid Transit ridership, offshore bank accounts, immigration
documentation or Greenhouse gas emission levels in the atmosphere. The fixed subject of
concern provides a more finite and narrow focus whereas Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) remains
open to the context of the moment ranging from bodily movements to data mobilities and
planetary ecologies.

As I mentioned previously, the two key theoretical approaches that I consider for exploring an
integrated Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) framework are Sheller (2018) re: mobility justice and
Heeks and Shekhar (2019) re: an applied data justice methodology. In the specific context of reorienting GTFS towards an integrated Mobility Data Justice ontology, one could argue that
GTFS as Mobility Data Justice praxis most immediately approaches material and immaterial
concerns of transit justice and information justice. This can even be redundant in some ways. I’d
say information justice is a component of transit justice and vice versa. To attain transit justice
outcomes requires just access and usage of data and information related to public transit systems
and beyond. To attain information justice outcomes requires just affordances of mobility and
motility often enabled by public transit systems so that those directly impacted can even
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participate in various augmented forms of mobility. It’s reasonable to consider that information
justice can exist separate from transit justice because there are many justice concerns related to
access to information that extend beyond the affordances of public transit systems. At the same
time, information justice concerns can not be parsed out of a transit justice framework.
Information justice is a critical part of transit justice. Furthermore, when we revisit the idea of
how mobility and motility afford varied levels of interfacing with data and information systems,
particularly when we consider augmented mobilities and mediated motilities as well as data
mobilities, it becomes difficult to parse out mobility concerns from information justice or data
justice.
To be mobile in the digital age considering Urry’s typologies of mobility is absolutely
intertwined with information justice and data justice. So mobility justice is a concern of
information justice and in the age of Big Data, we must extend our understanding of information
justice to a broader engagement of data justice. Justice concerns whether transit information or
mobility data are inextricably linked across justice ontologies and the disciplines of critical
mobility studies and critical data studies. We can benefit then from holding space for an
integrated Mobility Data Justice framework (MDJ).

Summary
As the hegemonic forces of automobility and datafication continue to coalesce via an
increasingly pervasive, automobile-centric, platform economies i.e. Uberfication, we must
interrogate how both mobility and data injustices interlock and scale across the publicprivate/informal-formal interfaces of augmented mobility services and transportation
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infrastructure. It is especially imperative to center the public transit rider-user experience and
attempt to pre-empt harm caused by Uberifcation to vulnerable lived experienced most
marginalized by the dominance of publicly-subsidized and techno-positivist, capitalistic markets
in the United States and globally that politically prioritize automobile ownership and Big Data
software platforms.

To this end, I propose an integrated Mobility Data Justice approach situated within Sheller’s
conceptualization of the mobile commons. Thus Mobility Data Justice work and concerns are
hyperfocused on the project of datafication enclosing upon the mobile commons i.e. the mobiledigital commons. The MDJ framework attempts to address the compounding injustices of
Uberfication that marginalize the public transit riders-user experience alongside (dis)investment
in public transit systems overall, and at the same time acknowledge that all of these transit and
mobility technologies are also enclosures upon the mobile commons. Additionally, while this
dissertation is narrowing focused on justice applications to counter the harmful effects of
disinvestment and datafication of public transit systems via GTFS data, we should also consider
for future research similar justice applications for walking, biking, driving, bike/scooter share,
TNCs, car share, etc. via GIS as well as data standards and protocols such as GBFS, MDS,
APDS and SharedStreets.

To summarize, in this chapter, I 1) outlined definitions of transit/transportation/mobility justice
and information/data justice, 2) argued that they are co-constitutive of one another, 3) compared
how mobility justice theorists approach data and how data justice theorists approach mobility,
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and 4) proposed an integrated mobility data justice framework. In the next chapter, I will begin
to more specifically situate the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) within this concept of
Mobility Data Justice.
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CHAPTER 4: RE-ORIENTING THE GTFS ECOSYSTEM TOWARDS MDJ
CONCERNS – AN INTEGRATED MOBILITY DATA JUSTICE
APPROACH
Overview
So far in this dissertation, I’ve argued that the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)
interfaces with a politics of open mobility and augmented mobilities. I have contextualized
GTFS as a transit technology negotiating both mobility injustices and data injustice, specifically
in relation to Uberfication. In the previous chapter, I began to consider GTFS in relation to both
mobility justice and data justice theory via an integrated Mobility Data Justice framework. Now
in this chapter, I will consider what MDJ-oriented approaches to GTFS might look like. I will
accomplish this by asking three different questions: 1) How do I use GTFS to know where the
bus is?, 2) How do I use GTFS to understand why the bus is where it is?, and 3) How do I use
GTFS to strategically build collective, political power that ensures the bus is always where it
needs to be when it needs to be there - for all of us? The first question is being addressed to
some extent by GTFS-compatible trip planning apps that visualize static schedules and real-time
information. The second question, also, is being addressed by GTFS plugins for geospatial
analysis software like ArcGIS. The third question is possibly the underlying motivation for this
entire dissertation. I would say it also interfaces with notions of epistemic mobility justice and
instrumental data justice proposed by Sheller (2018) and Heeks and Shekhar (2019) . In the next
section, I will begin to tackle the first question.
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MDJ-oriented GTFS Approach 1: Where is the bus?
“Where is the bus?” is one of the initial question that motivated this dissertation’s exploration of
extending the open transit data formation GTFS (General Transit Feed Specification) to Mobility
Data Justice activism i.e. (infr)activism. The baseline justice concern of GTFS data is oriented
towards that of public access to information, static and real-time transit information. This could
be labeled as a mobility data justice concern. As I mentioned in Chapter 1, the General Transit
Feed Specification (GTFS) is an open data standard, one of many specifications that are part of
the open mobility data movement, that supports sharing static and real-time transit information
across digital applications and platforms. GTFS is a precursor to decades of proprietary mobility
data formats that have helped augment public transit systems as a hybrid, physical-digital
infrastructure. Much of this proprietary data still saturates the transportation data ecosystem.
Emerging open and closed mobility data trends also interface with automobility, Uberfication
and post-automobility futures to run the risk of de-emphasizing the importance of transit data
flows as well as truly interoperable mobility data. That being said, GTFS as an open data format,
holds space for and gives some level of visibility to the public transit rider-user experience as it
interfaces with various emerging mobility technologies.

Though there are various GTFS extensions in development at the moment, the two most widely
used are GTFS (sometimes referred to as GTFS Static) and GTFS real-time. GTFS Static is what
makes the public transit schedule visible on trip planning applications and other geospatial
visualization software tools. GTFS Static is essentially the digital representation of a public
transit service’s route geometry, stop locations and stop times visualizing the planned scheduled.
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Over the past decade, open transit data (GTFS) has been widely implemented in the GTFS static
format focusing primarily on formalized, fixed route public transit services. GTFS is composed
of public transit service via datasets formatted into .txt files including Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) shapefiles of routes and stop locations, frequencies, dates and times of operation,
fare rules and more (see Figure 1). These .txt files enable GTFS-compatible datavis platforms to
effectively model and visualize a public transit system operating over time and space on a map or
timetable. This data can enable modeling of present-day service as well as historical transit
services. GTFS data, as revisions are made to public transit service schedules, becomes a
historical artifact that represents not only how a public transit system operates over time and
space for real-time trip planning, analytics and storytelling but also how these services operated
in the past. For example, just as GTFS protocols support modeling present-day intercity bus
operations such as MegaBus and Greyhound in 2019, GTFS can also visualize intercity bus
schedules operating in 2012 or possibly even 1926, or a proposed or imagined service, if certain
datasets and assets are available, or someone has the capacity to create them, including GIS
location, schedule frequency and timetable data.

GTFS Static is not always accurate because sometimes the bus or train is running late or there is
a service disruption due to road closures. This is why GTFS real-time has also gained traction.
GTFS real-time incorporates GPS location data as well as up-to-date service alerts to allow
transit riders to be able to not only trip plan but know exactly where the next bus or train is while
they are waiting for it (Watkins 2018).
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In considering the impact of GTFS integration on the public transit rider-user experience, I am
concerned with whether or not GTFS data is created, maintained and shared in an accessible,
effective and reliable manner so that transit rider-users can in turn access accurate static and realtime information about relevant transit services they depend on. Public transit rider-users depend
on this information as they use digital wayfinding, trip planning and navigation tools to negotiate
the mobility affordances, often in real-time, of said public transit systems. These augmented
public transit systems are further overlaid across a hybrid, public/private transportation
infrastructure of road and street networks, sidewalks, crosswalks and transit stops/stations,
among other elements, that also interact with the capabilities of transit service operations.
The question of “where is the bus?” in terms of real-time tracking becomes particularly pertinent
as 1) bus-specific infrastructure and services are deprioritized and faded into the background of
automobile-dominant streetscapes interjecting a high level of uncertainty into the bus rider-user
experience, 2) bus services that run at lower frequencies further exacerbate such uncertainty as
there is a question of whether the next scheduled bus arrival has come early, is late, on-time or is
potentially never actually coming at all, and 3) these transit technologies are not integrated into
emerging mobility data systems, applications and platforms. Whereas that might be less of a
concern if a bus is scheduled to arrive every 6 or 10 minutes, this uncertainty gap causes
substantially more risk as frequencies stretch out to 20 minutes, 30 minutes and even 60 minutes
or more. I once heard a colleague in the mobility data industry say that essentially the need for
real-time tracking for a transit service already is evidence of a flawed transit design and
operation. The moment a decision is made to stretch out the frequencies of a transit service
beyond 10 minutes, the service is arguably already disinvested and designed to fail and
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disservice transit rider-users. Arguably the time and distance traveled for a transit route from
beginning to end, hours of operation, etc. are other immediate indicators of such flawed design
right off the bat as well. This thus manufactures a conundrum where GPS tracking technology
has become a critical tool for mitigating uncertainty gaps compounded by automobile-dominant
transportation infrastructure and sub-par transit operations.

So deploying emerging media technologies to answer the question of “where is the bus?” is not
only a possible tool for enabling transit rider-users to track transit arrival times for higher
frequency transit services that experience occasional delays but also to negotiate and navigate
highly disinvested and flawed transit system design. Consider a transit dependent, hospitality or
healthcare worker trying to catch the last bus of the night or the first bus in the morning off the
route they live near to get to a 2nd or 3rd shift job. The bus only runs hourly. It stops running at
11pm on weekdays and Saturdays, 8pm on Sundays. This transit rider-user does not live off a
route with a direct connection to their place of work. They are thus further vulnerable to the bus
arriving on time so they can make their connection at the central bus station and not be late for
work. A chain reaction of dependencies exist in order for this transit rider-user’s trip to even be
accomplished without considering GPS technology. In this instance, real-time tracking could
possibly help this 3rd shift worker ideally avoid missing the bus that runs only once an hour.
There is some risk in trying to supplant the unreliability of a public transit operation with
reliability of real-time information. This presumes that the GPS tracking technology is not only
of good quality but also accessible to this transit rider-user. It also places significant faith in the
transit operation itself to function within a reasonable margin of error so that real-time tracking
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supplements the substandard route design minimizing some risk of missing the bus and being
over an hour late for an appointment, obligation, etc.

All of these different variables described in this use case has led to a push for GTFS Best
Practices to attempt to pro-actively address potential data fragmentation and software
inaccessibility. Mobility Data IO, a non-profit mobility data standards organization that supports
the maintenance and management of GTFS, has created a GTFS Best Practices website to help
better facilitate consensus on GTFS’s on-going standardization. They outline three primary
objectives for GTFS Best Practices:
1) To improve end-user customer experience in public transportation apps
2) Support broad data interoperability to make it easier for software developers to deploy
and scale applications, products and services
3) Facilitate the use of GTFS in various application categories (beyond its original focus on
trip planning)

In short, GTFS Best Practices via Mobility Data IO are concerned with improving the end-user
transit rider experience, supporting data interoperability across software platforms and enabling
the use of GTFS beyond trip planning. Public transit and multimodal trip planning apps that
benefit from such GTFS Best Practices include OneBusAway, OpenTripPlanner, Google Maps,
Apple Maps, Uber, Lyft, Bing Maps, Moovit, CityMapper and Transit App.
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Figure 6: Diagram of data architecture for the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS)
Source: Martin Davis, 2011
http://lin-ear-th-inking.blogspot.com/2011/09/data-model-diagrams-for-gtfs.html
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For those transit agencies and operators who have the resources to adopt the GTFS protocol,
GTFS affords their public transit service to be visible on Google Maps and these other widelyused navigation applications. This also means that there are public transit services that exist but
are not represented on Google Maps because they have not adopted the GTFS open data
standard. For example, the International Drive Resort Area in Orlando, Florida has operated a
bus service called the I-RIDE Trolley for 20 years. It did not adopt the GTFS protocol until
2017, a decade after GTFS was first created (see Figure 2-3 example of the I-RIDE Trolley in
Orlando, FL before and after the adoption of GTFS and integration with Google Maps). Now
that I’ve gone into some detail regarding the nuances of how GTFS can be deployed to attempt
to answer the question “Where is the bus?”, I’m going to transition into the second question
asking “why is the bus where it is?”
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Figure 7: Screenshot of Google Maps before I-RIDE Trolley service adopted GTFS
Before 2017, the I-RIDE Trolley’s service in Orlando, FL was invisible on Google Maps. The
only transit options visible serving the International Drive Resort Area corridor are Link 8 and
Link 42 operated by the Central Florida Regional Transportation

.
Figure 8: Screenshot of Google Maps after I-RIDE Trolley service adopted GTFS
The I-RIDE Trolley’s Red and Green lines now visible on Google Maps after GTFS integration.
Orlando, FL.
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MDJ-oriented GTFS Approach 2: Why is the bus where it is?
The easiest way to attempt to answer the question “why is the bus where it is?” is to lean on
transportation professional practices of GIS data analysis, but this is not necessarily the most
oriented towards MDJ. This question is about trying to understand the socio-technological and
bio-political power structures at play that have set in motion how the bus service is operated, to
what extent, for whom and why. As an offshoot of the GIS (Geographic Information Systems)
data movement, GTFS has also emerged as a powerful tool for examining transportation
inequality as well as visualizing transit schedule information on various platforms via network
equity and accessibility analyses.

Preceding GTFS, GIS research has helped identify spatial and transportation mode mismatches
(Ong and Miller 2005) and social exclusion patterns (McCray and Brais 2007) in public
transportation design. More recent research has utilized GIS technology to analyze gaps in
service (Fransen et al. 2015), the impact of distance-base fares (Farber, Bartholomew, Li, Páez,
and Nurul Habib (2014) and the accessibility of transit system design compared to social need
(Foth, Manaugh, and El-Geneidy 2013). Critical applications of GIS and, now GTFS, enables
analysis of the mobility afforded to communities throughout the physical landscape as well as the
overlaying information architecture that represents public transit systems digitally. ArcGIS has
released a GTFS analyst feature which enables a comprehensive network analysis of system
coverage over time and space. The “Network Analyst Service” Area tool employs a
“BetterBusBuffers” toolbox to determine actual level of service and a “Add GTFS to a Network
Dataset” for more in depth accessibility analysis to specific locations like public libraries or
hospitals (Morang 2016). The Foth, Manaugh, and El-Geneidy (2013) study is an example of
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such an accessibility analysis utilizing GTFS integration (Ferris et al. 2010; Antrim and Barbeau
2013). ArcGIS analysis is one example of how GTFS can be deployed beyond its original
support of trip planning applications.

Beyond the purview of planners and government agency staff, we could also consider MDJoriented, (infr)activist tactics building upon the field of critical spatial media citizenship and
neogeographies for attempting to answer this question of “why is the bus where it is?” Gryl and
Kefel (2012) define spatial media citizenship as “critically reflective uses of geographic
information and spatial media to contribute to societal deliberations and decision-making in
active and influential ways” (288). Neogeographies as a product of spatial media citizenship
efforts deploy interactive online mapping technologies, often by laypersons or grassroots groups.
They function as a site of political formation that necessitate a need for strategy (de Certeau,
1984) and tactics (Gryl and Jekel 2012; Lin 2013) to impact social and political change. They
can be both “conventional representational and deliberative practices recognizable from within
conventional or hegemonic structures, as well as more counter-hegemonic visual spatial tactics”
(287). Elwood and Mitchell (2013) write:

Visual spatial tactics in neogeography must be recognized as an avenue for critical
spatial citizenship because they can foster political subject formation, collaborative
interactions that generate shared knowledge, and critical insights that mobilize these
subjects for engagement. In a world of persistent inequalities and digital divides,
opportunities for a critical spatial citizenship built around politics of strategy remain
deeply problematic for many people and in many places, so our continued recognition of
“tactics” as a practice of such critical citizenships is of the utmost importance” (288).

Such tactical approaches to GTFS could support the co-creation of neogeographies directly
engaging (in)justices related to public transit service. This has the potential to be a tool that
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operationalizes an applied Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) framework within the GTFS open data
ecosystem. In the next section, I want to provide some local examples of past and proposed,
GTFS-related projects that seem to relate to these notions of visual (infr)activist tactics.

Past and Proposed Examples of GTFS-powered (Infr)activism: TrIP, Project Central Florida
Real-time and Motion in Memoriam
In attempting to answer this question of “why is the bus where it is?”, visual spatial tactics and
neogeographies have emerged as a possible path forward for MDJ-oriented applications of GTFS
i.e. (infr)acivism. This also caused me to reflect on projects and concepts that I have already
worked on that somewhat overlap with this idea: 1) Transit Interpretation Project (TriP), Project
Central Florida Real-time and 3) Motion in Memoriam.

Revisiting the role of GTFS in the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
Helping co-found and participating in the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP) is how I was
introduced to the potential for bus riders, activists, artists, software developers, etc. to rethink the
ways in which we visualize the bus rider experience via data and software i.e. GTFS
(infr)activism.
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Figure 9: Collage of Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP) blog post images
Source: Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
https://thecorridorproject.wordpress.com/trip/
Promotional collage I made for the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP) representing the 30 blog
posts shared in December 2013. Several of the images use screenshots of printed bus maps as
well as Google Maps and other datavis tools.
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Nathan Selikoff, who I would go on to collaborate with on a mobility data startup called
Omnimodal focused on GTFS-powered, real-time bus tracking from 2016-2020, was a catalyst
for this with through his TrIP participation. Nathan submitted two blog posts for the TrIP
project: “Day 4 - Structure and System” and “Day 20 – Update on Structure and System.” Both
submissions focused on elements of GTFS. The first being GTFS integration in Google Maps
and the second being the datavis tool Mapnificent. While Google Maps functions as a trip
planner, the Mapnificent tool visualizes all of the places you can get to within a certain amount
of time from a set starting point. The Mapnificent example seems to start inching towards the
question of why is the bus where it is? Below are screenshots and excerpts from Nathan’s posts:
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I rely a lot on Google Maps when I travel,
especially for route calculation on public
transportation systems. Being an artist and
programmer immersed in technology, I am
often thinking about technological solutions to
problems, visualizing data, and harnessing the
power of the computer to make the invisible
visible. My contribution to TrIP will most
likely involve visualizations of LYNX bus data.
Specifically, I am interested in creating some
Google Maps mashups to explore two questions
to begin with: 1) How long does it take to walk
to the nearest bus stop from any point in
Orlando?, and 2) Given a specific starting
location, how far out can I travel (on public
transportation) wihin a given amount of time?
(Day 4 - Structure and System , Selikoff, 2013)

I’ve been in touch with the folks at LYNX to get
GTFS data (the stuff that makes Google Maps
public transit routing work) and started playing
with it a bit. I’ve also come across a lot of
interesting things doing research for this project.
One of my favorites is Mapnificent
(http://mapnificent.net), which shows you how
far you can get on public transportation given a
starting destination and an amount of time (only
works for certain cities, and not yet for Orlando…
but check out Tampa or Miami) (Day 20 – Update
on Structure and System , Selikoff, 2013).

Figure 10: Screenshots and excerpts of artist and software developer Nathan Selikoff's GTFSrelated posts for the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP), 2013.
Source: Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
https://thecorridorproject.wordpress.com/trip/trip-december-posts/
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Figure 11: Screenshot of “Searching for the Flow of the Tropical City” by Nathan Selikoff, TrIP,
2014
Source: Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
https://thecorridorproject.wordpress.com/2014/08/06/trip-air-gtfs-visualization/

Source: Nathan Selikoff
https://nathanselikoff.com/works/searching-flow-tropical-city
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Another project Nathan submitted for TrIP while he was an artist in resident was titled
“Searching for the Flow of the Tropical City. ”Nathan writes about this project:

Created during a residency with the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP), this seamlessly
looping video installation animates buses according to their schedule, as small blue and
red circles with fading trails, in a sped up 24 hour cycle typical of a weekday here in
Central Florida. The title is a play off of Richard Reep’s excellent TrIP post, Searching
for the soul of the tropical city, where he writes about LYNX Central Station, “The
heartchamber of the city, the place where all the blood condenses and is forced through
valves into the arteries and veins of the town.” There’s also a tie-in to duplex
ultrasonography, a form of medical imaging which I have recently encountered due to
some family medical issues. “Grayscale Ultrasound [is used] to visualize the structure or
architecture of the body part… Color-doppler Ultrasound to visualize the flow or
movement of a structure, typically… to image blood within an artery… Both displays are
presented on the same screen (‘duplex’) to facilitate interpretation.” The outgoing buses
are colored red, as if they were the oxygenated blood in the arteries, and the incoming
buses are colored blue, as if they were the oxygen-poor blood coming back to the heart
via the veins (Selikoff).
Using the metaphor of circulatory system, the datavis, which is an animation powered for GTFS
schedule data, depicts the ebbs and flows of scheduled bus trips across Central Florida.
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Figure 12: Example of “@deadquarewalking” MFA thesis project as a part of TrIP, 2013-2014
Source: Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
https://thecorridorproject.wordpress.com/2013/12/02/dead-quare-walking/
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I do want to add that my MFA thesis @deadquarewalking was also part of the December 2013
blog series as Day 1 and focused the experience of being stranded by the bus service not running
late at night. In fact, I purposely stranded myself at a gay club (Parliament House) on Halloween
night and documented on Instagram the experience trying to get back home (which was 13 miles
away in the UCF area). In the collage (Figure 9) I made documenting all of the TrIP posts for
the 2013 series, some of the images including the one for my @deadquarewalking post are
screenshots of Google Maps trip plans, LYNX bus maps and other data visualizations powered
by GIS and GTFS. For TriP’s second run in 2015, I wrote another post called “The Dark Hours,
” which utilized GIS data about the LYNX system to visualize the timeframes at night and
during the early morning that both LYNX and SunRail were not operating.
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Figure 13: Photograph of "I Can't Make Anything I'm Waiting for the Bus" by artist Leah
Sandler, 2014
This mixed media piece using a LYNX bus map was created for the Transit Interpretation
Project (TriP) in 2014. TrIP was a public bus-inspired art collective based in Orlando, FL that
coordinated multiple public art projects between 2013-2015.
Source: Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP)
https://thecorridorproject.wordpress.com/2014/01/29/trip-blog-phase-one-addendum-i-cantmake-anything-by-leah-sandler-trip_orlando-publictransportation/
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In the same way that Nathan introduced me to GTFS datavis, the work of Leah Sandler, another
TrIP participant, work also got me thinking about the various ways we interact with the bus
schedule that are “offline” or “analog.” Leah Sandler’s mixed media piece “I Can’t Make
Anything, I’m Waiting for the Bus ” literally cut up a physical bus map and schedule to comment
on how the unreliability of the bus system is getting in the way of their work as an artist – but
also getting in the way of them “making anything” as in getting to the places they need to go to
when they need to be there. This piece also serves as a reminder that if public bus system is
broken to begin with so will be its digital representation – just more augmented failure. Their art
is a manifestation of the limitations of the system as represented by the printed bus schedule on
paper. Sandler unravels the illogical design of the local bus system by interrogating its flawed
schedule - what the LYNX maps, schedules and even GIS/GTFS data itself are really signifying.
This piece strikes me as a compelling example of (un)commoning, (infr)data practices – where
the interaction is clearly seeking to subvert, resist and/or rework the system and the
environmental order of things in ways that maybe weren’t intended. Leah’s work shows the
importance of engaging (infr)activism outside the norms of (un)commoning practices. The next
two projects are adjacent to TrIP but were collaboratively developed by myself and Nathan when
we were working together at Omnimodal.
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Visualizing Project Central Florida Real-time
To refresh, GTFS data powers public transit trip-planning via two tiers of data: static and realtime. GTFS Static data is what makes the public transit schedule visible on Google Maps. It
represents the planned scheduled. It is not always accurate because sometimes the bus or train is
running late or there is a service disruption due to road closures. This is why GTFS Realtime,
the second tier of GTFS data standardization, is so critical. GTFS Realtime incorporates GPS
location data as well as up-to-date service alerts. GTFS Realtime allows transit riders to be able
to not only trip plan but know exactly where the next bus or train is while they are waiting for it.
However, in Orlando as well as across the State of Florida this real-time technology is largely
unused by public transit agencies. A “walled garden” of closed, real-time transit data exists. This
means that not only are riders less likely to ride public transit without real-time info if they have
a choice, but artists and play architects also can’t tell stories and co-create community-oriented
projects with real-time transit data. It is additionally difficult to support third-party accountability
of public transit design in terms of public health advocates, transit equity activists and academics
measuring and analyzing the impact of public transit access on the quality of life in different
neighborhoods. I ended up discovering that the LYNX bus location data was proprietary and
unavailable for to attempt to visualize the #OrlandUnited buses (Motion in Memoriam, which I
will discuss in the next section), meaning that LYNX and SunRail data is also blocked from
popular navigation apps like Google Maps and Transit App.
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Figure 14: Screenshot of conceptual data visualization for Project Central Florida Real-time,
2017
Project Central Florida Real-time proposed to that would visualize which transit systems in
Central Florida were operating with publicly available, operational GTFS real-time feeds. At the
time, none were.
Source: Omnimodal
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Figure 15: Chart tracking deployment of GTFS real-time and the General Bikeshare Feed
Specification (GBFS) as a part of Project Central Florida Real-time, 2017
Source: Omnimodal
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Project Central Florida Realtime was a local initiative launched by Nathan and I in 2016 to
advocate for the transition all public transit services in Central Florida into GTFS adoption along
with its real-time extension - GTFS real-time. To date, only one transit agency in Central Florida
is public sharing their real-time transit data via GTFS real-time: the Sanford Trolley. Our
consulting firm, Omnimodal, created GTFS Static and Realtime data for Sanford Trolley, and the
service is actually the first public transit service in Central Florida to implement the GTFS Realtime feed standard. Five years later, LYNX and SunRail are still not sharing publicly available
GTFS real-time feeds. This means that not only are riders less likely to ride public transit
without real-time info integrated into apps like Google Maps that they regularly use. Such data
unevenness with GTFS Realtime implementation is not uncommon according to Johnson et al.
(2017). Advocating for the completion of Project Central Florida Real-time’s objectives could
also open up opportunities to launch a OneBusAway deployment in Central Florida (OBA).
OneBusAway is an open-source mobile app for iOS and Android that supports the sharing of
real-time transit information with commuters. It is currently deployed in the Tampa Bay metro
area with support for CUTR and USF. Fully implementing Project Central Florida Real-time
could also make it possible for the Motion in Memoriam concept to be actualized. I will talk
more about this in the next section.

Actualizing Motion in Memoriam
Motion in Memorium is a proposed datavis memorial of the public bus system in Central Florida
paying tribute to the Pulse tragedy. The Motion in Memoriam concept is multi-faceted in that the
project not only engages the real-time and historical representation of public transit service but
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also the circulation of the #OrlandoUnited hashtag along the public transit network in Central
Florida. The first time I heard about the #OrlandoUnited buses I was a bit taken back. LYNX had
decided to wrap the exterior of several of their buses with an #OrlandoUnited-themed tribute to
the 49 people who were killed in a hate crime at the Pulse Nightclub on June 12, 2016. Pulse
was a gay/queer club. The night of the shooting had been Latin Night so many of the victims
were Latinx and/or black. LYNX, with the support of local, elected officials, was essentially
paying tribute to queer and trans BIPOC in an extremely visible way on public property that
moved across a region the size of the state of Delaware. Here is the initial artist statement
proposal for Motion in Memoriam:

Motion in Memoriam will engage the LYNX bus system as both brush and canvas to
paint a data picture of connectedness across Central Florida in the aftermath of the Pulse
tragedy.
The #OrlandoUnited buses will slowly sketch out paths on a digital canvas as they move
through the community in real time. The buses transmit a real-time vehicle position data
feed that powers the visualization. Traces of their day-to-day travels will collect over
time revealing the reach of the #OrlandoUnited message across a complex, public transit
network – a powerful display of unity and love in honor of the 49 (Moran and Selikoff,
2017).
We proposed that it would be powerful to actually track and share the locations of these four
#OrlandoUnited buses and share their real-time locations on a website for public view. Motion in
Memoriam could even generate sketches of the varying paths the buses take over time producing
varied visualizations of the #OrlandUnited buses’ reach across Central Florida as well as
tracking the effectiveness of the actual public bus service in real-time. The Motion in Memoriam
concept engages a tension around what it means to collectively mourn, to memorialize, to create
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a discourse space around unity in the aftermath of tragedy and to do so using the public bus
system and digital representations of it via real-time transit data.

It is complicated to say the least to memorialize the Pulse tragedy on a public bus network that is
already such an oppressive, racially and class-segregated system. GTFS real-time data being
unavailable overlayed a secondary barrier to the project. The “walled garden” of closed, transit
data left Motion in Memoriam unactualized. Now that I have provided a brief overview of some
past and proposed examples of GTFS (infr)activism, I will transition into talking about the third
and final question.
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Figure 16: Concept art for proposed “Motion in Memoriam” project
“Motion in Memoriam” was a datavis art project proposed to show the locations of the
#OrlandoUnited buses in real-time and also log their historical movements for playback
Source: Omnimodal
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MDJ-oriented GTFS Approach 3: How do I use GTFS to strategically build collective, political
power that ensures the bus is always where it needs to be when it needs to be there - for all of
us?
This question cannot be addressed by simply “opening up” data or engaging traditional notions
of civic engagement and infrastructural citizenship or even spatial media citizenship. I would
argue we need to apply a mobility data justice lens to the GTFS open data ecosystem from a
localized perspective. This all being said, the spatiality and mobility of GTFS as a data format is
not only complicated by the politics of data but also the politics of mobility and transit, which in
reality are very difficult to separate out from one another.

Regardless of the technology, be it the frequency of transit conveyance themselves i.e. bus, train,
light rail, ferry, etc. or GTFS-realtime data feeds displaying arrival times and delays on Google
Maps, the reliability of transit technologies to afford mobility access unfortunately is not
guaranteed and in some cases not delivered. Such unreliability is not necessarily a flaw in the
technology itself but rather the politics of mobility and data determining differential investment
in public transit technologies and their affordances. Enright (2019) further elaborates:
Yet a transit network is more than a neutral technology of efficient movement rationally
constructed by engineers and planning experts. It is a highly political artifact that
materializes a particular organization of collective life. All transport infrastructures
condense social and political ideals. Mass urban transit in other words is always pursued
for distinct purposes, and for the benefit of some urban dwellers and to the detriment of
others. As ‘political infrastructures’ (McFarlane and Rutherford 2008), mass transit
systems are imbricated in fundamental questions about who belongs in the city, who is
allowed to participate fully in urban activities, who decides how space will be planned
and produced, and who gains from urban transformation. Transit is
a complex bundle of often invisible political relations – of for example, poverty, racism,
ecology, and citizenship – that condense power dynamics (Enright 2019, 666).
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This underscores, in the context of transit technologies, on-going questions of mobility for
whom? Mobility data for whom? Transit for whom? Transit data for whom? Examining the ongoing datafication of public transit systems and mobility systems and transportation
infrastructure overall, I seek to actively engage this tension amongst socio-technological
discourse and political priorities in the sphere of transit and mobility technology as the General
Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) arguably is in the process of datafying a “failed”/failing
technology being leapfrogged by not only fossil-fuel-powered automobile markets but also the
post-automobility futures of Big Data markets prioritizing autonomous vehicles, electrification
and “shared mobility” platforms.

Even so the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as an open transit data format offers a
unique opportunity to critically engage automobility, Uberfication and post-automobility futures
by potentially providing additional social, political and historical context around planning and
policy decisions that determine the affordances of public transit systems.

Summary
In this chapter, I’ve further examined the opportunities and challenges that GTFS as a
technology presents for operationalizing MDJ-oriented activism, specifically focused on mostly
answering two questions: 1) how do I/we use GTFS to find out where the bus is? and 2) how do
I/we use GTFS to understand why is the bus where it is? The third question is still an open one.
This leads me to exploring further what does it look like to build collective power amongst
transit riders, transit activists and transit developers to create MDJ-oriented GTFS tools and
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tactics that better address this question of “how do I/we use GTFS to strategically build
collective, political power that ensures the bus is always where it needs to be when it needs to be
there - for all of us?” Maybe this is also the root of considering what it means to (un)common the
mobile-digital commons and resist the hegemonic forces of automobility, Uberfication and postautomobility futures. In the next chapter, I will provide an overview of a research methodology
along with results and discussion specifically addressing the existing specialist gap between
public transit rider-users, activists and GTFS technologists.
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CHAPTER 5: DISRUPTING THE GTFS “SPECIALIST GAP” VIA A
MOBILITY DATA JUSTICE FRAMEWORK - METHODOLOGY,
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Overview
In this chapter, I will provide an overview of my research methodology and results for my
examination of the augmented discourse spaces of the LYNX Board Meeting public comments,
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter
hashtag. I identified each of these discourse spaces because of how I have witnessed firsthand
the engagement of transit riders, transit activists and transit software developers locally in
Orlando, FL and globally in the online, collaboration spaces often used by GTFS technologists. I
will explain how my methodology is informed by what data justice theorists Dencik, Hintz, and
Cable (2016) describe as the “specialist gap” – or a disconnect in context, values and resources
between those directly impacted by transit disinvestment, social justice activists working towards
political change and data specialists “commoning” the GTFS open data standard. I will then
provide an overview of the results and findings from both a quantitative and textual approach for
each discourse space. Next, I will conduct a deeper analysis of both transit rider concerns and
MDJ-oriented concerns in an effort to draw connections across each of these four discourse
space towards a Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) framework. Finally, I will conclude with a
discussion of how the specialist gap currently appears to manifest across these discourse spaces
in relation to transit riders, transit activists and transit software developers.

In the next section, I will talk through the research methodology in more detail before proceeding
on to the results and discussion.
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Methodology
In consideration of how we work towards Mobility Data Justice in the sphere of public transit
amidst on-going Uberfication, I’m drawn to specifically engaging what Dencik, Hintz, and
Cable (2016) describe as the “specialist gap” between transit riders, transit activists, and transit
software developers. Transit riders and activists are likely focused on the capabilities and
affordances of public transit technologies as the conveyances themselves, while specialists in
data and software technologies are focused on the datafication and digitization of such
capabilities and affordances. I’d hypothesize that transit riders and organizers may be more or
less explicitly focused on transit justice outcomes not necessarily oriented towards data and
software affordances, and transit data and software specialists are arguably more focused on
open data, open-source software and possibly tech justice outcomes, without a social justice
orientation. This becomes further complicated as we consider the Uberfication of mobility data
initiatives including the open mobility movement and post-automobility technologies as
inextricably linked to technological trends of not just datafication but also electrification and
automation that risk only reinforcing deeply entrenched transit and mobility injustices. This
“specialist gap” has substantial implications for Mobility Data Justice theory as praxis
particularly as we consider (un)commoning practices in relation to both the mobile-digital
commons and the unencumbered lifeworlds of the mobile commons that exist beyond enclosures
of public transit services, the politics of (post)automobility and mobility data systems.

This dissertation attempts to engage this specialist gap by seeking out digital spaces interplaying
with localized discourse on public transit technologies in Central Florida as well as a more
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globalized discourse over mobility data technologies, specifically the creation and management
of the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS). This methodology will compare and contrast
fragmented/shredded discourses related to Mobility Data Justice concerns across four digital
discourse spaces: LYNX Board meeting public comments, @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions,
Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter hashtag discussion posts from 20122020. The year 2012 is the starting point because it is the first full-year that LYNX had a Twitter
account. Of course, all of these discourse spaces are preceded by other ideologies and processes
related to data, information and mobility regimes that risk being reduced or obscured.

An analysis of public comments for LYNX board meetings attempts to assess how the public has
“traditionally” engaged with the politics of transit technologies in Central Florida. The LYNX
board governs the day-to-day operations of the public bus system consisting of elected officials
from the tri-county region served by LYNX also known as the Central Florida Regional
Transportation Authority. Twitter mentions of @lynxbusorlando offers up an emergent form of
engagement with LYNX where instead of attending a public meeting, the user is tweeting
directly to LYNX’s institutional twitter account. In terms of publicness and retrievability, the
Twitter platform strikes me as a more optimal social media to compare to public comments than
say Facebook or Instagram or Tiktok. Something about the micro-blogging aspect of Twitter
appears to lend itself more to a “public commenting” of sorts even if those comments as tweets
are not formally entered into the public record. Finally, the last two discourse spaces are the
Transit Developers Google Groups platform and the #GTFS hashtag on Twitter which have both
been utilized for over ten years by transit-oriented software developers and data specialists to
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discuss and share ideas about the use and management of the General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS). The inclusion of the Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS hashtag in this
analysis might appear somewhat disparate and superfluous as this dissertation is already
analyzing public comments and Tweets, but I propose that they both represent more concentrated
channels of collaboration and discourse compared to the LYNX board meeting public comments
and @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions that might better inform an understanding of the
“specialist gap” that I hypothesize exists between transit activists and transit developers. In fact,
while political organizing outside of “apolitical” open data concerns is absent from the Google
Group and #GTFS hashtag, I suspect that a similar vacuum or disparateness also exists amidst
the board meeting comments and tweets from local community members in Central Florida. In
the next few sections, I will provide a quantitative and textual analysis of each discourse space:
LYNX board meeting public comments, @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, Transit Developers
Google Group discussion posts, and #GTFS hashtag.

Each dataset for the four discourse spaces extends from 2012-2020. The number of public
comments, Twitter mentions, Google Group threads/posts/views and hashtag mentions were first
counted and then processed via the Orange data mining software to generate word clouds and
topic modeling for each dataset. Then a random sample of 1000 tweets was extracted from the
Twitter mentions in order to identify a coding sample of user types. The same coding criteria for
user types was also applied to the public comments sample. Word clouds and topic modeling
analysis were then run on Twitter mentions and public comments coded as “transit rider.”
Additionally, because the number of tweets for #lynxbus and #orlandotransit were so small but
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seemed to be exclusively tagged by twitter users that seemed to fit the “transit rider” coding type
that I decided to run a joint word cloud and topic modeling analysis for the two hashtags to
compare to the “transit rider” analysis for both the Twitter mentions and public comments. A
user type typology was not implemented for the Transit Developers Google Group or the
#GTFS hashtag. A filter was run on the #GTFS hashtag tweets to just display English language
tweets.
Having attempted to quantify both a localized discourse(s) on transit in Central Florida and a
globalized discourse on open transit data i.e. GTFS, there is still a need to conduct a more
qualitative analysis of this content in order to map key concepts and discourse topics that might
overlap between concerns of transit riders, activists and developers. This overlap could then
illuminate potential strategies and interventions that 1) interrupt the specialist gap and 2) deploy
a Mobility Data Justice methodology as praxis.

Quantifying Engagement via LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments, @lynxbusorlando
Twitter Mentions, Transit Developers Google Group and #GTFS Twitter Hashtag
Quantitative Analysis: LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments
The digital archive for LYNX board meetings extends back to 2005. This dissertation is curious
to examine how public comments at these meetings hold space for the needs and demands of the
transit riders and community organizers, historically and presently. Public meetings and public
commenting periods are socio-technological and bio-political processes, and I’d argue that such
public meetings are tethered to the emergence, continued operation and on-going disinvestment
of localized public transit technologies in Central Florida.
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Tracing back the schedule of board meetings, agendas and public comments is also one way to
follow the historical organizational structure and community engagement with public transit
technologies in the Orlando area. We know that even though the digital record begins in 2005,
LYNX has operated in its current organizational structure since at least “1992” when the regional
transit system changed its name from Tri-County Transit to LYNX and before that in “1972”
when the system transitioned from a subsidized private operation as the Orlando Transit
Company to public management. Furthermore, we can trace the Orlando Transit Company to its
early years when the company launched in 1926 as the Orlando Rapid Transit Company. Before
that, it seems private and informal transit operations operated largely in relation to horse-drawn
conveyances and railroad networks. Transportation networks as we know do not exist in isolation
so even as we consider the construction of such historical horse, rail and bus transportation
networks, they cannot be divorced from the ideologies and politics of white settler colonialism
that informed/continue to inform the spatial ordering and mobility regimes of Orlando and
Central Florida historically, including the formation of local, state and national government
institutions and subsidies of private corporate interests driving policies on freedom of mobility,
land-use, property ownership and worker rights largely informed by social locations of race,
ethnicity, gender, immigration status, disability, socio-economic status, etc.

If we think about Year 1 for a record of public comments about transit technologies in Central
Florida, we could say that it extends back to the formation of Fort Gatlin during the Seminole
Wars or the formation of the City of Orlando government or the formation of whichever
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government entities oversaw the construction and management of the trails, early roads, railroads
and waterways. This dissertation draws a dotted line at the approval by the City of Orlando for
operations of the Orlando Rapid Transit Company in 1926, but will primarily focus on Year 1 of
LYNX’s public digital archive of board meetings: 2004-2005. I don’t really have a good
benchmark for what high versus low public meeting engagement looks like. Whereas I do I
attempt to compare Twitter mentions between transit agencies, I have not done that for transit
agency meeting public comments. That could possibly be a focus of future research to benchmark public comment engagement across transit agencies.
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Table 1: Count of LYNX Board Meetings and public comments on the digital record from
December 2004-December 2020

Year
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Meetings on
Record
1
11
11
11
9
6
8
6
6
6
8
6
6
6
5
11
8

Minutes on
Record
1
10
11
10
9
6
8
6
6
5
8
6
6
6
4
11
8

Public
Comments
Recorded
1
52
25
12
62
12
30
27
47
19
21
16
17
58
14
26
4

Meeting
Minutes
Missing
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

TOTAL

124

120

442

4

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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Figure 17: Line graph comparing scheduled LYNX Board meetings and meeting minutes on
record.
Board meetings are not held every calendar month. 4 discrepancies were identified in terms of
meeting records. This is why the data points for scheduled meetings and minutes on record
diverge.
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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Figure 18: Line graph showing public comments on record date back to December 2004
LYNX Board meetings averaged approximately 26 documented public comments a year over the
past 16 years. 2008 has the most public comments on record at 62 while 2020 had the least at 4.
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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Quantitative Analysis: @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Since the launch of Twitter in 2006, the social media platform has emerged has a digital space
for public and private discourse. While the hashtag has operated as a spatial container for Twitter
data or “meeting room” of sorts for aggregating topical content, I’m not sure that a hashtag best
parallels traditional public commenting. I found that hashtags like #LYNXbus and
#OrlandoTransit do exist and #LYNXbus even precedes the creation of the @lynxbusorlando
Twitter account, but I’d argue that the hashtag, though it can function as lightning rod and echo
chamber for institutionalized propaganda, is not as institutionally fixed as the @lynxbusorlando
Twitter account itself. When a person attends a meeting for the LYNX board to comment
publicly, they arrive with an intent to engage the institution directly and enter their comments
into the public record. When a Twitter user tweets about LYNX tagging a hashtag, I’d argue it
of course is still valid but it is not the same as tagging @lynxbusorlando directly. The Twitter
platform, of course, filters and mutes the conversation by interaction design as Twitter users only
represent a portion of the public then on top of that some users are tweeting publicly or privately
about LYNX but not using a hashtag or mentioning @lynxbusorlando. When someone does
publicly tweet @lynxbusorlando, I argue there is a similar directionality where they are allowing
their comments via tweet to be publicly visible and retrievable, at least in the traditional sense.
Arguably, public tweets to LYNX exist as a dynamic, constantly-changing, alternative public
record to public comments documented in meeting minutes but at the same time they are not
necessarily easily visible to other users and the public to mobilize a more nuanced, shared
understanding of the LYNX bus rider experience. Transit riders tweeting about their experiences
on the LYNX bus are arguably also subverting normative ideals of automobility and car
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ownership that likely dominates the Twitterverse. There is the potential of an inverse dynamic of
a marginalized group gaining more visibility through the Twitter platform but also operating
within what might be called a “small data” or “slow data” sphere because the number of folks
even engaged on Twitter about public transit in Orlando is arguably miniscule compared to the
total number of Twitter users in Orlando who may not be concerned with public transit at all.
There appears to be correlation between transit ridership and Twitter usage with higher transit
ridership paralleling a higher Twitter engagement. For example, if we consider a 7 month period
of Twitter mentions for the top 37 bus systems in the US, lower ridership numbers seem to
correlate with lower Twitter engagement. Though TriMet in Portland has a higher Twitter
Engagement Score than the MTA in New York City who has the most ridership overall. The
MTA actually ranked 13 with its Twitter Engagement Score while agencies in Phoenix,
Cleveland, Cincinnati and Milwaukee all were in the top ten for their Twitter Engagement Score
yet are not even in the top 20 agencies by ridership.

It is possible that some agencies will

smaller ridership audiences still have highly engaged Twitter follows. I developed a “Twitter
Engagement Score” as a ratio of unique Twitter mentions over the 6 month time period and the
average weekday ridership in Q4 of 2019. I should note that the twitter interactions are
happening post-COVID 19 while the transit ridership data is pre-COVID 19. Transit agencies
saw significant drops in transit ridership that they have still not recovered from after the onset of
the pandemic. So this ratio may be influenced by those before and after changes. I should also
note that some of the larger transit agencies have multiple Twitter accounts that serve different
purposes i.e. marketing, customer service, service alerts and real-time tracking and also represent
different services i.e. bus vs. light rail vs. streetcar. Regardless, LYNX falls in the bottom
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percentile in terms of ridership and Twitter user engagement with an annual ridership of
22,536,600 for 2019 and an average weekday ridership of 68,700. LYNX’s Twitter engagement
score based on mentions was 31 out of 33.

Quantitative Analysis: Comparison of LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments and
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Between 2012 and 2020, public comments at LYNX Board Meetings have averaged
approximately 25 comments annually totally 231 public comments overall. Public comments
peaked in 2017 with 58 comments recorded and 2020 has the lowest count with 4 to date.
LYNX’s Twitter account @lynxbusorlando has averaged about 835 mentions annually with a
peak of 1,195 mentions in 2017 and the lowest count at 93 mentions in 2012 in the first year of
LYNX’s Twitter account being in operation. 7,513 public tweets have mentioned the
@lynxbusorlando handle directly. Identifying hashtags in wide use would require some
additional analysis but a brief assessment of two hashtags: #lynxbus and #orlandotransit provides
some insight. Over the past ten years, 169 public tweets have directly engaged local transit in
Central Florida via the #lynxbus tag peaking at 32 in 2013 and bottoming out in 2020 with 2
tweets. Twitter mentions of the @lynxbusorlando handle exceed the number of public comments
by 20x. Public comments exceed tweets in the #lynxbus hashtag 2:1. There are substantially
more Twitter mentions tagging @lynxbusorlando than public comments but less significant
usage of hashtags than public comments over the eight year period. This seems to indicate that a
hashtag(s) discourse has not formally mobilized in Central Florida around transit but that Twitter
users are engaging LYNX’s institutional Twitter account.
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Table 2: Twitter Engagement Scores for 2019 APTA Large Bus Service List

Agency

Rank by
Twitter
Unique
2019
Engagement Tweets Annual
Score
Ranking Ridership

Rank by
Average
Weekday
Ridership

Primary City

Average
2019
Weekday
Annual Ridership
Ridership (Q4 2019

Twitter Account

# of Unique
Tweets Tweets

%

Start
Date

End
Date

TriMet

1

6

14

14

Portland

57,373,500

186,000

@trimet

42,899

40,688 21.88%

5/5/20

12/15/20

MTS

2

10

20

17

San Diego

48,032,200

163,000

@sdmts

22138

21435 13.15%

5/5/20

12/15/20

MBTA

3

4

8

7

Boston

116,372,700

391,000

@mbta

48,691

44,799 11.46%

5/5/20

12/15/20

Muni

4

3

4

5

San Francisco

159,331,200

502,000

@sfmta_muni

54,246

50,672 10.09%

5/5/20

12/15/20

WMATA

5

9

9

8

Washington, D.C. 105,469,800

340,100

@wmata

30,868

28,410

8.35%

5/5/20

12/15/20

GCRTA

6

16

28

24

CTA

7

2

3

Cleveland

24,757,400

82,100

@GCRTA

7,843

6,543

7.97%

5/27/20

12/15/20

3

Chicago

237,276,500

760,200

@cta

64,036

60,081

7.90%

5/5/20

12/15/20

26,186,000

112,200

@PaceSuburbanBus

8,674

8,383

7.47%

5/27/20

12/15/20

PACE

8

14

27

20

Arlington Heights
(suburban
Chicago)

Valley
Metro

9

15

24

21

Phoenix

33,222,500

108,300

@valleymetro

8,742

7,769

7.17%

5/29/20

12/15/20

SORTA

10

26

35

31

Cincinnati

13,245,100

46,300

@cincinnatimetro

3,286

2,792

6.03%

5/27/20

12/15/20

MCTS

11

24

26

23

Milwaukee

26,447,300

86,100

@RideMCTS

4,587

4,321

5.02%

5/29/20

12/15/20

LACMTA

12

5

2

2

Los Angeles

278,109,900

865,600

@metrolosangeles

44,887

41,611

4.81%

5/5/20

12/15/20

111,299 107,142 4.74%

5/6/20

12/15/20

MTA

13

1

1

1

New York City

Metro
Transit

732,636,800 2,259,100

14

18

17

15

Minneapolis

51,860,100

171,600

@MetroTransitMN

7,348

6,353

3.70%

5/5/20

12/15/20

VTA

15

25

25

22

San Jose

27,367,400

92,000

@VTA

4,036

3,367

3.66%

5/27/20

12/15/20

King
County
Metro

16

13

7

6

Seattle

121,300,300

399,600

@kcmetrobus

15,669

13,688

3.43%

5/5/20

12/15/20

COTA

17

28

34

30

Columbus, OH

19,145,100

61,500

@COTAbus

2,249

1,911

3.11%

5/27/20

12/15/20
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@MTA

Agency

Rank by
Twitter
Unique
2019
Engagement Tweets Annual
Score
Ranking Ridership

Rank by
Average
Weekday
Ridership

Primary City

Average
2019
Weekday
Annual Ridership
Ridership (Q4 2019

Twitter Account

# of Unique
Tweets Tweets

%

Start
Date

End
Date

SEPTA

18

11

6

4

Philadelphia

142,043,800

508,400

@septa

17,018

14,661

2.88%

5/5/20

12/15/20

MDT

19

23

19

16

Miami

49,909,700

163,500

@IRideMDT

5,241

4,492

2.75%

5/5/20

12/15/20

RTC
Transit

20

22

13

13

Las Vegas

65,266,100

200,200

@RTCSNV

6478

5402

2.70%

5/5/20

12/15/20

Metro
Transit

21

29

32

27

St. Louis

22,492,700

70,200

@STLMetro

2,176

1,809

2.58%

5/27/20

12/15/20

AC
Transit

22

21

16

12

Oakland

53,883,900

215,500

@rideac

6,630

5,548

2.57%

5/5/20

12/15/20

Rockville(suburban
D.C.)
20,717,700

68,500

@RideOnMCT

2,099

1,729

2.52%

5/27/20

12/15/20

Ride On

23

30

33

29

METRO

24

20

12

11

Houston

67,353,100

224,000

@METROHouston

6641

5583

2.49%

5/5/20

12/15/20

Big Blue
Bus

25

32

36

32

Santa Monica

12,823,300

43,500

@SMBigBlueBus

936

1,070

2.46%

5/29/20

12/15/2020

RTD

26

17

10

10

Denver

69,870,300

265,200

@ridertd

7,565

6,396

2.41%

5/5/20

12/15/20

MTA

27

19

11

9

Baltimore

67,925,700

270,600

@mtamaryland

6,922

5,830

2.15%

5/5/20

12/15/20

VIA

28

31

23

25

San Antonio

35,350,100

80,900

@VIA_Transit

1966

1627

2.01%

5/27/20

12/15/20

HRT

29

35

37

33

Hampton Roads

10,660,600

33,200

@gohrt_com

727

604

1.82% 5/19/2020 12/15/2020

DART

30

27

21

18

Dallas

38,598,500

124,200

@dartmedia

2451

2082

1.68%

5/27/20

12/15/20

LYNX

31

33

31

28

Orlando

22,536,600

68,700

@lynxbusorlando

1,141

969

1.41%

5/5/20

12/15/20

LBT

32

36

29

26

Long Beach

23,132,800

75,800

@lbtransit

482

442

0.58%

5/28/20

12/15/20

OCTA

33

37

22

19

Orange County

37,292,500

119,800

@goOCTA

491

417

0.35%

6/1/20

12/15/20

New
Jersey
Transit

N/A

7

5

N/A

Newark

150,997,300

N/A

@NJTRANSIT

40071

36865

N/A

5/5/20

12/15/20

Port
Authority

N/A

8

15

N/A

Pittsburgh

54,832,800

N/A

@PGHtransit

37,340

36066

N/A

5/5/20

12/15/20
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Agency

Rank by
Twitter
Unique
2019
Engagement Tweets Annual
Score
Ranking Ridership

Rank by
Average
Weekday
Ridership

Primary City

Average
2019
Weekday
Annual Ridership
Ridership (Q4 2019

MARTA

N/A

12

18

N/A

Atlanta

50,018,300

N/A

DDOT

N/A

34

30

N/A

Detroit

22,680,000

N/A

Source: American Public Transportation Association (APTA)
https://www.apta.com/wp-content/uploads/2019-Q4-Ridership-APTA.pdf
Source: Twitter API
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Twitter Account

# of Unique
Tweets Tweets

@MARTASERVICE 15,126
@RideDDOT

943

%

Start
Date

End
Date

13,891

N/A

5/5/20

12/15/20

789

N/A

5/27/20

12/15/20

Table 3: Count of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions from 2012-2020 and LYNX hashtag
mentions (#lynxbus and #orlandotransit) from 2010-2020
Year
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Twitter Handle:
@lynxbusorlando
0
1
333
1736
1596
1929
1935
1968
1574
1448
1432

Public Mentions:
@lynxbusorlando
0
0
93
547
904
1168
1154
1195
772
870
810

Hashtag:
#lynxbus
4
27
30
32
25
13
9
7
12
8
2

Hashtag:
#orlandotransit
0
0
0
0
9
1
0
1
1
1
0

Total

13952

7513

169

13

7,513 tweet mentions of @lynxbusorlando were scrapped from Twitter. An average of 835
mentions of @lynxbusorlando were tweeted annually from 2012-2020. Twitter mentions peaked
in 2017 with 1,195 tweets and was the lowest in Year 1 of the @lynxbusorlando account in 2012.
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 19: Line graph comparing @lynxbusorlando tweets and Twitter mentions with the Twitter
hashtags #lynxbus and #orlandotransit
The #lynxbus tag preceded the @lynxbusorlando account by two years. Transit riders were
already on Twitter discussing their experiences with the LYNX bus system before the institution
itself joined the Twittersphere.
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 20: Line graph comparing LYNX Board Meeting public comments and @lynxbusorlando
Twitter mentions, 2005-2020
The digital archive of recorded public comments at LYNX Board meetings dates back to
December 2004, two years before the launch of Twitter and eight years before Year 1 of LYNX's
Twitter account @lynxbusorlando.
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml

Source: Twitter API
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Figure 21: Line graph comparing LYNX Board Meeting public comments and @lynxbusorlando
Twitter mentions, 2012-2020
@lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions exceed public comments overall by about 20x. At the same
time, public comments exceed tweets tagging #lynxbus by 2:1.
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml

Source: Twitter API
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Quantitative Analysis: Transit Developers Google Group
The Transit Developers Google Group is a discourse space that I first encountered through
working on a transit data-related startup. I was referred to join the Google Group by another
colleague who was a GTFS specialist. The public may also encounter the Google Group when
they visit Google Transit’s website. The Transit Developers group is listed on the “Community”
tab: https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/community. Comparing local transit-related
discourse from the public record and Twitter to discussions on the Transit Developers Google
Group could arguably be comparing apples and elephants since I am examining multiple
platforms with varying interaction designs and communal functions. Yet the tension of trying to
follow localized transit rider and activist discourse alongside GTFS-oriented channels primarily
visited by software developers and data scientists also captures the fragmented flows of
information and engagement that reify the specialist gap between transit riders, activists and
developers. Before comparing findings about the localized context of transit, I first want to
quantify engagement on the Transit Developers Google Group. Over the past 12 years, 975
discussion topics have been posted with 3,456 responses and 59,741 views. Engagement peaked
in 2011 in terms of threads and posts with 134 threads and 461 posts. Views of the Google
Group peaked in 2012 with 10,376 views. Engagement has since decreased bottoming out with
5 threads in 2020 and 137 responses and 218 views. I suspect that the decline in engagement can
be attributed to disparate GTFS-oriented workgroups beyond the Google Group including Slack,
Github and the Mobility Data IO workgroup. Two other public Google Groups oriented to
GTFS include GTFS-realtime and GTFS Changes which may have potentially supplanted posts
on the more general thread.
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Figure 22: Screenshot of Google Transit Website: Community Portal – Part 1
Source: Google Transit APIs
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/community
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Figure 23: Screenshot of Google Transit Website: Community Portal – Part 2
Source: Google Transit APIs
https://developers.google.com/transit/gtfs/community
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Figure 24: Line graph of Transit Developer Google Group interaction types
Views of discussion threads and posts have been the most common interaction in Transit
Developers Google Group.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 25: Line graph of decline in Transit Developer Google Group engagement, 2008-2020
Thread postings and responses peaked in 2012 and have continued to decline over the past eight
years. Decrease in engagement likely due to saturation of other disparate workspaces, formal and
informal. This includes Slack, Github, Mobility Data IO workgroup, etc.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 4: Count of threads, posts and views from the Transit Developers Google Group and tags
in the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag between 2008-2020.

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Google
Group
Threads
77
117
123
134
118
86
96
81
43
30
41
24
5

Google
Group
Posts
280
446
363
465
451
285
319
284
210
82
137
115
19

Google
Group
Views
765
2568
2854
4016
10376
8035
10022
8391
5994
1971
3401
1130
218

Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

Twitter Hashtag:
#gtfs
11
28
160
350
306
280
331
370
391
462
388
359

TOTAL

975

3456

59741

Total

3436

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 26: Line graph comparing Transit Developer Google Group interactions with #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag tweets
While engagement in the Transit Developers Google Group has tapered off, tweets tagging the
#GTFS hashtag have remained relatively consistent since 2012.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
Source: Twitter API
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Quantitative Analysis: #GTFS Twitter Hashtag
In some ways, the structural differences between the LYNX Board Meeting public commenting
process and @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions run parallel with the interplay between the
Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter hashtag. Both the board meetings and
the Google Group function as group discussions albeit the Google Group is an online,
asynchronous interface whereas the mentions and hashtagging interactions on Twitter are more
disparate and fragmented. That being said the #GTFS hashtag provides more of a real-time,
catch all of GTFS-related Twitter content that potentially has a wider reach. I sense that the
Google Group active users tend to be subject-matter experts on software development and
database management and therefore more comfortably posting in that space, or on the Slack now.
While engagement on the Google Group has declined, it is worth noting that Twitter engagement
with the #GTFS hashtag has remained relatively consistent since 2012 averaging about 286
tweets annually. This could imply that GTFS as a topic of engagement has not necessarily
diminished but the digital collaboration spaces where specialists congregate to manage the GTFS
standard is more in flux. 3,436 tweets tagged to the #GTFS hashtag since 2009 were counted
with 3,237 tweets collected between 2012-2020. 25 different languages interacted with this
hashtag with over half of the tweets in a language other than English. After filtering the tweets
for only tweets in English, 1,659 tweets remained in the sample. Assuming that #gtfs is not a
hashtag for a completely different topic across these languages, such engagement potentially
points towards the global importance of the GTFS data standard.
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Contextualizing the Specialist Gap that Exists Between Global Open Data Collaboratives and
Localized Transit Rider Experiences and Activism
In the previous section, I provided a summation of the number of interactions in each of the fours
discourse spaces counting public comments, tweets and Google Group threads. In this section, I
contextualize these interactions with an analysis of the actual text of these public comments,
tweets and Google Group threads. For each discourse space, I conducted a word cloud analysis
via the Orange data mining software. Below are textual analyses for each of the four discourse
spaces: LYNX Board Meeting public comments, @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, the Transit
Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag. Each of the following sections
contain a word cloud image as well as a table showing the top 100 weighted words along with a
brief summary of the results.

Textual Analysis: LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments
The top 20 weighted words for the public comments sample were: bus (105), service (90),
pcui014 (50), hour (48), time (43), road (35), get (34), holidays (33), transportation (32), pcui007
(32), support (32), one (30), weekends (30), need (30), concerns (27), 24 (27), operators (25),
operator (24), stop (22) and 1596 (21). Even though this analysis was done with a small set of
data (231 comments), it was still helpful to see these key words visualized to identify trends in
the text.

In the top 20, we see ID numbers (in place of their names) for two regular commenters: PCUI014
is a regular transit rider and PCUI007, who at the time was the president of the transit worker
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union Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) Local 1596. Between 2012-2020, PCUI014 actually
commented the most of anyone with 38 comments on record while PCUI007 commented 12
times and had several other meeting attendees defer their time to them to speak longer. I counted
13 instances of mostly union members deferring their time to the union president or another
union officer to speak. PCUI014 consistently asked for 24/7 service at 30-minute frequencies for
the LYNX bus dating back to 2012 as well as SunRail once it started operating in 2014. In the
top 20 words, I suspect that “holidays,” “weekends” and “24,” appear because of PCUI014’s
comments. We also see the number “1596” which is the ATU Local’s chapter number. Scanning
the word cloud further, I can see words like “union”, “pension,” “members,” and “contract”
which likely came from the 71 union member comments made total across all meetings that took
place 2012-2020. “Hour” and “time” also are top words, which I suspect comes from
commenters registering complaints about long commute times, late buses and some services that
run only once an hour.
Another trend I notice already shown by “24” and “1596” appearing in the top 20 is the
frequency of certain numbers. I suspect some of these numbers are actually bus route numbers
while others may be describing instances of time or some other form of counting. These numbers
include: “7”, “6”, “1”, “45”, “30”, “5” and “20.” “7” likely is tethered to “24” in terms of 24/7
transit service mentioned several times by PCUI014. I also suspect “30” refers to 30-minute
frequencies. Though all of these numbers including “24” are or have been LYNX bus routes.I
want to come back to these numbers late to compare with the @lynxbusorlando Twitter
mentions. I’m curious how these data points could help geospatially tag route-specific and bus
stop-specific concerns.
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Some words that were not in the top 20 but that still jumped out to me: “access”, “dedicated”,
“funding”, “rosemont”, “postponed”, “late”, and “stranded.” Discussions about AccessLYNX,
the region’s paratransit service, is why “access” appears. Comments related to the need for
LYNX to have dedicated funding are why “dedicated” and funding” appear. The Rosemont
Superstop has been a safety concern for HOA members who live in the neighborhood where the
stop is located. They aren’t transit riders or advocates per se but attended the meeting to speak
about wanting to see the stop better managed and policed. “Postponed” actually appears because
of a meeting where an agenda item related to paratransit was taken off the agenda and all the
individuals who had attended to speak (most paratransit riders and advocates) were noted as
being in attendance but postponing their comments. Finally, “late” and “stranded” jump out to
me because they are two ways of talking about LYNX bus service that I’ve personally used
regularly.
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Figure 27: Word cloud image of LYNX Board Meeting public comments, 2012-2020
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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Table 5: LYNX Board Meeting Comments - Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words &
Numbers, 2012-2020

bus (105)
service (90)
pcui014 (50)
hour (48)
time (43)
get (34)
holidays (33)
transportation
(32)
pcui007 (32)
support (32)
one (30)
weekends (30)
need (30)
concerns (27)
24 (27)
operators (25)
operator (24)
stop (22)
1596 (21)
7 (20)

atu (20)
buses (20)
community
(20)
road (20)
pcui060 (20)
week (19)
every (19)
years (19)
train (19)
contract (18)
pcui017 (18)
members (18)
union (17)
days (17)
know (17)
people (16)
stops (15)
half (15)
access (15)
route (14)

routes (14)
minutes (14)
employees
(14)
station (14)
concern (14)
rosemont
(14)
noted (13)
public (13)
pension (13)
paratransit
(12)
working (12)
plan (12)
stranded (12)
funding (11)
work (11)
item (11)
request (11)
provide (11)
transit (11)
passengers
(11)

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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employee (11)
6 (11)
line (11)
1 (10)
sunrail (10)
three (10)
issues (10)
night (10)
wants (10)
dedicated (9)
additional (9)
45 (9)
provided (9)
changes (9)
times (9)
late (9)
made (9)
riders (9)
run (9)
last (9)

30 (8)
5 (8)
connections
(8)
system (8)
staff (8)
company (8)
year (8)
rider (8)
holiday (8)
later (7)
deferred (7)
opposition
(7)
providing (7)
hours (7)
change (7)
issue (7)
away (7)
postponed
(7)
addition (6)
20 (6)

Textual Analysis: @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Considering that the word cloud analysis for @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions includes 7,513
tweets compared to the 231 public comments from the LYNX Board Meetings, the number of
words counted and weighted for this word cloud is significantly more. The top 20 weighted
words for the full sample of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions from 2012-2020 includes: bus
(3011), service (2542), today (1101), alert (1069), day (1008), public (703), get (694),
@ridesunrail (687), take (680), station (657), metroplan_orl (640), closed (623), stop (622), time
(605), buses (605), schedule (580), free (561), lymmo (546), around (504), and ride (498).

“Today”, “alert”, “schedule”, and “closed” in the top 20 jump out to me because they seem to
refer to real-time occurrences as well as need-know information about route detours and
schedule changes also referred to as service alerts.

Similar to how public commenter names appeared in the text for the previous word cloud
analysis, we are seeing Twitter handles or fragments of Twitter handles appear in the Top 20
words: “@ridesunrail” and “metroplan_orl”. “@ridesunrail” is the Orlando area’s commuter rail
called SunRail and “metroplan_orl” is the fragmented handle for MetroPlan Orlando, the tricounty area’s Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO). I’m assuming the “@“ symbol is
missing because Twitter users were possibly retweeting a @metroplan_orl tweet and the “@“
was cut off some how. Other institutional Twitter accounts appearing in the list include
@citybeautiful (City of Orlando), @dwntwn_orlando (Downtown Orlando Development
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Board_, @orangecofl (Orange County, FL Government), @MCO (Orlando International
Airport) and @orlandocitysc(Orlando’s major league soccer franchise).

While no numbers are in the top 20 that could be potential bus routes, “lymmo” is a bus route –
four routes comprised of the Orange – Downtown, Orange – North Quarter, Grapefruit and Lime
(all named for citrus fruits). LYMMO is City of Orlando’s flagship bus circulator system
serving its Downtown area. There are several numbers that appear outside the top 20 that could
be bus routes: “1”, “2”, “4”, “7”, “3”, “20”, “50”, “8”, “10”, and “30.” Finally, though not in the
top 20, “late”, “safe”, “app”, and “driver”/“drivers” catch my attention as possibly being tied to
more complex narratives about the transit service.
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Figure 28: Word cloud image of all @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, 2012-2020
Source: Twitter API
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Table 6: @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions- Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words &
Numbers (Full Sample), 2012-2020
bus (3011)
service (2542)
today (1101)
alert (1069)
day (1008)
public (703)
get (694)
@ridesunrail
(687)
take (680)
station (657)
metroplan_orl
(640)
closed (623)
stop (622)
time (605)
buses (605)
schedule
(580)
free (561)
lymmo (546)
around (504)
ride (498)

one (447)
changes (423)
holiday (422)
check (404)
transportation
(403)
transit (398)
route (377)
sunday (363)
late (358)
work (358)
need (355)
@citybeautiful
(352)
driver (334)
tomorrow
(332)
pass (326)
1 (313)
#orlando (311)
morning (306)
know (304)
help (295)

reminder (294)
2 (289)
4 (262)
routes (262)
@dwntwn_orland
o (262)
make (253)
#golynx (252)
weekend (250)
riding (250)
people (248)
way (238)
week (237)
road (235)
detoured (227)
drivers (224)
riders (224)
customer (223)
sunrail (223)
monday (217)
construction (211)

Source: Twitter API
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app (211)
7 (209)
starting
(207)
line (207)
street
(203)
3 (200)
next (199)
operating
(196)
still (196)
system
(195)
call (192)
first (191)
use (191)
open (190)
last (189)
20 (186)
safe (186)
normal
(183)
minutes
(182)
stops
(180)

50 (180)
year (179)
@orangecofl
(179)
plan (177)
8 (176)
tell (175)
travel (174)
taking (171)
10 (170)
ready (170)
info (169)
find (168)
30 (167)
terminal (166)
@mco (166)
chance (165)
friday (164)
forget (164)
@orlandocitys
c (164)
visit (160)

Textual Analysis: Transit Developers Google Group
Since the Transit Developer Google Group is a completely different platform compared to
Twitter or a digital archive of PDF documents, collecting data to analyze was more complicated.
Ideally, I would have liked to have been able to scrape the body text from each thread as well as
the replies. Instead I improvised with capturing the titles of each thread post totaling 524 posts.
This means that the posts are missing context and severely limited to the clarity of each title’s
wording. I found some thread posts to be titled very concisely conveying a clear intent while
others were vague. That all being said, I’d argue that the word cloud analysis of the Google
Group still was able to meaningfully code the content of the discussion group’s activity between
2012-2020. The limitations of the data scraping also interplay with the fact that this Google
Group is a concentrated, communication channel for a range of GTFS technologists from
subject-matter experts to beginners to discuss all things GTFS. This also interplays with a
multiscalar context of agency-specific issues coming in from around the world, everywhere from
Nairobi to Seoul to the Netherlands to Bogota and Detroit.

The top 20 weight words were: gtfs (31), transit (18), feed (13), google (8), data (7), new (7),
route (6), stops (5), feeds (5), maps (4), realtime (4), question (4), app (4), public (4), list (3),
agencies (3), info (3), transportation (3), location (3), time (3). These word counts are relatively
straight forward in terms of describing comments of the GTFS data files including .txt files
structure and fields. It is interesting how some of the words are the same or similar to the public
comments or @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, but they are talking about the protocols to
datafy the routes, bus stops and other service components. Words not in the top 20 that jump out
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to me for potentially further scrutiny include: “troll”, “inaccurate”, “patent” and “privately.”
They appear to possibly engage with closed data and privatization as well and data quality issues.
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Figure 29: Word cloud image of Transit Developers Google Group discussion thread topics,
2012-2020
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 7: Transit Developers Google Group - Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words &
Numbers
gtfs (31)
transit (18)
feed (13)
google (8)
data (7)
new (7)
route (6)
stops (5)
feeds (5)
maps (4)
realtime (4)
question (4)
app (4)
public (4)
list (3)
agencies (3)
info (3)
transportation
(3)
location (3)
time (3)

files (3)
bus (3)
api (3)
file (3)
help (3)
need (3)
trips (3)
different (3)
gtfs-realtime
(2)
url (2)
change (2)
best (2)
get (2)
stop (2)
patent (2)
real-time (2)
authority (2)
trip (2)
request (2)
make (2)

trains (2)
given (2)
planner (2)
application (2)
international
(2)
systems (2)
agency (2)
rail (2)
software (2)
getting (2)
available (2)
transport (2)
understanding
(2)
needed (2)
code (2)
manager (2)
documentation
(1)
digest (1)
message (1)
topic (1)

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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sqlite (1)
query (1)
departures (1)
muni (1)
problem (1)
emt (1)
malformed (1)
agency.txt (1)
circular (1)
routes (1)
dc-streetsblog
(1)
troll (1)
sues (1)
releasing (1)
open (1)
cata (1)
511ny (1)
update (1)
nm (1)
blank (1)

developing (1)
gtf (1)
privately (1)
inaccurate (1)
length (1)
exceeding (1)
point (1)
output (1)
bus-stop (1)
poster (1)
distance (1)
traveled (1)
routing (1)
algorithm (1)
cost (1)
minimization
(1)
eff (1)
reexamination
(1)
arrivalstar (1)
apps (1)

Textual Analysis: #GTFS Twitter Hashtag
While the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag is not as restrictive as the Google Group because I was able to
collect its data similar to @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, I was surprised and not surprised
that the number of tweets available between 2012-2020 was relatively low – 1,659 tweets. It is
apparent to me that engagement with GTFS is a niche with not necessarily as massive audience
even if the GTFS technology itself can significantly impact masses of people dependent on
transit services. The top 20 weighted words for this word cloud included: #gtfs (515), data (153),
#opendata (109), transit (86), #transit (63), #e2d3 (54), new (52), feed (48), gtfs (39), public
(30), open (29), bus (28), transport (28), @kurtraschke (27), time (25), agencies (23), google
(21), map (21), stops (20), #fail (19). The words identified seem relatively similar to the Transit
Develop Google Group word count with the addition of hashtags such as #gtfs, #opendata,
#transit, #e2d3 and #fail. It appears that the #e2d3 tag refers to open-source, add-in tool for
Excel to support data visualizations. It would be interesting to dig into what was the driving
force specifically behind the #fail tag. It could be some sort of humor or something more
subversive.
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Figure 30: Word cloud image of tweets tagging #GTFS Twitter Hashtag, 2012-2020 (English
Language Only)
Source: Twitter API
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Table 8: #GTFS Twitter Hashtag - Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words & Numbers
#gtfs (515)
data (153)
#opendata
(109)
transit (86)
#transit (63)
#e2d3 (54)
new (52)
feed (48)
gtfs (39)
public (30)
open (29)
bus (28)
transport (28)
@kurtraschke
(27)
time (25)
agencies (23)
google (21)
map (21)
stops (20)
#fail (19)

work (19)
#data (19)
real-time (18)
route (18)
maps (18)
free (17)
feeds (16)
developers
(16)
app (16)
@googlemaps
(16)
🚌 (16)
people (15)
update (15)
routes (15)
information
(14)
stop (14)
#google (13)
files (13)
apps (13)
service (13)

#publictranspo
rt (13)
metro (13)
standard (12)
#wmata (12)
transportation
(12)
day (12)
week (12)
working (11)
#gtfs-realtime
(11)
train (11)
available (11)
system (11)
cities (11)
project (11)
#transport (11)
#rstats (11)
post (10)
info (10)
trip (10)
api (10)

Source: Twitter API
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help (10)
network (10)
live (10)
release (10)
workshop (10)
file (10)
format (10)
schedule (10)
N/A 10)
share (10)
times (9)
different (9)
buses (9)
released (9)
rail (9)
making (9)
check (9)
made (9)
#transportatio
n (9)
regional (8)

download (8)
@pietercolpaer
t (8)
create (8)
@kencon06 (8)
latest (8)
community (8)
watch (8)
tool (8)
full (8)
part (8)
mapping (8)
tools (8)
city (8)
take (8)
analysis (8)
learn (8)
read (8)
general (7)
ids (7)
@wmata (7)

Transit Rider-centered Discourse in the LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments,
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, and LYNX Hashtags (#lynxbus and #orlandotransit)
Beyond the initial textual analysis, I also wanted to get a sense of what self-identified transit
riders were talking about. To accomplish this, in addition to textually analyzing the entire
@lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions dataset, I also extracted a randomized sample of 1,000
tweets to code by user types so that I can then run the textual analysis again concentrated solely
on transit rider data. I also coded user types for the LYNX board meeting public comments data
(231 comments). Furthermore, I analyzed a small dataset of tweets (182 tweets combined
between 2010-2020) from the LYNX bus-oriented Twitter hashtags - #lynxbus and
#orlandotransit. I did not code these tweets by user type, but instead just used the raw data.

During the time period of 2012-2020, I counted 231 public comments. Public commenters coded
as transit riders commented the most at 33.62% followed by members of the transit union at
30.60% and transit advocates at 18.10% (individuals advocating for transit issues but it was not
clear if they actually rode the bus or not). It’s likely that some of the transit advocates could
actually be transit riders or union members. Several of the transit advocates and transit riders are
also likely paratransit riders but it wasn’t possible to determine unless the commenter
specifically identified as such. For the purpose of the textual analysis, comments from transit
riders, parantransit riders and VanPool users were all combined together. However, non-transit
riders even if they were advocates for transit rider issues made up the majority of the public
comments at 65.52%.
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During that same time period, I coded 316 transit rider tweets from the random sample or
31.60% overall followed by twitter users at 365 tweets or 36.50% (individual or organizational
accounts that seemed to be unaffiliated with transit agencies or municipalities) and mobility
partners at 95 or 9.5% overall (transit agencies(not-LYNX), MPOs, DOTs, non-profits, and
contractors in the transportation industry). In the next three sections, I will provide a brief
overview of the textual analysis of the datasets for the LYNX hashtags (#lynxbus and
#orlandotransit), LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments – transit riders only and
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions – transit riders only.
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Table 9: User Type Counts for LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments & @lynxbusorlando
Twitter Mentions (randomized sample of 1000 tweets), 2012-2020
LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments
Commenter Type
#
%
Transit Rider
78
33.62%
Transit Rider
74
31.90%
Paratransit Rider
3
1.29%
VanPool User
1
0.43%
Other Commenters
153
65.52%
Transit Union
71
30.60%
Transit Advocate
42
18.10%
Paratransit Advocate
14
6.03%
HOA Member
Contractor/Vendor
Meeting Attendee
Community Partner
Elected Official
Mobility Partner
VanPool Advocate
TOTAL

8
6
5
4
1
1
1
231

@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
User Type
#
%
Transit Riders
316
31.60%
Transit Rider
310
31.60%
Paratransit Rider
6
0.60%
Other Users
684
68.40%
Twitter User
365
36.50%
Mobility Partner
95
9.50%
News Media
68
6.80%
Transit Advocate
50
5.00%
Community Partner
35
3.50%
Municipality
17
1.70%
Elected Official
16
1.60%
LYNX Staff
12
1.20%
Motorist
12
1.20%
Unavailable
7
0.70%
Paratransit Advocate
6
0.60%
Transit Union
1
0.10%
TOTAL
1000

3.45%
2.59%
2.16%
1.72%
0.43%
0.43%
0.43%

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
Source: Twitter API
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LYNX Hashtags - #lynxbus and #orlandotransit
The #lynxbus and #orlandotransit hashtags are a substantially small data sample of only 182
tweets between 2010 and 2020. Here is the list of the top 20 words: bus (40), #orlando (25), 2
(13), get (12), #lynx (11), fuck (11),

(11), take (10), stop (10), driver (9), one (9), day (8),

late (8), lol (7), got (7), station (7), #sunrail (7), app (7), time (6), and still (6).I did not attempt to
code the tweets but rather analyzed the whole raw sample also combining the tweets from the
#lynxbus and #orlandotransit datasets. Even so, I was struck by how word cloud analysis by of
the tweets in this dataset seems to be more unfiltered and tethered to raw emotions about riding
transit in Orlando. The curse word “fuck” and the abbreviation “lol” are in the top 20. We are
see words and phrases like “ass”, “mad”, “shit”, “#orlandosucks”, “hate”, “smh”, “dam”,
“#smh”, “#lynxfail”, “hot”, “booty”, and “damn”appear in the overall word count. Also in the
top 20, the words “late”, “app” and “time”, among others, seem to correlate with word cloud
analysis for the other datasets. SunRail is also in the top 20 weighted words as the #sunrail
hashtag, not the Twitter handle as with the Twitter mentions. Finally, the numbers “2”, “4” and
“30” appear on the list as well as two emojis –

and 🚌.
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Figure 31: Word cloud image of tweets tagging LYNX Twitter Hashtags (#lynxbus &
#orlandotransit), 2010-2020
Source: Twitter API
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LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments – Transit Riders
I tagged 78 of 231 public comments as being transit riders – or 33.62%. This was definitely
some uncertainty in distinguishing transit riders from transit advocates or transit union members
because the individuals commenting did not always self-identify as transit riders so it’s possible
that this sample should be larger. There are the top 20 weighted words: bus (70), service (68),
hour (48), pcui014 (48), holidays (32), weekends (30), 24 (27), get (21), time (20), week (18),
one (18), 7 (17), support (17), pcui017 (17), need (17), train (17), every (16), road (16), half (15),
and days (15). The results do not seem that different from the full sample except for that words
related to the union have been filtered out. I suspect that PCUI014’s frequency of comments still
heavily influences the results. The recurrence of numbers also continues with “24”, “7”, “45”,
“434”, “30”, and “6.” The numbers “6”, “45”, and “434” likely refer to bus routes while “24,”
“7” and “30” likely refer to 24/7 and 30 minutes.
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Figure 32: Word cloud image of LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments coded as transit riders
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions – Transit Riders
In order to attempt to capture a sense of the transit rider perspective more explicitly in the
@lynxbusorlando Twitter data analysis, I selected a randomized sample of 1,000 tweets from
the full sample and then coded the tweets by user types. I identified 316 tweets as belonging to
transit riders or 31.6% of the sample. Similar to the public comments, I suspect some Twitter
Users and advocates (transit and paratransit) were also riders but I could not discern this more
the text itself. The top 20 weighted words were: bus (119), late (50), driver (42), service (34),
buses (32), time (26), get (23), route (23), waiting (22), @ridesunrail (21), minutes (16), work
(16), ride (16), drivers (16), know (15), need (15), never (14), station (14), one (14), and make
(13). Noticeable differences in this analysis are that “late” and “waiting” are higher up on the list.
SunRail via the Twitter handle remains on the list as well. “Driver” and “app” also jump out to
be as words of interest to further dig into. The numbers “50”, “2”, “37”, “20”, “7”, “30”, “15”,
“56, “1”, “5”, “40” and “104” appear, most of which I suspect are bus route numbers. For
example, the 50 is the bus that connects Walt Disney World to Downtown Orlando and the 104
is the bus that connects UCF to Downtown Orlando. It’s possible that “30” refers to the number
of minutes, a bus route or both. The LYMMO route also appears in the list as does SunRail via
@ridesunrail. Other institutional accounts that appear are @ucf and @citybeautiful. Disney is
also mentioned.
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Figure 33: Word cloud image of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions from randomized sample
coded as transit riders
Source: Twitter API
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Table 10: LYNX Twitter Hashtags (#lynxbus & #orlandotransit)- Weighted Ranking of Most
Frequent Words & Numbers
bus (40)
#orlando
(25)
2 (13)
get (12)
#lynx
(11)
fuck (11)
❤ (11)
take (10)
stop (10)
driver (9)
one (9)
day (8)
late (8)
lol (7)
got (7)
station
(7)
#sunrail
(7)
app (7)
time (6)
still (6)

ride (6)
really (6)
never (6)
drivers (6)
way (6)
buses (6)
try (5)
ass (5)
mad (5)
need (5)
ever (5)
shit (5)
#florida (5)
#orlandosuc
ks (5)
well (4)
bak (4)
4 (4)
hate (4)
free (4)
people (4)

use (4)
smh (4)
riding (4)
#golynx (4)
know (4)
train (4)
waiting (4)
public (4)
hour (4)
#lynxbusorlan
do (4)
#bus (4)
feel (3)
da (3)
work (3)
im (3)
dam (3)
guess (3)
ppl (3)
dont (3)
tell (3)

Source: Twitter API
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dc (3)
30 (3)
already (3)
taking (3)
🚌 (3)
#transportation (3)
#publictransportati
on (3)
best (3)
think (3)
without (3)
system (3)
car (3)
spot (3)
around (3)
#downtownorlando
(3)
even (3)
another (3)
seats (3)
#smh (3)
saw (3)

name (3)
#lynxfail (3)
@mylynxbus
(3)
today (3)
seconds (3)
story (3)
@echointeractio
n (3)
anybody (2)
gotta (2)
hot (2)
took (2)
ima (2)
wit (2)
jus (2)
man (2)
talk (2)
reading (2)
big (2)
booty (2)
damn (2)

Table 11: LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments - Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words
& Numbers (Transit Riders Only)
bus (70)
service (68)
hour (48)
pcui014
(48)
holidays
(32)
weekends
(30)
24 (27)
get (21)
time (20)
week (18)
one (18)
7 (17)
support (17)
pcui017
(17)
need (17)
train (17)
every (16)
road (16)
half (15)
days (15)

stranded (12)
buses (11)
access (11)
transportation
(10)
operator (10)
stop (10)
night (10)
route (9)
stops (9)
routes (9)
concerns (8)
45 (8)
late (8)
shelter (8)
rider (8)
holiday (8)
connections (7)
know (7)
line (7)
community (7)

addition (6)
driver (6)
434 (6)
sundays (6)
sunrail (6)
run (6)
additional (5)
30 (5)
minutes (5)
later (5)
times (5)
customer (5)
made (5)
operators (5)
provide (5)
6 (5)
passengers (5)
north (5)
school (5)
close (5)

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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left (5)
wants (5)
south (5)
work (4)
station (4)
side (4)
drivers (4)
people (4)
hot (4)
hours (4)
gap (4)
blvd (4)
years (4)
home (4)
operate (4)
twenty (4)
four (4)
serve (3)
schedule (3)
noted (3)

international
(3)
evening (3)
phone (3)
arriving (3)
pick (3)
overcrowding
(3)
twice (3)
suggest (3)
wait (3)
compliment (3)
airport (3)
recommended
(3)
east (3)
high (3)
ride (3)
street (3)
well (3)
nothing (3)
walmart (3)
connect (3)

Table 12: @lynsbusorlando Twitter Mentions - Weighted Ranking of Most Frequent Words &
Numbers (Transit Riders Only, 1000k tweet randomized sample)
bus (119)
late (50)
driver (42)
service (34)
buses (32)
time (26)
get (23)
route (23)
waiting (22)
@ridesunrail
(21)
minutes (16)
work (16)
ride (16)
drivers (16)
know (15)
need (15)
never (14)
station (14)
one (14)
make (13)

50 (12)
always (12)
morning (12)
wait (12)
hour (12)
stop (12)
app (12)
transportation
(11)
running (11)
2 (11)
first (10)
system (10)
take (10)
next (10)
free (10)
every (10)
people (9)
guys (9)
still (9)
lymmo (9)

#orlando
(9)
pass (9)
got (8)
home (8)
routes (8)
airport (8)
37 (8)
today (8)
even (8)
getting (8)
disney (7)
schedule
(7)
times (7)
@mco (7)
two (7)
early (7)
day (7)
public (7)
number (7)
something
(7)

Source: Twitter API
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transit (7)
way (7)
pm (7)
20 (7)
really (7)
worst (6)
customer
(6)
7 (6)
well (6)
30 (6)
use (6)
phone (6)
instead (6)
15 (6)
give (6)
56 (6)
mins (6)
id (6)
ridiculous
(6)
@ucf (6)

can't (5)
busses (5)
hours (5)
passengers (5)
@citybeautiful
(5)
full (5)
1 (5)
put (5)
5 (5)
past (5)
40 (5)
transfer (5)
let (5)
driving (5)
yet (5)
made (5)
pay (5)
north (5)
104 (5)
someone (4)

Mobility Data Justice-oriented Discourse across LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments,
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, Transit Developer Google Group and #GTFS Twitter
Hashtag
While the word cloud analyses were helpful to summarize in a few words some of the key topics
prominent across each of this discourse spaces, I still wasn’t necessarily identifying potential
direct links to mobility justice or data justice-oriented concerns. This lead me to also run a key
word searches of the LYNX Board Meeting public comments and random sample of
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions as well as the Transit Developers Google Group and #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag. For the board meeting public comments and @lynxbusorlando Twitter
mentions, I searched with terms such as “GIS”, “GPS”, “GTFS”, “data, “app”, “Uber,” “Lyft”
and “driverless vehicles”/”autonomous vehicles”/automation. For the Transit Developer Google
Group and #GTFS Twitter Hashtag, I searched with terms such as “justice”, “activist/ism”,
“advocacy”, “access/accessibility”, and “equity.” I also looked up “age/elderly/seniors/ageism”,
“race/ism”, “gender/sexism”, “women”, “Black/African American,” “POC”, “LGBTQ”,
“working class”, “poverty”, and “disability/ADA/wheelchair” to see if it might produce justicerelated text possibly in a roundabout way. Often it seems, folks name the injustice before they
talk about it as being a justice issue or orientation. In the next four sections, I will provide a brief
summary for MDJ-oriented content I identified for each discourse space along with examples of
public comments, tweets and Google Group threads via both text and images.

MDJ Concerns in LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments
I identified four public comments that appeared to not only discuss transit service concerns but
also issues around data and software. All four were coded as transit riders – two specifically
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paratransit riders. Full disclosure – the other two comments were actually myself and my
business partner from Omnimodal – Nathan. We also participated in the Transit Interpretation
Project (TrIP) together. The paratransit riders both raised concerns about the GPS technology
used by the contractor providing paratransit service not working correctly. My public comment
specifically talks about the benefits of WiFi on the buses for riders who have limited or no data
plans on their mobile devices. Nathan mentioned how he uses Google Maps to plan his trips and
that riders need and want real-time tracking for the buses. First, I was surprised to see my public
comment come up in analysis because I had almost forgotten about it. More importantly, the
fact that two comments were paratransit focused and two were on technology primarily serving
fixed route transit illuminates further the both the political and technological fracture between
paratransit and fixed route service advocacy. This has also been addressed to varied extents by
the “GTFS for the Rest of Us” movement which acknowledges a need for data specifications that
service paratransit on-demand and informal mobility services.
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Table 13: LYNX Board Meeting Public Comment Engagement with Mobility Data Concerns
Commenter
Type

Tag

PCUI076 (with the Federation of the Blind) expressed his concerns
about MV and ACCESS Lynx. Wants a new company to get the
contract as the current company has faulty equipment. Operators
cannot talk with Dispatch, GPS is out of date and the system is
disorganized. It is very frustrating to the riders that they keep bringing
the same issues to meetings and nothing ever gets taken care of or
changed.
PCUI079 has been an ACCESS Lynx rider for three years and says
they are seldom on time. Today they were a half hour late because the
GPS was wrong. Has been left stranded at the dialysis clinic on more
than one occasion because he was five minutes late and the bus left
him. Issues have been brought up on other occasions and nothing is
being done to fix it. The company adds trips to an already full bus and
causes everything to be put behind schedule. Requested that they
reconsider who they give the new contract to.

Paratransit
Advocate

GPS,
AccessLYNX,
RFP Process

Paratransit
Rider

GPS,
AccessLYNX,
RFP Process

1/27/17

PCUI080 thanked Secretary Downs for mentioning that the meetings
will be made more accessible for people with hearing loss. He
suggested that LYNX use open captioning during their meetings. He
thanked LYNX for providing the Orlando United bus wraps. He found
the Grapefruit LYMMO service to be very helpful navigating the
downtown area and would like longer distance routes to connect the
downtown area with other routes. The WiFi on the buses is very
transformative as its use is great for those who may not have cellular
data. He mentioned his concern about the lack of wayfinding signs at
the airport letting passengers know that the LYNX buses are on the
other side of the terminal. Mayor Jacobs said she would have Jim
Harrison talk with GOAA about the signs. He also has concerns about
lack of connectivity between UCF shuttles and LYNX service.

Transit
Rider

WiFi, ADA,
Wayfinding,
Transfers

1/27/17

PCUI082 is a frequent bus rider, SunRail rider, rides his bicycle and
sometimes drives his car. Uses his mobile phone with Google Map
and transit apps. He’s excited about the real time data. Riders need
and want options for tracking rides in real time.

Transit
Rider

Real-Time
Tracking,
Google Maps

Date
1/27/17

1/27/17

Comment

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml
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MDJ Concerns in @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Through the MDJ lens, I identified four different groups of tweets that seemed to approach
specific relevant topics 1) mobility data, 2) mobility software – both GTFS compatible and
proprietary , 3) mobility software - Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) i.e. Uber and
Lyft and 4) automation.

A fifth category, overlapping with mobility data, is also included

regarding COVID-19. Over the past year, this topic emerged in relation to data about COVID19 infection and mortality data as well as interactions about implementation of mask and social
distancing policy on buses.

Mobility Data - MDJ Concerns in @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
In the @lynxbusorlandoTwitter mentions sample, tweets about mobility data came up a few
times and not always specifically in regards to GTFS. Some users were more explicitly
concerned about LYNX not having real-time bus tracking or they wanted direct access to
LYNX’s real-time API (likely a transit software developer). One user discussed how adding
WiFi on the buses helped them with their cellular data plan. SunRailRiders.com engaged in a
Twitter conversation with the LYNX CEO at the time about increases in bus ridership with the
launch of the SunRail commute rail in 2014. The CEO responded that LYNX saw some increase
in bus ridership mostly with the LYMMO service in Downtown Orlando. They also added the
caveat of the data accounting for “joy riders” versus “true commuters.” This is a compelling
qualifier as we think about the local politics of transit centering the transit dependent directly
impacted by (dis)investment policies compared to the broader citizenry occasionally interfacing
as “joy riders.” Finally, one Twitter user responded to a tweet by the Orange County mayor
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about LYNX adopting a face mask policy with a screenshot of COVID-19 mortality data. The
mayor’s tweet showed him wearing a face mask with the LYNX logo on it. There’s not much
more context from the Twitter user in this specific thread as to their intent behind the screenshot,
but it is a striking juxtaposition of the LYNX bus system negotiating the COVID-19 pandemic
including the dynamics of safety protocols, the performativity of mask wearing, albeit with a
logo brand, and the influence (or lack of influence) of COVID-19 mortality data in impacting
public behavior. COVID-19 was a regular topic of discussion in the sample with around 15
tweets directly discussing various aspects of the pandemic. In summary, concerns about mobility
data extended beyond GTFS to real-time tracking, API calls, WiFi and cellular data and
COVID-19.
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Examples: Real-time Tracking, APIs & Cellular Data/WiFi - Mobility Data – MDJ-oriented
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 34: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions addressing data-related concersn
about real-time tracking, API access and cellular network/WiFi access
Source: Twitter API
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Examples: Ridership Data & COVID-19 Deaths - Mobility Data - MDJ-oriented
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 35: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions addressing data concerns not
directly related to GTFS such as ridership and COVID-19 infections & fatalities
Source: Twitter API
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Table 14: Data-related tweets identified during the user type coding. Concerns extend beyond
GTFS and real-time info to cellular data, WiFi, & COVID-19.
Date

Tweet

3/15/16

@lynxbusorlando I've counted 32 cities (some
smaller than Orlando) with real-time bus tracking.
Why is it not working on Lynx buses already?
@JLewisGoLynx @lynxbusorlando Did you detect
any ridership spike with SunRail launch?
.@lynxbusorlando CEO @JLewisGoLynx
speaking to #iOS #Android dev meetup. Their
#roadrangers rescued 25k on I-4
http://t.co/OFJzUbWYDk
@lynxbusorlando Where can I get access to your
real time api?
.@lynxbusorlando @RideSunRail who is
responsible for #GIS data for #SunRail? Is it
possible to get a public #GTFS feed for SunRail?

2/8/17

MetroPlan_Orl: RT lynxbusorlando: Tired of using
up your data plan during your commute? Connect
free to "LYNX-Bus É twitter.com/i/web/status/8É

10/22/13
5/3/14

6/25/14
4/26/15

3/29/17

10/13/17

Trip planning w/ @UCF Shuttle +
@lynxbusorlando not possible. Guesstimating
transfer via #UCF web tracker.
#realtimeinfoappgap #opendata
https://t.co/GBODcfl4gO
@MetroPlan_Orl The @lynxbusorlando app is
cool but imagine having all other transportation
options in it as well. satori.com/smart-cities

3/31/19

@caa1000 @lynxbusorlando Buses with wifi.
Saved me a lot of phone data
@lynxbusorlando FYI 62 is the Lymmo Grapefruit
line; Lynx needs to get on the same page across
depts as well as presenting consistent info, I tracker
updated to Lymmo names from numbers
@DWNTWN_ORLANDO

7/15/20

@OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @orlandomayor
cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrrÉ https://t.co/LSDFOLITOa

1/11/19

Source: Twitter API
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User Type

Tag

Transit Rider

Real-time
Tracking

Transit Advocate

Ridership Data

Twitter User

Transit
Developer Meet
Up

Twitter User

Real-time API

Route

SunRail

Road
Rangers

SunRail
Transit Rider

GTFS Data

Twitter User

Cellular Data
UCF
Shuttle

Transit Rider

GTFS Data

Twitter User

Mobility Data

Transit Rider

Cellular Data

Transit Rider

GTFS Data

Twitter User

COVID-19

LYMMO

Examples: COVID-19 - MDJ-oriented @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 36: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions addressing impact of COVID-19
outbreak on LYNX bus service
Source: Twitter API
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Table 15: COVID-19 Tweets
Date

3/18/20
3/18/20

3/24/20

3/28/20

3/29/20
3/29/20

3/30/20

4/16/20

5/23/20

Tweet

Code

MetroPlan_Orl: RT lynxbusorlando: CFL4Transit RideSunRail Sunrailriders LynxedTogether We will
continue to operate regular service at this time. We ask that you follow us at
golynx.com/coronavirusinfo for updates.
@lynxbusorlando rumor has it from a driver spoke with lynx may be shutting down next week is this
true?
Attention @lynxbusorlando! Orange County Mayor issued a "Stay at Home" order which means all of
#Orlando will be on #ForcedLockdown until April 9. Question is... Is service going to be altered or
even suspended for the time being? We need to know!\n#CoronaVirus #COVID19 outbreak.
twitter.com/lynxbusorlandoÉ
@OrangeCoFL @HauntedJon @OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @RepValDemings @OCFireRescue
@OCPSnews And you guys realize the golf courses are full of people who have come down from NY,
and are not quarantining, right?
@OrangeCoFL @OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @RepValDemings @OCFireRescue @OCPSnews
Too many business are considered essential. ThatÕs why so many people are out on the
streets,Employers are finding loop holes to the order requiring their employees go to work. Seminole
county has no shut down. So it is just not working.ButThank you for trying to keep us safe.
@OrangeCoFL @OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @RepValDemings @OCFireRescue @OCPSnews
@ErikaFlorita smh
@OrangeCoFL @RepValDemings @twa_wagner @OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @OCFireRescue
@OCPSnews We need more help from our governments. Everything needs to be closed, we need more
testing, more care. More supplies! Citizens are doing the best they can but when you have to go into a
store for some items you're just chancing more people for an infection.
MetroPlan_Orl: RT lynxbusorlando: We are going to #SoundTheHorn today to honor and thank all
essential public transit employees working through the pandemic! At 3p LYNX bus operators will
simultaneously sound two horn blasts as we thank our #HeroesMovingÉ https://t.co/P4gvIDIMXb
MetroPlan_Orl: RT lynxbusorlando: The weekend is off to a beautiful start. We hope everyone enjoys
the holiday weekend. We ask that you all be safe and please continue to practice physical distancing.
https://t.co/55pJSKxkEi
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Tag

Transit Rider

Reduced
Service
Reduced
Service

Transit Rider

Reduced
Service

Twitter User

Commentary

Twitter User

Commentary

Twitter User

Commentary

Twitter User

Commentary

Twitter User

Transit
Operator
Appreciation

Twitter User

Safety
Precautions

Twitter User

Route

Date

Tweet

Code

6/22/20

@kysser134 @lynxbusorlando Bro. Shit is stupid, specially when the bus is loaded, because they don't
have a limit of passengers, at least make sure everyone wear masks so everyone is safe.

Transit Advocate

6/23/20

@orlandomayor @OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @citybeautiful I just asked the bus driver why out of
almost 40 people only 5 or 6 had masks on. Public Transportation is a very dangerous for the spread.
PLEASE make it MANDATORY to wear masks on lynx and sun rail.

Transit Rider

@lynxbusorlando why arenÕt the drivers on your route 111 bus from the airport not enforcing mask
wearing and social distancing on the bus?\n Guess IÕll be finding another way back to the airport on
Sunday.

Transit Rider

Mask Policy
Mask
Policy,
Social
Distancing

7/13/20

@OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @orlandomayor Now we need postal workers and other federal
employees. This virus lingers in the air for hours just like tuberculosis

Twitter User

Commentary

7/14/20

MetroPlan_Orl: RT lynxbusorlando: LYNX is handing out free masks at some of our busiest bus stops.
Today, we will be at Apopka SuperStop (6a-8a) and Seminole Towne Center (4p-6p). Masks are also
available at the LYNX Central Station terminal window. https://t.co/DXr557kjaP

Twitter User

Mask
Distribution

7/14/20

@OrangeCoFL @OCPSnews @lynxbusorlando Fear mongering is the A political game brought to you
locally by Demings &amp; Demings.

Twitter User

Commentary

7/14/20

@OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @orlandomayor https://t.co/erqJOxAiPd

Unavailable

Tweet Now
Private

7/15/20

@OCFLMayor @lynxbusorlando @orlandomayor cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrrÉ https://t.co/LSDFOLITOa

Twitter User

Data

7/18/20

So many people not wearing masks at the bus station. Including the freaking drivers! @lynxbusorlando

Transit Rider

Mask Policy

7/9/20
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Tag
Mask
Policy,
Social
Distancing,

Route

111

Date

7/31/20

8/6/20

8/17/20

Tweet
@lynxbusorlando 218-415 15 outbound driver left late, has no mask an when keyed in directions it was
speaking stated silence my phone I shit back #WearAMask \n#UPDATE @Breaking24_7
@fox35orlando @orlandosentinel
@DWNTWN_ORLANDO @orlandomayor @citybeautiful @OUCreliableone @lynxbusorlando
Unfortunately there will no longer be any reason to go downtown once businesses close forever because
of over reaction of a virus that has a 99% survivability rate. Even that is probably low taking into
consideration of false positives and straight out lies about cause of death.

@lynxbusorlando bus 154-414 is over allowed capacaity an no mask on driver @nowthisnews
#COVID19

Source: Twitter API
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Code

Tag

Route

Transit Rider

Mask Policy

15

Twitter User

Commentary
Mask
Policy,
Social
Distancing,

Transit Rider

Mobility Software - MDJ Concerns in @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Tweets about the mobility software user experience was another topic I noticed emerging where
users discussed usage of both GTFS-compatible apps and proprietary apps. Users tweeted about
issues with schedule information displaying on Google Maps and asked if transit trip planning
worked on Apple Maps (which it didn’t until recently c. 2018). Users, likely transit riders, also
tweeted about problems with the bus tracker pilot for the LYMMO service as well as issues with
the system-wide LYNX bus tracker that launched in 2017-2018. Neither were/are powered by
GTFS. Finally, users, specifically transit riders and paratransit riders, tweeted about their
experiences having to rely on Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) such as Uber and Lyft
as well as local taxi companies due to the LYNX fixed-route and AccessLYNX paratransit
services not running reliably. In one instance, a wheelchair user was referred to a taxi service
that was not wheelchair accessible. These tweets demonstrate some tension around how TNCs
have emerged to fill a service vacuum created by transit disinvestment but with higher fare costs
and lack of compliance with ADA and other equity-related regulations. Additionally, a now
defunct transit service concept called FlexBus is mentioned. This was supposed to be a pilot
testing on-demand bus service for select municipalities in Central Florida. After the project
stalled, Uber was brought in instead to pilot their ride hailing service.
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Examples: GTFS-compatible Apps – Mobility Software - MDJ-oriented @lynxbusorlando
Twitter Mentions

Figure 37: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions related to GTFS-compatible
software applications
Source: Twitter API
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Table 16: Examples of tweets related to GTFS-compatible apps i.e. Google Maps, Transit App &
Moovit
Date

Tweet

User Type

Tag

Does it work on Orlando's @lynxbusorlando?
#WWDC15 twitter.com/verge/status/6É

Transit Rider

Apple Maps

8/11/15

@transit509 @lynxbusorlando we should have real
time for the Orange and Grapefruit lines but it looks
like it's down. We'll take a look.

Twitter User

Transit App

2/9/18

In addition to @lynxbusorlandoÕs bus tracker app
and @RideSunRails planned app, @googlemaps,
@transitapp, &amp; @moovit are some other
popular and free trip planning apps for public transit.
#OBJBizOfTransport https://t.co/XqzeqaSFzt

Transit Rider

GTFScompatible
Apps

Transit Rider

Google Maps

Twitter User

Moovit

Transit Rider

Shared Mobility
Apps

Twitter User

Lynx App
(Scootershare)

6/8/15

5/30/18

12/10/18

8/8/19

2/5/20

@lynxbusorlando why hasn't the lynx x google maps
integration been working since yesterday? my
schedule is irregular so not knowing arrival times
has made planning in advance pretty difficult
Citizens of #Orlando, #Tampa &amp; #Volusia
County Ñ donÕt get caught out by changes on your
transit route. Moovit has now added Service Alerts
to its app so that you can check for any deviations to
your journey. @lynxbusorlando #Votran
@RidePSTA @GoHART @citybeautiful
@VCNewsInfo
@lynxbusorlando also every cell phone has a lithium
battery, why are they allowed inside? And what
about headphones, insulin pumps, apple watches?
You might see some new, bright red scooters around
town. Not to be confused with @lynxbusorlando ,
the @LynxYourCity electric scooters are available
to rent through their mobile app and costs $1 to start
a ride. twitter.com/lynx_city/statÉ

Source: Twitter API
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Route

LYMMO

Examples: Proprietary Data & LYMMO Bus Tracker – Mobility Software - MDJ-oriented
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 38: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions addressing LYMMO real-time bus
tracking pilot
Source: Twitter API
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Examples: Proprietary Data & LYNX Bus Tracker – Mobility Software - MDJ-oriented
@lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 39: Screenshots of @lynxbusborlando Twitter Mentions addressing current LYNX bus
tracker that now operates systemwide
Source: Twitter API
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Table 17: Predominantly transit rider tweets engaging the LYNX Bus Tracker app
Date

6/30/15

Tweet
Lynx Adds Mobile &amp; Desktop Bus Tracker 4 Free
Downtown LYMMO Bus Lines
bungalower.com/2014/06/lynx-aÉ via @bungalower
@lynxbusorlando @JLewisGoLynx
North what? @lynxbusorlando #fail
http://t.co/wS2RdDPvig

10/3/15

@lynxbusorlando Is #lymmo #grapefruit still running for
#ORLvMTL? Signage at Summerlin/Central says "No
arrival times."

6/3/14

11/18/17

.@lynxbusorlando @doublemap excited to try realtime
tracking.. trying to give some feedback in the app but it
crashes when I hit that button https://t.co/8AdJd9fd3G
@lynxbusorlando do you have an app that tells when next
bus is due at my stop..in real time?

11/30/17

@lynxbusorlando as par for the course Lynx app says
ÒNo Stops AvailableÓ Get a new vendor this one@is too
inconsistent, slow, &amp; undependable.

5/10/17

2/15/19

@lynxbusorlando, taken seconds apart. Is the ÔRÕ route
an extra bus on the 21 route? https://t.co/SEwV38OuAV
@lynxbusorlando OMG what is up with the LAST #24 to
WSSS? IT WAS LATE now I DON'T KNOW if my
granddaughter MISSED the #21 connection at 6:08 pm
BECAUSE THAT BUS IS NOT TRACKING ON
YOUR LYNX APP WORST BUS SYSTEM IN
AMERICA...FIX IT...@OrangeCoFL
@lynxbusorlando I think the 104 departing @ucf at
8:15pm never came. ItÕs possible itÕs running late but I
donÕt see anything on the LYNX Bus Tracker app.
https://t.co/GPFNRSMNpL

6/16/20

@lynxbusorlando @orlandomayor @OCFLMayor
@citybeautiful @OrangeCoFL - The IT department
responsible for the functionality of the Bus App needs to
be fired! The mobile app is worthless! Fix it!

2/21/18

8/29/18

Source: Twitter API
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User Type

Tag

Twitter User

LYNX Bus
Tracker
LYNX Bus
Tracker

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

Twitter User

Route

LYMMO

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker
LYNX Bus
Tracker

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

21

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

24, 21

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

104

Transit Rider

LYNX Bus
Tracker

Transit Rider

Examples: FlexBus, TNCs and Uberfication - MDJ-oriented @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 40: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions engaging topics related to ondemand service, TNCs and platform economies i.e. FlexBus, Mears Taxi, and Uber.
Source: Twitter API
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Table 18: Examples of transit and paratransit riders navigating failing transit service and Uberfication
Date
12/12/12
6/9/14

Tweet
Amazing new transit service type. MT @JLewisGoLynx: @MetroPlan_Orl Update for
@lynxbusorlando FlexBus Study &amp; pilot program
#FlexBus is alive!!! C. Fla. to test #SunRail connector FlexBus this year
bizjournals.com/orlando/blog/2É via @OBJUpdate @RideSunRail @lynxbusorlando

User

Tag

Route

TNC

Twitter User

On-Demand

FlexBus

Uber

News Media

On-Demand

FlexBus

1/16/15

I guess since @lynxbusorlando has sporadic service, I better invest in spending $$
with #Uber and #lyft and #1010 taxi. Transit serv sucks

Transit Rider

Transit
Alternative

Uber
Uber,
Lyft,
1010
Taxi

2/5/15

These #GypsyCab drivers are so bold they'll solicit fares at @lynxbusorlando and
@MearsTaxi IRIDE stops which is illegal.

Twitter User

Informal
Service

Mears
Taxi

My current rule is when @lynxbusorlando is 45 min+ late it's time for Uber.
Translation: I spend A LOT of money on Uber.

Transit Rider

Transit
Alternative

Uber

Transit Rider

Paratransit

Lyft

Transit Rider

Paratransit

AccessLYNX

Mears
Taxi

Transit Rider

Paratransit

AccessLYNX

Uber

11/21/16

6/11/18

@lynxbusorlando I was injured en route to florida. Is there a way I can order LYFT
from 4840 W. Irlo Bronson to Pointe Orlando or will I have to carry all my gear on
busses. I use Disabled Transit in Toronto Rangerwyld@yahoo.com Thanks
About #AccessLynx services. @lynxbusorlando is sending @MearsTaxi instead of
@realMVTransit wheelchair accessible vehicles. Why is that? ____
twitter.com/caa1000/statusÉ
Both @lynxbusorlando (Access Lynx) and @Uber gets a -D rating on my grocery
shopping experience. \n\nAccess Lynx sent a taxi to pick up. Then sent a bus to return.
Bus refused to take the grocery. \n\nUber picked the groceries but, driver was
unprofessional, left groceries in curb.

6/11/18

I'm unable to drive and unable to walk distance, so I expected a courtesy for the
grocery trip. Both @lynxbusorlando and @Uber were #EPIC #FAIL __ ______

Transit Rider

Paratransit

Uber

9/21/18

@lynxbusorlando Yeah, hereÕs something suspicious. Me having to wake my
roommate at 6 am to lend me $25 I donÕt have so I can uber to work because your
drivers like to make their own bus schedules.

Transit Rider

Transit
Alternative

Uber

2/15/18

5/8/18
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Date

Tweet

User

Tag

5/29/19

Re: first mile/last mile connectivity to @orlandohealth @Amtrak station in @TheSoDoDistrict, I
walked &amp; caught @RideSunRail to station. @nselikoffÕs most viable option was @lyft. we
both used @lynxbusorlando to run errands to Target while waiting for train. #transitfirsttravel

Transit Rider

Transit
Alternative

Uber,
Lyft

6/23/20

Unacceptable @lyft! Driver refused to give me the ride and still charge me a convenience fee?
__\nEnded riding @lynxbusorlando back home cause phone battery died so couldn't reach out for
a ride.\nReliable transportation in #Poinciana #Florida gets D minus! __ https://t.co/PrtxQK4Tsh

Transit Rider

Paratransit

Lyft

Source: Twitter API
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Route

TNC

Automation - MDJ Concerns in @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions
Building upon the emergence of TNCs in the Twitter conversation, it was worth observing that
some tweets were explicitly excited about automation and driverless vehicles. A transit rider
tweeted about looking forward to the day when mobility technology is automated and the human
element is removed. I’m not sure if this refers to just LYNX operators or riders as well, but the
desire to replace people with machines seems quite palpable. A second example tweet is more
excited about the potential for driverless buses to improve sustainability outcomes and reduce the
bus system’s carbon footprint.

Examples: Automation – MDJ-oriented @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions

Figure 41: Screenshots of @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions engaging ideas of driverless
vehicles and automation
Source: Twitter API
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Table 19: A handful of tweets directly addressing automation, driverless/autonomous vehicles
Date

1/25/15

7/19/17

12/21/17

8/27/19

Tweet

User

Tag

@lynxbusorlando I look forward to the day
when technology automates and eliminates
the frailty of human beings.

Transit Rider

Automation

Twitter User

Automation

LYMMO

Twitter User

Automation

LYMMO

News Media

Automation

.@lynxbusorlando should demonstrate one
of these in downtown Orlando on a
Lymmo route. enotrans.org/article/guest-É
@citybeautiful, @MetroPlan_Orl, and
@lynxbusorlando to study if driverless
buses can make the grade for the
@DWNTWN_ORLANDO #Lymmo.
#GreenWorksOrlando #SmartORL
orlandosentinel.com/news/os-orlandÉ
Driverless buses, would you ride? The
@citybeautiful @lynxbusorlando
@MetroPlan_Orl have hired consultants to
explore the idea. Why and what riders have
to say, tonight on @fox35orlando at 10
&amp; 11pm. #Fox35Orlando #Orlando
https://t.co/iAFV06IHMG

Source: Twitter API
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Route

TNC

MDJ Concerns in the Transit Developer Google Group
In the Transit Developers Google Group, I coded all of the thread topics identifying the majority
of the threads (211 out of 524 or 40.27%) focused on troubleshooting and best practices for
GTFS data management . 108 posts or about 20.61% were focused on agency-specific issues
with GTFS data. Considering MDJ concerns, I identified three general themes: 1) discussions
about accessibility (representing wheelchair accessible transit stops) and the GTFS for the Rest
of Us movement, 2) discussions about data sharing policy, including some Orlando/LYNXspecific mentions, and 3) discussions about extensions (GTFS real-time, GTFS flex and GTFS
ride) as well as tools and resources that could be applied to MDJ-oriented GTFS tactics (ArcGIS
network analyst, GTFS diff viewer and the Awesome-Transit GitHub).

The Orlando-related threads list the LYNX bus system as being on a “wall of shame” for not
having adopted GTFS yet. There is also discussion about the fact that LYNX operates deviated,
fixed-route service i.e. Neighborlink but these services are not available on Google Maps, which
the GTFS flex extension might help with.

The two posts about the ability to compare GTFS data and GTFS diff viewer tool especially
stuck out to me because I would argue that so much confusion related to transit services is being
able to track how schedules change temporarily in the short-term but also long term in
understanding the ways in which investment or lack of funding can impact how a service
operates. While trip planning tools visualize current schedules, I think there is a need for
software tools that can visualize service changes from a policy and funding perspective.
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The one explicit mention of “justice” in the entire discussion group comes from a bullet point in
an open data advocacy thread 89 from 2008. The post mentions tips for how to collaborate with
local sustainability or social justice groups to advocate for open transit data.

Finally, two other threads that jumped out to me were 1) discussing Apple Maps not being
compatible with GTFS when it launched and 2) a tech company called ArrivalStar
unsuccessfully suing to stop transit agencies from sharing real-time transit information claiming
they held a patent on the technology. Both are examples of some of the resistance to the open
data movement that persists in adopting GTFS.
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Table 20: Tagging & Keyword Search for Transit Developers Google Group Threads

Tag
Troubleshooting & Best Practices
Agency-specific Feed Updates &
Questions
Software & Data Tools
GTFS Extensions
Solicitation
Events
Undetermined
Data Repositories
Data Sharing Policy
Data Analysis
Moderation
Slack Workspace
TOTAL

# of
Threads
211

%
40.27%

108
65
33
29
19
19
18
15
3
2
2
524

20.61%
12.40%
6.30%
5.53%
3.63%
3.63%
3.44%
2.86%
0.57%
0.38%
0.38%
100%

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Keyword Search Hits
Accessibility (Access,
Pathways, Flex,
Wheelchair, Language)
GTFS for the Rest of Us

Threads

10
2

Examples: Accessibility and GTFS for the Rest of Us – MDJ-oriented Transit Developer Google
Group Threads

Figure 42: GTFS for the Rest of Us-oriented post in the Transit Developers Google Group
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 43: GTFS question about wheelchair-accessible stops and stations
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 44: Response to GTFS question about wheelchair accessible stops and stations
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 21: Accessibility & GTFS for the Rest of US
Date
9/25/12
4/22/13

Topic
Any known unofficial flex/deviated routes in GTFS format?
GTFS Flexible Transit Working Group (DRT, flex-route, etc.)

6/2/13

Working Group invite - Making GTFS work for the Rest of the World

9/5/13

World Bank Request for Expression of Interest -- "Open Source Tools for
Transport Planning: Level of Service and Accessibility Indicators"

6/14/14

5/19/16
12/13/17
3/28/18
12/10/18
4/19/19
4/22/20

New APIs & Spanish Translation files released for TriMet Hackathon at
OSBridge
Need help why the OTP models specified with different GTFS
wheelchair_boarding parameters (0,1,2) input fail to yield different
accessibility result if all input value 0 or 1 or 2.
GTFS-realtime feeds in developing countries?
translations.txt support
Language agnostic GTFS-Static programmatic definition
GTFS/GTFS+ deficiencies in specifying accessible stops
Looking for datasets that use pathways.txt

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Examples: Data Sharing Policy & Advocacy - MDJ-oriented Transit Developer Google Group
Threads

Figure 45: Screenshot of one result for “justice” keyword search in the Transit Developers
Google Group
Prior to 2012, this 2008 post proposing tips on how to advocate for getting transit service on
Google Maps is the only post that mentions the word "justice” in the entire series of threads from
2008-2020.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 46: Screenshots of discussion threads in Transit Developers Google Group addressing
Apple Maps incompatibility with GTFS
When Apple Maps launched in 2012, it did not include transit options. This thread addresses this
issue.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 47: Screenshot of discussion thread in Transit Developers Google Group addressing
patent lawsuit trying to prevent the sharing of real-time transit data.
ArrivalStar, at one point, was suing transit agencies for sharing real-time information on the
grounds of a patent violation. This thread discusses how the company's efforts failed in part due
to the involvement of the APTA.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 48: Screenshots of discussions in the Transit Developers Google Group acknowledging that the LYNX bus system had not
adopted GTFS yet – Part I.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 49: Screenshots of discussions in the Transit Developers Google Group acknowledging that the LYNX bus system had not
adopted GTFS yet – Part II
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 50: Screenshots of discussion threads in the Transit Developers Google Group mentioning Orlando and Tampa as regions
running flex bus routes that aren't represented by GTFS.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 22: Data Sharing Policy & Advocacy
Date

Topic

5/27/2008

Re: Tips on Getting Your Local Agency to Join Google Transit

4/18/2012
6/19/12

DC-STREETSBLOG: Patent Troll Sues Transit Agencies For Releasing
Real-Time Transit Info
No Transit in iOS6

7/24/2012
7/26/2012
8/16/2012
9/17/2012

So what happened to... the EFF chasing ArrivalStar chasing agencies?
Developing a GTF privately
Atlanta, Phoenix, and Detroit
EFF files request for reexamination for ArrivalStar patent

11/5/2012
11/5/2012
1/14/2013
6/20/2013

Phoenix and Detroit are still on City-Go-Round "needs open data" list
GTFS-sharing status for top 50 largest U.S. agencies?
GTFS List
Agency not listed on participating list

7/4/2013
8/22/2013
11/9/13

APTA sues ArrivalStar in attempt to end patent infringement lawsuits
ArrivalStar down for the count!
Apple Maps

5/20/2015
4/8/2016
4/27/2018
7/16/20

GTFS data in the big picture of end-users having an app to travel with
question on advocating for opensource solutions
terms and conditions for using GTFS data model
route_type for private bus service

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 23: Orlando-specific Data Sharing Policy & Advocacy
Date

Topic

10/25/11 Top 10 agencies without public data
9/25/12 Any known unofficial flex/deviated routes in GTFS format?
10/19/12 MARTA
11/5/12 GTFS-sharing status for top 50 largest U.S. agencies?
11/5/12 Phoenix and Detroit are still on City-Go-Round "needs open data" list
5/30/17 GTFS stop_times.txt timepoint documentation

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Examples: GTFS Extensions – MDJ-oriented Transit Developer Google Group Threads

Figure 51: Screenshots of discussions in the Transit Developers Google Group about the GTFS-ride extension and the open data
standard for bikeshare (GBFS).
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 24: GTFS Extensions
Date
9/21/12
3/21/13
6/25/13
7/1/13
12/4/15
3/14/16
6/2/16
10/19/16
5/4/17
6/21/17
9/13/17
10/16/17
1/7/18
5/30/18
6/8/18

Topic
Re: [transit-developers] Real Time Transit API & Historical data
GTFS for bike share data?
Bikeshare transit trip planner
Transit Agencies using cloud-based technology for their real-time feeds
General Bikeshare Feed Specification (GBFS)
GTFS-realtime Tutorials
Open-source RouteShout API -> GTFS-realtime converter?
ODOT / OSU Project – Ridership Data Standard
ODOT/OSU Draft Open Ridership Data Standard
live status of trains using google maps API
Official Release of GTFS-ride Ridership Data Standard
Do you need a frontend for a GTFS Realtime of GTFS feed
Complex Fare Structure using GTFS
Native data formats of signalling systems, possibility of standardising GTFS
conversion
Caching GTFS-RT?

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Examples: GTFS-compatible Data Analysis – MDJ-oriented Transit Developer Google Group
Threads

Figure 52: Screenshots of discussion in the Transit Developers Google Group about developing
tools for integrating GTFS data into ArcGIS
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers

Figure 53: Screenshots of discussions in the Transit Developers Google Group about how to
compare GTFS datasets.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 54: Screenshots of discussions in the Transit Developers Google Group also on how to
compare GTFS feeds.
In this thread, transitfeeds.com (now openmobilitydata.org) is also mentioned as a repository and
archive that could provide data for such comparisons.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 25: GTFS Data Analysis
Date
5/2/12
8/24/12
9/17/12
10/23/12
11/25/13
2/11/14
3/26/14

Topic
Using GTFS data in ArcGIS Network Analyst
Making Google data available for service planning
Re: Comparing versions of GTFS data?
Re: [transit-developers] GTFS diff tool?
how to write GTFS feed of a proposed transit line
GTFS 'diff' viewer
Questions for using GTFS data in ArcGIS/ArcMap

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Examples: GTFS Tools & Resources – MDJ-oriented Transit Developer Google Group Threads

Figure 55: Screenshot of discussion post in Transit Developers Google Group recommending the
Awesome-Transit GitHub page to access various GTFS-related tools and resources.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Figure 56: Screenshot of Awesome-transit GitHub ReadMe.
Source: awesome-transit Github
https://github.com/CUTR-at-USF/awesome-transit
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Table 26: GTFS Data and Software Tools
Date

Topic
6/15/12

Introducing OTP Deployer: Automated Graph Building and Hosting for
OpenTripPlanner

7/16/12

Re: [transit-developers] TransitEditor lets you create GTFS files easilly, and
now offers new services.

7/18/13
10/16/13

TransitEditor for facilitating the integration of the transit agencies into
Google Transit. New Plans available.
GTFS Feed Validator Extension Examples?

3/19/14
10/10/14
8/17/15
5/5/16
11/30/16
5/4/17

Multi-modal public transport Routing using pgrouting or opentripplanner
TransitEditor for creating, editing and validating GTFS feeds
awesome-transit: a collection of awesome transit projects
TransitWand Data Processing to GTFS
Open-source GTFS-realtime validator
Web-based GTFS Meta-Validator

5/30/18

An open source tool for composing transit schedules data in static GTFS
standard

Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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MDJ Concerns in the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag
MDJ-related tweets in the #GTFS Twitter hashtag largely parallels the Transit Developers
Google Group focusing on data sharing and accessibility. One tweet did standard out from the
#GTFS hashtag commenting on the fact that the individuals speaking about GTFS data in a
conference session were all white, men. This stands in stark contrast with data that shows that
the a majority of transit riders in the US are women and BIPOC.

Racial, gender and socio-

economic representation in discourse about the GTFS data ecosystem definitely should be further
looked into.

There is significantly more explicit discussion of how GTFS data can be utilized for equity and
accessibility data analysis. The one mention of transport justice is a tweet discussing how GTFS
data and open-source software can optimize transit service planning to improve equity
outcomes. There is one tweet specifically addressing GTFS for the Rest of Us with an
announcement from 2013 celebrating that Google updated its GTFS protocols to include
informal transit data. This tweet as well as the threads in the Transit Developer Google Group
warrant some additional research on the state of GTFS for the Rest of Us efforts and what their
current priorities are. Finally, Orlando-specific tweets are present in the #GTFS Twitter
hashtag, and they all are actually from myself and my Omnimodal business partner, Nathan
Selikoff (we also collaborated on the Transit Interpretation Project i.e. TrIP). We tweeted, for
example, about the benefits of GTFS as well as the need for GTFS real-time to be deployed for
all transit services in Central Florida. The most recent tweet from Nathan in 2020 is asking
LYNX if they could update their GTFS schedule to reflect reduced service due to COVID-
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19. This issue is also more generally addressed in the #GTFS Twitter hashtag by tweets from
two tech firms who discuss the importance of updating GTFS data to accurately reflect COVID19’s impact on transit services.
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Table 27: Keyword Search Results for #GTFS Twitter Hashtag.
#GTFS Twitter Hashtag
Keyword Search Hits

Results

Accessibility

26

Orlando

23

Transit Riders

14

Florida

5

Equity

5

COVID-19

2

Justice

1

Gender

1

GTFS for the Rest of Us

1

Advocacy (Open Data)

1

Women

1

Source: Twitter API
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Examples: Justice, Representation, Advocacy, Equity and Accessibility - MDJ-oriented #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag Tweets

Figure 57: Screenshot of the only tweet in the
#GTFS Twitter hashtag mentioning “justice,” and
more specifically, “transport justice.”

Figure 58: Screenshot of the only tweet in the
#GTFS Twitter hashtag mentioning
#GTFSfortheRestofUs.

Concepts of open data, open-source software and
equity are also mentioned.
Source: Twitter API

Source: Twitter API
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Figure 59: Screenshot of tweet discussing lack of
representation of BIPOC and women amongst
GTFS technologists in #GTFS Twitter hashtag.

Figure 60: Screenshot of tweet addressing
advocacy in #GTFS Twitter hashtag

The twitter user witnessed the dominance of white
men on the panels discussing GTFS at a
conference.

The only tweet specifically addressing
“advocacy” in the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag. The
author is concerned about transit providers using
the GTFS data format but only sharing it with
Google not the public.

Source: Twitter API

Source: Twitter API
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Figure 61: “Accessibility” example tweet from
#GTFS Twitter Hashtag.

Figure 62: “Equity” example tweet from #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag.

Source: Twitter API

Source: Twitter API
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Table 28: Examples of Open Data Advocacy, Equity, Racial & Gender Inequality, and
Transportation Justice-ish
Date

Tweet

Tag

Does anyone maintain a list of #transit agencies who provide #GTFS to
Data
3/26/13 Google but not to developers? #opendata #opengov #gov20 #advocacy
Advocacy
🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎🚐🚌🚎\n\nThe
new National RTAP eNews is here - conta.cc/2jsNiKd. Read all about our
upcoming webinars on Cost Allocation and #GTFS, #TCRP Day
opportunities, #Partner4HealthEquity #TwitterChat resources, and much
5/4/18 more.
Equity
In Rio today presenting a seminar at @bndes (one of the largest
development banks in LatAm) about how open software &amp; #GTFS
data can be used to better plan and asses the accessibility impacts of
transport investments while paying attention to questions of equity
7/27/18 #transportjustice https://t.co/G3r9f6FC8Y
Research on "A comparative analysis of the challenges in measuring transit
equity: definitions, interpretations, and limitations" says there's still a lot of
work to be done to measure transit
equity.\n\nsciencedirect.com/science/articl… @OregonStateMIME
7/5/19 @EngineeringOSU @sciencedirect #gtfs

Equity

Equity

People who care about #transportation #equity -- please weigh in on
#GTFS! Data standards shape policy decisions down the line and inform
transit service. If you want to embed equity at a fundamental level, make
7/10/20 your voice heard here! twitter.com/CaltransHQ/sta…

Equity

Looking for AICP credit? Or just want to see some cool equity analysis
with #GTFS data? Check out @amymapsmith and me for @CaltransHQ
8/26/20 youtube.com/watch?v=oifZ2o…
Siting in session full of white men talking about #gtfs &amp;data feeds.
Wish there were more minorities &amp; women represented in data
1/12/13 #transpo

Equity
Racial &
Gender
Inequality

I had a really nice chat with Anthony Ling for the @caosplanejado podcast.
I spoke (in PORT) about our coming work on the Access to Opportunities
Project + various topics such as #TransportJustice, fare subsidies,
\nurban+transport planning and #GTFS data\ncaosplanejado.com/podcast5/7/19 5-poli… https://t.co/ceVhiaJPuh
Source: Twitter API
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Transport
Justice

Table 29: Examples of Accessibility: Service Cuts, Jobs, Gender Equity & Wheelchair Access
Date

1/11/14

3/24/16

5/29/18

10/13/18

9/30/19

Tweet
How does removing one bus route in the system impact
accessibility in Minneapolis? Analysis using #GTFS at
#transpo http://t.co/jjgSgqY2EV
Preliminary results of transport #accessibility to jobs in
Rio using #GTFS #OpenTripPlanner #rstats Soon at
#AAG2016 https://t.co/P3QBp64Huv
Checking how job access via transit (using 71 greater
#LosAngeles #GTFS feeds) differs by gender\n\nRosie
the Riveter notwithstanding, seems male-heavy
manufacturing still dominant around old aerospace
clusters — El Segundo (Northrop), Burbank (Lockheed),
Anaheim (Autonetics) https://t.co/TE5gtc3Afo
Leo Frachet (@MobilityDataOrg) references
@projsubwaynyc beautiful X-ray maps subway of station
interiors and the challenges of mapping step-free
accessibility in #GTFS #A11y
#tcnyc18\nprojectsubwaynyc.com/x-ray-station-…
https://t.co/8AwkRpCCdP
An interactive map showing the level of #accessibility to
jobs in #Madrid by car and public transport has been
added to my #MSCA #MSCA_CALCULUS website.
\n\nmarcinstepniak.eu/projects/calcu…\n\nThe blog post
with #rstats code will follow later this week.
\n#TransportViz #GTFS #rspatial
https://t.co/SxMMMDExD4

Source: Twitter API
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Tag
Service Cuts

Access to Jobs

Gender Equity in
Access to Jobs

Wheelchair Access

Access to Jobs

Examples: COVID-19 - MDJ-oriented #GTFS Twitter Hashtag Tweets

Figure 63: COVID-19-related tweets focused on reflecting schedule changes in GTFS data to
ensure trip planning, real-time tracking and service alerts across apps is accurate.
Source: Twitter API
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Table 30: Examples of COVID-19 posts
Date
4/7/20

7/15/20

Tweet

Tag

In the last 3 weeks, Trillium has processed service changes for 121 of
our 350 clients. We're still working with more agencies to make sure
their #GTFS data is up to date and alerts are posted. #COVID19 1/3

Service Changes

Transit agencies: are you updating your #GTFS feeds to reflect
#COVID19 service changes? Check that you are following the
recommendations: bit.ly/covid19-gtfs-f… @ibigroup

Service Changes

Source: Twitter API
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Examples: Local GTFS-oriented Advocacy - MDJ-oriented #GTFS Twitter Hashtag Tweets

Figure 64: Two examples of local GTFS-related advocacy from myself and my colleague at
Omnimodal.
Source: Twitter API
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Table 31: Examples of Local Open Transit Data Engagement on the #GTFS Hashtag
Date

Tweet

Nice! Visualization of public #transit movements from worldwide #GTFS feeds
6/2/15 @geOps tracker.geops.ch/?z=14&s=1&x=-9… h/t @mattbroffman
Top 3 call center q's at @RideSunRail : Schedule, Fares, TVM. Suggestion: use
1/25/17 #gtfs and #gtfsrealtime to fullest potential to help 1 and 2
GTFS Best Practices published: gtfs.org/best-practices/ #transit #transportation
2/24/17 #data #opendata #openstandards #gtfs #gtfsrealtime
@RideSunRail now on @transitapp. Now all we need is that real-time info opened
up!!! medium.com/omnimodal/1-bi… #opendata #GTFS cc: @nselikoff
3/25/17 https://t.co/aCk6267EsS

5/8/18

5/9/18

5/11/18

9/26/18

10/10/19

When I asked the group why smaller transit providers sometimes aren't visible on
@googlemaps, one provider pointed out that staff for smaller operators tend to
wear many hats &amp; don't always have the resources to manage #GTFS data static or real-time. #aptabus18 cc: @nselikoff
@rideact has integrated their #GTFS Realtime feeds with @googlemaps since at
least 2015. This ensures riders using Google Maps know exactly when the bus will
arrive instead of only having static schedule data #aptabus18
actransit.org/2015/07/09/ac-…
"There are many reasons why Americans are getting off the bus... [including] the
uncertainty of where and when buses arrive." &lt;-- this!! So glad that innovative
apps like @Moovit exist. Read about them here:\ncitylab.com/design/2018/05…
/cc @wideanglefocus #aptabus18 #gtfs #OpenData
Yes to @rmchase’ shout out to GTFS #opendata guidelines and recommending all
mobility providers adopt open data guidelines.\n\n#GTFS Realtime consulting was
@omnimodal’s entry point into #MaaS.\n\nCheck out GTFS.org for more
info.\n\n#APTAannual18 cc: @nselikoff
Govt pilots like this btwn @lyft &amp; @MonroviaCA present opportunities 4
cities + regions to implement reciprocal open data policies. Should interoperable
APIs &amp; SDKs be norm for all govt mobility vendors? #GTFS #mobilitydata
#MDS #GBFS #bikeshare #micromobility cc: @datadonutsla
https://t.co/OpeyNos29J

@lynxbusorlando @OsceolaCountyFl Would it be possible to release an updated
#gtfs schedule reflecting the reduced service? That would help folks using the bus
3/30/20 tracker app as well as other apps.
Source: Twitter API
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Discussion: Disrupting the GTFS Specialist Gap - Localized Transit Rider Witnessing,
Fragmented Transit Activism and Globalized GTFS Data Commoning
In summary, the data collected from these four discourse spaces (LYNX Board Meetings digital
archive, @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag) appears to indicate that the GTFS specialist gap not only exists but impedes
solidarity work between the directly impacted (transit riders), transit activists and transit software
developers. The data does not point to concerted efforts to articulate, organize and collaborate
via mobility justice or data justice tactics to achieve political change or justice outcomes. This
further extends beyond localized transit rider experiences and advocacy narratives analyzed to
the global collaboration spaces of GTFS technologists.

At the same time, beginning to examine the overlap of concerns for both mobility injustices and
data injustices in these discourse spaces could open up opportunities for interplaying Mobility
Data Justice concerns to be more strategically named and operationalized in the future as tactics
in defense of the mobile-digital commons. In the next three sections, I will provide an discuss
each of the three key stakeholders: transit riders, transit activists and transit software developers
in relation to the findings from the LYNX Board Meeting public comments, @lynxbusorlando
Twitter Mentions, Transit Developers Google Group and the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag.

Localized Transit Rider Witnessing on the Digital Archive and in the Twitterverse
Transit riders, via public comments and Twitter mentions, are bearing witness to the dysfunction
of the local bus system. What was most striking to me about the analysis of LYNX Board
Meeting Public Comments and @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions was how these comments
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and tweets served as testimonials to the injustices of transit disinvestment, particularly in carcentric, suburban metropolitan areas like Orlando. I encountered them as acts of witnessing, and
arguably subversive acts of witnessing, because these individuals were taking a public stance
against the dominant car culture in Orlando and speaking their complicated transit experiences
into existence. Furthermore, considering 2.5 million residents currently live in the Orlando metro
area as of 2021 and 2.2 million lived in the region in 2012, 231 public comments and 7,513
Twitter mentions is not a lot of engagement over an almost ten year period. The LYNX-oriented
hashtags - #lynxbus and #orlandotransit – combined did not even break 200 tweets. So there
seems to be some evidence of overall civic and topical disengagement with localized bus rider
concerns in public meetings and the Twitterverse. The presence of the SunRail commuter rail in
the word cloud analyses might suggest more significant engagement with the @ridesunrail
Twitter handle, but that would need to be further analyzed. In terms of engagement, I also
wanted to note that commenting at public meetings in 2020 seemed to substantially decrease
after COVID-19 even with virtual options to submit comments via email or online. A regular
commenter’s usual message about 24/7 service at 30-minute frequencies including weekends,
holidays and late nights changed to a message of appreciation saying just “thank you.” With
COVID-19, it is possible the dynamics of the pandemic have shifted people’s focus and how
they engage public officials, but I can’t help but wonder if the virtual submission process for
public commenting possibly filtered or discouraged engagement for transit riders and advocates
who prefer to engage with the public commenting process.
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That being said, there is a substantial time and resource burden demanded of transit riders to
participate in public comments. Public commenting required individuals, pre-COVID-19, to
travel to these meetings in-person to speak to the board, often in the middle of the day on a
weekday. You would think that a hybrid or virtual approach to public commenting might
increase engagement. I’d argue that Twitter mentions have enabled a new form of interaction,
not filtered through the summarizing of a speaker’s words into the meeting minutes, with the
LYNX bus system where transit riders could air their grievances and bear witness to the horrors
of immobilization by transit disinvestment in real-time on the bus, at the bus stop and in relation
to the material transit network in operation (or not in operation). At the same time, I would say
that the inclusion of the public comments was and continues to be important because I noticed
overtime a pattern of transit riders and advocates, who may not be active on Twitter,
participating in that process. Public commenters might have a non-existent “data trail” in the
Twittersphere, it was very real and present in the digital archive of LYNX’s meeting minutes.

Late buses and waiting, drive bys (where the bus operator drives past a rider(s) waiting at a stop),
long commute times, negative customer service interactions with LYNX operators, ineffective
transfers between routes, exposure to heat, the sun, and the rain because of no bus shelters, lack
of seating, no lighting, no place to charge mobile devices while waiting or commuting, etc. are
examples of the grievances aired across both in the public comments and Twitter mentions. I
noticed considerable similarities between concerns raised in the public comments and Twitter
mentions. Not all comments and tweets were negative or complaints, some expressed
appreciation for experiences with helpful bus operators or gratitude for the service. However,
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most did strike me as raising concerns with how the LYNX bus system is operating an unreliable
service that is immobilizing marginalizing transit dependent Orlandoans.

One significant difference between the public comments and the Twitter mentions was the
visibility of paratransit riders in the public meeting record. AccessLYNX riders and their
accomplices showed up collectively in the record on several occasions concerned with fare
increases, the contracting process for the vendor running the service, lack of dedicated funding,
and more. Paratransit riders rely on a contractor separate from the fixed route bus operations for
their pick ups and drop-offs so they face additional hurdles navigating the transit system. Transit
riders with disabilities are even more vulnerable to transit disinvestment because not only is the
infrastructure hostile in terms of unreliability and coverage, but compounding layers of
(in)accessibility can immobilize AccessLYNX riders including broken sidewalks and
inaccessible stops and vehicles to poorly operated paratransit scheduling of pick-ups and drop
offs and technology issues with scheduling trips in advance. Parantransit riders have to schedule
their trips in advance, they are not afforded the privilege, however limited that might be by fixed
route services, to just commute to work or school or the doctor’s office on a whim. In the
Twitter mentions, one paratransit rider tweets about how the AccessLYNX service has been
deploying Mears taxis or Uber/Lyft as a substitute but the driver’s vehicles are not necessarily
accessible.

In terms of technology that might lean towards data concerns or data justice

activism, I do notice that transit riders are talking about concerns with GPS and real-time
tracking for fixed route and paratransit, WiFi connectivity, mobile app payments for fares, and
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issues with GTFS-compatible apps such as Google Maps and Apple Maps as well as LYNX’s
bus tracker, which the agency launched in 2017-2018.

Fragmented Transit Activism in the Digital Archive and on the Twitterverse
Advocates and activists appear to occupy more of a grey area in terms of 1) being difficult to
distinguish whether they are transit riders or advocates unless they self-identify as such, 2)
uncertainty about whether they are directly impacted by transit disinvestment versus advocating
for union contract negotiations or economic impact or sustainability measures or dedicated
funding LYNX as policy or even HOA regulations, and 3) struggling to build collective power
via coalitions to impact political change. On the public record via the digital archive of LYNX
Board meetings and @lynxbusorlando Twitter Mentions, there does not appear to be a concerted
effort to organize transit riders and their accomplices to attain transit justice outcomes. In 2012,
Orlando Transit Rider Union (TRU), which is now inactive, in collaboration with Central Florida
Jobs with Justice, may have been directly involved with a public meeting action to save the Link
111 but it is not explicitly clear in the public comments that this is the case. Facebook data
indicates that saving the Link 111 was a priority as well as attending a board meeting to speak
out about it. More recently, Central Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit), which I helped
co-found as a successor to Orlando TRU, also has minimal presence in the data.
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Figure 65: Screenshot of Orlando Transit Rider
Union Facebook post, 2012.

Figure 66: Screenshot of @TRUOrlando’s
Twitter handle which has since been co-opted by
the Hilton Orlando Convention Center.

Source: Facebook API

Source: Twitter API
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Table 32: LYNX Board Meeting Public Comments– Top Meeting Engagements (5+ comments)
Date
3/22/12
5/24/12
8/9/12
9/27/12
11/8/12
5/23/13
3/27/14
7/23/15
5/26/16

1/26/17

3/23/17
5/25/17
12/6/18

User Type
TU, TA,
TR, MA
VU,VA,
TR, CP
TR, TU,
TA, CP,
EO
TU, TR,
TA
TU, TR,
TA
TU, MA,
TA
TU, TR,
TA
TR, MP,
TU
TU, TR
TU, TR,
TA
TA, CV,
MA, TR
TR, TU
HOA, TU,
TR, TA

Action(s)

Routes

Comments

Yielded
Time

AccessLYNX, Union

26

11

3

Elimination of Lake County
VanPool Program

17, VanPool

6

1

13

2

11

2

Union
Union
Elimination of Link 111

6,40, 125,
Neighborlink
8, 21, 42, 50,
111

7

Union

6

Elimination of Links 34 &
46E

8

Privatization of LYNX

5

Union

AccessLYNX, Union

6
13, 20, 21 45,
210, 434,
Grapefruit,
Neighborlink,
UCF Shuttle

20

AccessLYNX, Union

18

Rosemont SuperStop, Union

6
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4

11

AccessLYNX

Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/corporate-info/board-reports.stml

Postponed

7

1

In part, speaking from personal experience, because the organization does not capacity to
regularly manage a Twitter account or send representatives to regularly attend the LYNX Board
meetings. There are online advocates like SunRailRiders.com and LYNXedTogether.com as
well as the twitter account @allfortransit, who regularly tweet. SunRailRiders.com and Central
Florida Jobs with Justice are actually part of CFL4Transit. Regardless, the textual analysis did
not pick up significant trends of collective action via public commenting or Twitter. Capacity
limitations could be preventing more collective and visible transit justice activism that also
works in solidarity with AccessLYNX activists and their allies.

Alongside AccessLYNX riders, another more visible group in the public commenting was the
ATU Local 1596. Its leadership were the third and fourth most active commenters at public
meetings often discussing concerns about pay, pension, contract negotiations and worker
conditions. It also seems that the Orlando Transit Rider Union, when it was in operation,
engaged with ATU members to foster solidarity and work together strategically. This is a
compelling dynamic because 1) I noticed a considerable number of tweets mentioning
dissatisfaction from transit riders with LYNX operators and 2) LYNX operators being unionized
sits in direct tension with the labor deregulation trends of Uberfication that are leaving gig
workers vulnerable to exploitation and harm. I would argue that improving relations between
transit riders and transit workers is critical to effective local transit justice activism work
especially as business leaders and transit agencies increasingly tout automation futures for
personal vehicles and public transit.
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Globalized GTFS Data Commoning across the Google Group and #GTFS Hashtag
In regards to the transit developers discussions on the Google Group and in the #GTFS Hashtag
space, I noticed that topics largely seemed to focus on data sharing, technical troubleshooting
for managing the GTFS data files, or, particularly in the case of the #GTFS Twitter Hashtag,
using GTFS data to conduct network analyses for accessibility and equity case studies. Transit
justice or data justice concerns do not appear to be articulated. As the literature as suggested, I’d
argue that concerns over access and equity interact with justice concerns but access and equity
tend to lean more towards solutions lead by the state or those non-transit riders, whereas justice
concerns would center transit riders. A relationship between directly impacted transit riders and
usage of GTFS data does not appear to be present.

Open data advocacy strikes me as the primary bent towards any collective action or organization.
The complexity and fluidity of changes in GTFS data management also jumps out to me in an
example where Orlando and LYNX are actually mentioned. In the Transit Developers Google
Group, there was a post in 2011 that technically does not fall within the 2012-2020 data sample
time period that I think is still important to mention. First, the post titled “Top 10 agencies
without public data” lists Orlando’s LYNX bus system in the no. 8 slot. The list is weighted by
agency size in terms of ridership. So we know for sure that five years into the development of the
GTFS standard, LYNX had not yet adopted the technology. Timing wise, sometime between
2011-2012, LYNX would go live with GTFS. LYNX’s first tweet in November 2011 actually is
technically GTFS-related. In the tweet, LYNX promotes the Google Maps trip planner, which
only works for transit with GTFS integration. As a reminder GTFS, originally stood for Google
Transit Feed Specification before a name change to General Transit Feed Specification.
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Secondly, the poster sharing this Top 10 list, which is essentially calling out transit agencies
across the country for not adopting open data practices (calls it the “wall of shame”) and
describes the list of open transit data participants as being canonical. In my head, I immediately
went to thinking about Tina Belcher in the cartoon series “Bob’s Burgers” shouting “Noncanonical! Non-canonical! Non-canonical!” over and over again when she realizes she
accidentally gave her dad Bob some of her fan fic to read up on before he went to an Equesticleorganized Equestranauts convention to retrieve one of her toys that an Equesticle conned her out
of (parody of male-centered, Brony fan base for “My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic”). In
some ways, this moment underscores that open transit data collaborative mirror aspects of fan
fiction and fandom culture in general, especially as values of openness and technological
efficiency among others unite participants around a common cause – a process of canonizing –
or commoning. This also underscores though that canonizing/commoning narratives or in this
case, data, is messy and political, even if not called out as so, and arguably also in a constant
state of flux as responses to the post quickly show. I’ll attempt to outline a sequence of events
following.

In this moment in time the Transit Developers Google Group had been active for three years
(started in 2008). The General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) had launched two years prior
to that in 2006. X of Y transit agencies had adopted GTFS while many still had not or were not
fully integrated in the GTFS data pipeline in other ways. The post author publishes the thread
“Top 10 agencies without public data” in the Transit Developers public Google Group. The first
response to the post about 25 minutes later shared that both of the systems in the Chicago metro
area on the list were publishing GTFS data and the user provided URLs. Eventually the post
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creator, responded twice more removing both Chicago agencies off the list and adding two other
agencies from the Cincinnati and Charlotte metro areas. Two other users chimed in discussing
whether or not Amtrak was publicly sharing its GTFS data as well, though similarly Amtrak
appeared to be visible on Google Maps. Almost a week later, another user replied to the post
with data URLs for San Antonio’s VIA and Westchester County’s Bee-Line Bus. The thread
died after this post.
Here’s the top ten largest transit agencies (in terms of rider miles served, according to the
National Transit Database) that do not publish (as far as I can find) open schedule data.
1 – Chicago’s Metra
2 – Atlanta’s MARTA
3 – Chicagoland’s Pace bus system
4 – San Antonio’s VIA
5 – Phoenix’s Valley Metro
6 – Detroit’s DDOT bus system
7 – Washington State Ferries
8 – Orlando’s LYNX
9 – Westchester County’s Bee-Line Bus (maybe included in the NYC feed?)
10 – San Juan, Puerto Rico’s transit system (technically a US system!)
At this point, the majority of rider miles in the US are served in agencies which expose GTFS
feeds to the public. It’s just a matter of mopping up the stragglers. Here they are. If you’re
served by any of these agencies and like freedom and stuff, give their IT department a ring!
(bad...@gmail.com 2011).

Figure 67: Intital thread posting for Top 10 Transit Agencies without GTFS discussion
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Post creator response 1:
Cleared Pace off the wall of shame. I’m working on Metra. Thing is, gtfs-data-exchange is the
canonical list of agencies_with_open data, whereas CityGoRound is the canonical list of
agencies_without_open data. In order to get an agency off CityGoRound’s wall of shame, it
needs to be added to gtfs-data-exchange.
In any case the new #10 non-open-data is Cincinnati’s Go-Metro system. They’re on Google
Transit, which means they publish a GTFS feed, but apparently only to a single corporation
(bad...@gmail.com 2011).
Post creator response 2:
That Metra situation is cleared up. We have a new #1 largest non-open
transit agency: Atlanta, GA! That's David Emory's turf. What's up,
David?
Also, welcome the Charlotte, NC area's transit system to position #10 (bad...@gmail.com
2011)..

Figure 68: Responses to Top 10 list of Transit Agencies without GTFS
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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Table 33: Iterations of Top 10 List of Transit Agencies who had not adopted GTFS posted on the
Transit Developers Google Group

1

Top 10 List 1.0
Chicago’s Metra

Top 10 List 2.0
Chicago’s Metra

Top 10 List 3.0
Atlanta’s MARTA

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Atlanta’s MARTA
Chicagoland’s Pace bus
San Antonio’s VIA
Phoenix’s Valley Metro
Detroit’s DDOT bus
Wash. State Ferries
Orlando’s LYNX bus
Westchester Co’s Bee-Line
San Juan, PR’s transit

Atlanta’s MARTA
San Antonio’s VIA
Phoenix’s Valley Metro
Detroit’s DDOT bus
Wash. State Ferries
Orlando’s LYNX bus
Westchester Co’s Bee-Line
San Juan, PR’s transit
Cincinnati's Go-Metro

San Antonio’s VIA
Phoenix’s Valley Metro
Detroit’s DDOT bus
Wash. State Ferries
Orlando’s LYNX bus
Westchester Co’s Bee-Line
San Juan, PR’s transit
Cincinnati's Go-Metro
Charlotte, NC area's transit

Over the course of the discussion group post thread, this “Top 10” list quickly became contested
and is modified until a third iteration of the list is shared with Orlando moving from no. 8 on the
list to no. 6 in the third iteration.
Source: Transit Developers Google Group
https://groups.google.com/g/transit-developers
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In order to get an agency off CityGoRound’s wall of shame, it needs to be added to the GTFS
Data Exchange, which at one point was a frequently used data repository tool – a precursor to
openmobilitydata.org (formerly known as transitfeeds.com). More research would need to be
done to clarify a more accurate chronology of the data repositories as well as CityGoRound’s
role in data management. Regardless, the management and cannoning or commoning of open
transit data is complex and often difficult to get a grasp around the current state of things. Open
data management requires a lot of capacity to manage and implement the protocols as well as
building and sustaining a community of users. This all in itself I would argue monopolizes a lot
of transit developers time and so we see the, whether it be their job description or simply the
technical requirements, focused primarily on the technology of datafication, not necessarily the
disinvestment technology said data aims to represent. But one could argue that open data brings
things into the light for further scrutiny, data visualization as visibility.

Summary
To recap, we see transit riders, transit activists, and transit developers navigating different
dynamics and capacity levels that make MDJ-oriented GTFS (infr)activism more difficult to
prioritize without intentional coalition-building, solidarity work and resource investment. Now
that I’ve provided an overview of the three key stakeholders in relation to my research findings,
in the next chapter I will discuss more general observations and recommendations on how to
move forward with MDJ-oriented GTFS (infr)activism.
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CHAPTER 6: TOWARDS SOLIDARITY ECONOMIES AND MOBILITY
DATA JUSTICE (INFR)ACTIVISM IN DEFENSE OF THE MOBILEDIGITAL COMMONS
Overview
This dissertation has sought contextualize the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) as a
transit technology interfacing both with a politics of open mobility and the compounding,
hegemonic forces of automobility and datafication – or what I refer to as Uberfication. I have
situated GTFS with an integrated mobility data justice framework building upon the work of
transit justice/mobility justice and information justice/data justice scholars. Finally, I proposed a
re-orientation of the GTFS open data ecosystem towards an applied Mobility Data Justice (MDJ)
framework by examining how transit riders, transit activists and transit software developers i.e.
GTFS technologists can work together to build collective power and impact political change that
centers the needs and demands of transit riders and their allies. In the conclusion chapter of this
dissertation, I will provide list of general observations and recommendations for how to
overcome the GTFS specialist gap exists between transit riders, transit activists and transit
software developers. This will require investment in solidarity spaces that support the cocreation of MDJ-oriented tactics for GTFS infr(activism) centering the needs and demands of
transit riders.
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General Observations & Recommendations
Datafication and dataveillance are (hyper)enclosing upon the mobile commons; the mobiledigital commons is how we negotiate datafication of the mobile commons
Datafication and dataveillance is pervasive from multiple perspectives including this
dissertation’s research methods, transportation policy planning processes, mobility data and app
infrastructures and business models as well as street-level interactions between transit riders,
motorists and LYNX operators. This dissertation relies on data scraping, as a function of
dataveillance and datafication, to observe the selected discourse spaces . With the data analyzed,
all data scraped was posted in a public forum such as the public meeting minute digital records,
public settings on Twitter and a public Google Group. Even so, it is being filtered and analyzed
could bring about unwanted scrutiny. Furthermore, transit agencies, municipalities and tech
firms are collecting data from the public and using it to inform planning, policy and business
decisions, everything from census tract-level demographics to user interactions with the Google
Maps trip planner and Uber picks and drop offs to Twitter and Facebook insights to the in-house
trip planning app or website usage. Some of this data is publicly available, much of it is private
and in turn monetized for profit. GIS and GTFS data are also relied on to run accessibility and
equity analyses interpolated with demographic data that may or may not be helpful uplifting
transit rider-led, Mobility Data Justice concerns. Finally, transit riders, motorists and LYNX
operators are monitoring each other and being monitored. Several Twitter mentions show transit
riders documenting interactions on the bus with LYNX operators or other riders. In the era of
COVID-19, several tweets document riders and drivers not enforcing mask or social distancing
policies. This is also the case with motorists on the street documenting interactions with the bus,
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often complaining about the bus operator’s driving and safety concerns. The digital archive of
public comments also shows this as well to some extent with transit riders and advocates as well
as HOA members attending meetings to registered complaints about transit rider or operator
behavior witnessed. The persistence of datafication in the mobility sphere and its interfacing with
the mobile-digital commons as enclosures upon the mobile commons cannot be overstated.

Transit rider-centered small data perspectives function in tension with a Big Datafied,
automobile-centric and autonomous vehicle-hopeful world
Where this dissertation attempts to negotiate datafication and dataveillance from a Mobility Data
Justice (MDJ) perspective is through slow or small data analysis. The digital archive of LYNX
Board meeting minutes, @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, Transit Developers Google Group
threads and the #GTFS Twitter hashtag tweets, each are public discourse spaces represented by
relatively small sets of data, compared to public meeting and Twitter interactions in other cities
and related to different topics. These datasets represent distinct groups (transit riders, advocates
and developers) engaging with a largely disinvested and neglected mobility technology amidst
the cacophonous hegemony of automobility, shared mobility and autonomous vehicle futures.
They arguably aren’t meant to be counted or heard or acknowledged or listened to – as
discourses of (de)legitimization. Even as transit riders are immobilized by subpar bus and rail
systems, they can still speak up and out across the Twitterverse in real-time or later recount their
experiences at public meetings that will be entered into the digital archive. Even as GTFS
technologists may not be directly talking about justice concerns – that they care about integrating
public transit into mobility data ecosystems is arguably subversive when so much venture capital
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is being invested into TNC and CAV technologies. There is something transgressive and
powerful about these discourse spaces, as imperfect as they may be, holding space and existing
as counterpublics and counter narratives in tension with wider automobile and autonomous
vehicle techno-positivism.

Individual interactions seem to supplant collective transit rider-centered actions with the
exception of paratransit riders
With the exception of predominantly paratransit riders and their accomplices mobilizing at a
couple public meetings, collective organizing and action around transit seems to be fragmented
in Orlando. Much of the transit rider concerns shared on Twitter or at public meetings were
often individual concerns or policy proposals from individuals or organizations who were not
transit riders. Paratransit riders seemed to be more engaged with collective advocacy also
working with community organizations such as Lighthouse Central Florida and the Center for
Independent Living. There is a need to better build coalitions and solidarity amongst transit
riders and activists in order to mobilize collective power, amplify their voices and bring about
political change with transit policy and investment.

Transit worker unions and gig workers could benefit from working together
The local chapter of the Amalgamated Transit Union (ATU) has been regularly engaged in
public meetings advocating for union contract concerns as well as improving how the LYNX bus
network is operated. There were a few public comments that I mistook as coming from transit
riders until I realized the commenter was a union member. Transit workers also bear witness to
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the street-level, day-to-day happenings of the transit system. I’d argue that their perspectives
could be extremely valuable in transit rider/activist coalition-building. The ATU’s involvement
in local transit politics aligns with how academics have traced the ebbs and flows of investment
of transit technology to the rising labor costs associated with transit union collective bargaining.
Transit services were often launched off of suppressed wages only to struggle to operate once
transit workers organized and demanded better pay. The labor costs of running transportation
operations seems to also be a driving force for automation. The ATU’s activism sits in direct
tension with automation and sharing economy narratives in the Twittersphere promoting TNCs,
Uber, Lyft, and driverless vehicles. The on-set of COVID-19 seems to have further amplified
the need for transit workers (unionized and not) as well as gig workers i.e. Uber and Lyft drivers,
bikeshare/scootershare re-balancers, and food/package delivery workers i.e. Uber Eats,
DoorDash and Amazon Prime to better organize, protest and push towards unionization. 9.
While laws and referendums such as California’s Prop 22 seem to be trying to further de-regulate
worker organizing and protections by keeping gig workers categorized as contractors not
employees, transit workers and gig workers could possibly benefit from building solidarity with
one another to resist such policies and advocate for labor protections across mobility services and
transportation infrastructures. The push towards automation is built on the back of datafying the
behaviors of gig workers in order to automate them (without adequately compensating them).
How transit workers and gig workers navigate and negotiate such Uberfication is and will
continue to be central to Mobility Data Justice work.

9

COVID-19 Surges Are Driving Tech Worker Strikes and Protests, 2020
https://www.vice.com/en/article/epdxwm/covid-19-surges-are-driving-tech-worker-strikes-andprotests
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Just GTFS data practices require significant economic and political investment
Gurstein’s (2011) and Johnson (2014) underscore that the open data movement is dead in the
water in terms of an applied justice framework if it is not integrating the below seven principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sufficient internet access that data can be accessed by all users.
Computers and software that can read and analyze the data.
Computer skills sufficient to use them to read and analyze data.
Content and formatting that allows use at a variety of levels of computer skill and
linguistic ability.
5. Interpretation and sense-making skills, including both data analysis knowledge and local
knowledge that adds value and relevance.
6. Advocacy in order to translate knowledge into concrete benefits.
7. Governance that establishes a regime for the other characteristics.
Both Sheller (2018) (mobility justice theory) and Heeks and Shekhar (2019) (applied data justice
theory) further expand upon this as the theoretical foundation for this dissertation’s Mobility
Data Justice framework in terms of identifying epistemic justice (mobility justice) and
instrumental justice (data justice) as key components of each of their justice ontologies. The
affordances of those directly impacted (transit riders and their accomplices) to be directly
involved in the information-value chain is a must – to be empowered in pro-active knowledge
production and an on-going process of adaptation. Additionally, transit agencies and
municipalities have to invest is staffing and technological infrastructure that meaningfully makes
GTFS data, present and historical, available to access and analyze. This is easier said than done
especially for disinvested transit agencies with limited staffing, technological expertise and/or
transit services that don’t easily translate into the fixed route services that GTFS traditionally
supports i.e. paratransit, deviated, fixed route and informal services. Just GTFS data practices
requires investment an open data ecosystem centering transit riders and those directly impacted,
not just specialists with technical expertise. Ideally, this process can support the emergence of
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Mobility Data Justice tactics and neogeographies via GTFS. In summary, significant investment
in technical support and resources is needed for transit riders, activists and institutions to
participate and share data in the GTFS ecosystem.

Orlando is not an early adopter for GTFS technology and has traditionally stuck to proprietary
transit data architectures
Based on discussions with LYNX staff, LYNX began to use GIS data in 2005 and GTFS data for
its fixed route services in 2011-2012. While LYNX adopted the GTFS static standard, as of
2021, they have not begun sharing GTFS real-time feeds for public use. LYNX staff do not
appear to be actively engaged with the Transit Developers Google Group or Mobility Data IO.
LYNX’s current real-time bus tracker app is a proprietary data-powered app, which launched in
2017. LYNX does share a real-time vendor API on its website that would have to be converted
in GTFS-realtime by a third party. This means that real-time information about the bus system is
not publicly available for GTFS-compatible apps to integrate or for transit riders, activists and
developers to collaboratively analyze.

Real-time GTFS data is just as important as static schedule data and historical data
Rider sentiment via public comments and Twitter mentions indicates that sharing real-time
GTFS data i.e. GTFS real-time is just as important as the GTFS static schedule. Bus riders,
particularly on Twitter, document waiting at bus stops for late buses unsure of the bus’s arrival.
Some bus riders also expressed frustrated with the bus tracker app not working correctly. That
being said: 1) it’s critical that high quality data feeds be created that are reliable and redundant
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and 2) real-time information needs to be integrated with platforms beyond mobile devices for
riders who do not have access to mobile devices or a computer. Digital signage and other
technologies to improve access to schedule information and real-time trackers is needed.

GTFS extensions are critical for the inclusion of paratransit riders, informal transit riders, rural
inhabitants and folks with disabilities i.e. GTFS for the Rest of Us
As evidenced by the participation and advocacy by AccessLYNX riders, we cannot talk about
GTFS or mobility data practices without centering paratransit riders and people with disabilities.
This also extends to transit riders using informal services or relying on transit in rural and
suburban areas far away from the urban core. Some refer to this collective group of transit riders
not served by fixed route, GTFS data technology as “GTFS for the Rest of Us.” This requires
context and values sensitive design in the GTFS data architecture and its extensions. GTFS Flex
has been developed as a protocol to include these groups, but it is not evident that LYNX has
adopted the standard for its AccessLYNX or Neighborlink services.

Digital archives for GIS and GTFS data as well as historical artifacts for LYNX, including
meeting minutes and public comments, are limited
Beyond the GIS and GTFS data currently shared on LYNX’s developer webpage, I was not able
to access historical GTFS data earlier than the current data files. Historical GIS data also does
not appear available. Additionally, the digital archive of meeting minutes begins in 2005 so
there is over three decades worth of meeting records missing dating back to 1972 when LYNX
formerly known as Tri-County Transit re-organized as a transportation authority from a private
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company. Prior to 1972, the Orlando Transit Company was privately-owned and had
incorporated in 1926 as the Orlando Rapid Transit Company. Operational records and
documentation during that fifty year period of time as a private entity are also not available in the
public record. Three examples of exceptions that might help identify more data in the future: 1)
Openmobilitydata.org (formerly transitfeeds.com) 2) the Orange County Regional History
Center archives, 3) Orlando Sentinel archives. On openmobilitydata.org (formerly known as
transitfeeds.com), 33 versions of GTFS static feeds for LYNX are archived dating back to
January 14, 2015. GTFS data for LYNX between 2011/2012 and 2014 is currently not publicly
available. With help from their research team at the Orange County Regional History Center, I
was able to identify one of the Orlando Rapid Transit Company’s first published route maps c.
1926. More research would need to be done to identify additional historical maps, timetables,
etc. and also decide based on historical events which maps might be most relevant to examine.
Finally, archived copies of the Orlando Sentinel show published route and service changes for
the Orlando Rapid Transit Company at various times during the 50+ time period ORTC
operated. Much more coordinated research will be required to examine LYNX’s records and
documents as well as other resources to build a more comprehensive and accessible digital
archive of the bus system, including historical GIS and GTFS data. Without this archive, it is
difficult to measure or put into context for whom and how the bus system in Orlando has
operated since its inception in the early 1920s. That all being said, the historical trajectory of
transit technologies in Orlando appears to parallel the more general historical narrative outlined
by historians. In Orlando, transit first emerged via railroad networks and informal services,
including a mule-drawn streetcar down Orange Avenue and the Dingy Line between Downtown
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Orlando and Winter Park. By 1926, the Orlando Rapid Transit Company had launched and
operated for five decades before being purchased by local governments in 1972 to be run as a
public transit agency now known as LYNX. It is not clear how racial, class and gender
segregation impacted service historically, but we know with great certainty that Jim Crow laws
and racial terrorism will in full effect in the Orlando area at that time. This would need to be
further examined. Cassanello (2008)’s research on the history of racial segregation of Florida
streetcar and railroad systems as well as Gama (2015)’s study of the destruction of the
historically Black neighborhood by the interstate highway system are two examples.
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Figure 69: Archive of GTFS data on openmobilitydata.org (formerly transitfeeds.com)
Source: OpenMobilityData.org (formerly TransitFeeds.com)
https://openmobilitydata.org/p/central-florida-regional-transportation-authority/373
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Figure 70: LYNX developer page on their website where they share current GIS and GTFS files
as well as information about the propiertary vendor API for real-time information
Source: LYNX
https://www.golynx.com/lynxmap/DataDownload/index_files/Page414.htm
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Figure 71: Service map of the Orlando Rapid Transit Company c. 1926.
Source: Orange County Regional History Center Digital Archive
https://thehistorycenter.pastperfectonline.com/
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Figure 72: Newspaper notice of schedule changes for the Orlando Transit Company c. 1946.
Source: Orlando Sentinel Digital Archive
https://orlandosentinel.newspapers.com/clip/52455712/orlando-transit-company-announces-new/
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Lack of historical archived data and inconsistent data management practices make it difficult to
collectively identify transit services, track transit service changes and contextualize present-day
transit service back to historical operations and socio-cultural dynamics
Bus routes are referred to by route number and location by transit riders repeatedly in the public
comments and Twitter mentions. However, over time it becomes difficult to know for certain
that a route number mentioned in 2012 is still that same route number in 2020. Service changes
in general are hard to track without clear visual comparisons and other types of analysis, which
don’t appear available. Historical and present-day context is also complicated by changing
neighborhood dynamics including displacement and gentrification. The demographics and
cultural makeup of a particular neighborhood serviced in 1952 may have completely changed in
2012 or 2020. Significant infrastructural changes may also impact understanding and analysis.
For example, the 1926 map of the Orlando Rapid Transit Company, in addition to lacking
context about racial segregation and racial violence enforced on the system by Jim Crow laws,
also shows an Orlando landscape before the construction of I-4 and the 408 – two highway
projects that dramatically changed the built environment and disproportionately harmed Black
and low-income neighborhoods. Mapping and counter-mapping with care and context is
necessary. Obviously, this is not a new phenomenon. Cartographers have long argued that mapmaking is political, participatory and performative. This leads me to ask how we best account
for such changing contexts, especially when we are not even sure we are discussing the same
routes from year to year, let alone decade to decade or century to century in terms of the route
information alongside social, political and historical context.
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Uberfication is noisy and distracts from transit rider-centered and justice-oriented discourse.
In my analysis of user types trying to identify transit riders, transit activists and transit
developers, I noticed a persistent white noise from mostly non-transit riders that I found
distracting from justice concerns. This largely comes from community organizations, transit
agencies, municipalities, industry vendors and marketing/PR firms and their representatives that
are manufacturing a techno-positivist narrative(s) about transit and mobility (especially on
Twitter) that often overly emphasizes transit and mobility technologies not necessarily directly
benefiting the transit dependent. Locally in Orlando, this includes flagship services such as the
LYMMO service in Downtown Orlando, the SunRail commuter train, the Link 111 Train to
Plane express bus, shared mobility vendors such as bikeshare/scootershare and Uber/Lyft as well
as excitement around electrification and automation. There is a pervasive amount of political
spin cheerleading the current state of things as well as automated futures even as transit
disinvestment largely fails and immobilizes existing transit and paratransit riders. Such
pervasive white noise underscores an urgency for transit riders, activists and developers to better
organize and co-created MDJ tactics that disrupt dominant automobility and Uberfication
discourse(s).

Mobility Data Justice (MDJ) in theory and as praxis is not necessarily a priority for transit
riders, activists or software developers
Reviewing the word cloud analysis as well as individual examples of public meeting comments,
Tweets and Google Group posts, an explicit articulation of MDJ is removed from the immediate
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concerns of transit riders, transit activists and transit developers. Transit riders want the transit
service, including paratransit, as well as the data and software augmenting it to work for them –
to get them where they need to go quickly, comfortably and safely. Transit activists seem mostly
concerned with dedicated funding, affordability, sustainability, collective bargaining (in the case
of the transit union and their accomplices) and other related systemic issues that linger between
ideas of accessibility, equity and transit/mobility justice. Transit developers are concerned with
ensuring that GTFS data works efficiently and continues to be adaptable with the changing
landscape of mobility technology, particularly a shift towards real-time, GPS data (GTFS realtime) and deviated, fixed route and on-demand services (GTFS Flex) as well as as more
accessible, barrier-free trip planning for people with disabilities (GTFS Pathways), integrated
ridership data (GTFS ride) and optimized fare structures that better support seamless payment
options (GTFS fares). This does not mean that MDJ concerns are not present but consensus will
need to be built amongst these different groups for applied MDJ tactics to be fully effective and
meaningful.

(Un)commoning the “specialist gap” between transit riders, activists and software developers
will require concentrated coalition-building and investment in solidarity tools and resources
As we understand the GTFS ecosystem and open mobility in general to be oriented towards open
data practices of commoning, this is where the notion of (un)commoning can become useful. To
(un)common is to be keenly aware of how the mobile-digital commons functions or does not
function as an augmentation(s) and an enclosure(s) upon the mobile commons. Understanding
and internalizing the limits of data, software and technology to resist, subvert and enact justice
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outcomes i.e. the specialist gap requires a re-orientation of GTFS and mobility data technologists
towards intentional collaboration and solidarity work with transit riders and transit activists.
Such a re-orientation necessitates concentrated coalition-building and investment to support such
collaboration. Three examples that come to mind from the literature that could inform how such
coalition-building and solidarity work operates include 1) the Data Justice Lab, 2) Data for Black
Lives, 3) The Untokening, and 4) EDJ Coalition.

(Infr)activism is fluid and an imperfectly tethered to the mobile-digital commons, and
(infr)activists with more obscure or unobserved data trails are still critically important
This dissertation uses the term (infr)activism as a catch-all of sorts to describe a non-linear,
sliding scale of interactions and engagements with the mobile-digital commons. This includes: 1)
transit rider-user interactions, 2) augmented infrastructural citizenship, 3) transit-data justice
activism and 4) (un)commoning (infr)data practices. Theorists informing this idea of
(infr)activism include Sheller (2018) (infrastructural justice and mobility justice), Shelton
(infrastructural citizenship) and Scott (2008) (infrapolitics). Creating a typology like this could
be counterproductive because motivations and intentions of engagement are messy, fluid and
complexly interfacing with the mobile-digital commons as a datafied/Uberfied enclosures upon
the mobile commons. The impetus behind this typology for me is the context of collective action
and solidarity work as well as resistance and plugging into various types of counter-public
discourse and counterspatial co-production. Not all empowerment resides in the direct ability to
change political outcomes but also to subvert and (un)common commoning practices that are
unhelpful, harmful and unjust.
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Some examples to consider that possibly relate to one or more of these typologies include public
commenter PCUI014’s nearly two decade (or more) record of attending public meetings,
alternative interactions at public meetings beyond commenting such as yielding time, postponing
comments, opting not to comment or no longer being present, screenshot interactions via
@lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions and changes in privacy settings and account status.

Events, occurrences and what is really within the control of (infr)activists to politically mobilize
as mediated motilities
While patterns of collective action i.e. events, however small or subtle, can occasionally be
traced in the digital archive of public comments, it is much more difficult to translate this into
Twitter engagement or interactions with GTFS-compatible software. Analyzing tweets,
including likes, retweets, replies and quotes, likely requires spatial and temporal anchors in order
to meaningfully sketch out a collective narrative and/or chronology. In skimming the data, I did
notice patterns of tweets responding to different events ranging from concerts and soccer games
in Downtown Orlando to bus collisions being covered by the news media to emergency service
alerts due to hurricane weather (Irma and Matthew) or the closure of Orange Avenue
immediately after the Pulse shooting (several bus routes operate along the corridor) to reactions
over the enforcement of COVID-19 safety protocols, including Orange County’s lockdown.
More spatial-temporal analysis is needed for the Twitter data as well as possibly identifying
more widely used hashtags amongst the data. As I’ve demonstrated, #lynxbus and
#orlandotransit have a relatively small amount of engagement. It might also be relevant to
compare @lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions with @ridesunrail Twitter mentions to attempt to
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understand how discourse interplays differently with discussions about the bus system and the
rail system. The literature shows that mobility politics tend to favor rail service, which
disproportionately often benefits white and more affluent commuters, instead of bus service,
which often serves predominantly BIPOC, immigrant and lower-income neighborhoods. Data
insights would also need to be collected from GTFS-compatible apps to track specific user
interactions and trends. Even so, social media platforms and GTFS-compatible apps like Google
Maps and Apple Maps arguably have their limits constraining the affordances of what
users/(infr)activists can even do with the data and software. Such forms of resistance are also
difficult to document and analyze.

Within this tension of affordances and constraints, freedom and control, the MDJ framework
seeks to disrupt the idea that “nothing unexpected can be produced inside new media” – a
critique Brighenti (2012) has of Manovich arguing that “new media function subordinates the
syntagm to the paradigm: what the user actually gets is only one actualised possibility (a
syntagm) within a larger matrix of possibilities envisaged and foreknown by engineers and
programmers (a paradigm)” (411). Brighenti (2012) further writes:
Resistance is tactical, interstitial and ‘diavolutionary’ by nature (Brigehenti,
2008)…resistance practices tactically reshape visibilities in order to produce ‘secondorder’ visibilities capable of challenging the invisibility of the environmental
control…hence they concern the urban event, or the ‘encounter’(building upon Amin and
Thrift (2002), Deleuze; Boullier (2010)…Resistance seems to appear whenever an event
that is not simply an occurrence takes place. This entails an opening-up, a radical pick-up
of the affordances in the urban datascape. A whole new politics of flows and boundaries,
of walls and display surfaces is emerging before us (Manovich, 2006; Brighenti, 2009), a
socio-technology and a bio-politics of sentient cities and affected travellers, in which
actual urban motilities are far from merely being an epiphenomenon of the transport
system or of infrastructural design (411).
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To adopt an MDJ-oriented, (infr)activist approach to GTFS and open mobility, is to resist in such
ways and to question and imagine what is (im)possible across the mobile-digital commons
operating as an enclosure upon the mobile commons.

Distributive justice outcomes may be masquerading as epistemic justice outcomes when
considering MDJ tactics. Both/and approach is necessary
Finally, an important critique and limitation to this whole endeavor is how do we actually qualify
if the theorized solidarity work of MDJ tactics and GTFS (infr)activism is really moving towards
justice-oriented outcomes or event epistemic outcomes? How do we identify and contextualize
epistemic Mobility Data Justice? As long as we are talking about transit service and data access,
are we still really just talking about distributive justice issues? When we look back at Sheller
(2018) (mobility justice theory) and Heeks and Shekhar (2019) (applied data justice theory),
though they both argue that the layers of justice types discussed are not hierarchal, while
epistemic justice seems to be the end game for Sheller (2018)’s discussion of mobility justice,
and I almost read Heeks and Sheller (2019) position instrumental data justice (or fairness of
usage of data) as a component of a broader distributive data justice umbrella. I don’t think that is
the author’s intent, but I it does indicated a limitation to this dissertation and Mobility Data
Justice theory in general in that applied Mobility Data Justice research like applied mobility
justice or applied data justice research faces the constraints of time and space that ultimately lean
towards concerns of distributive justice and the spatial hence even working within the notion of
the tragedy of the commons or prevention of such tragedy when it comes to the mobile, the
datafied, the digital, the mobile-digital, etc. Some theorists, in fact, argue that Sheller (2018)’s
focus on the mobile commons limits their conceptualization of mobility justice to a distributive
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justice approach. Verlinghieri and Schwanen (2020) writes building upon Davidson (2020) and
Karlsson (2018) “the operationalization of the mobility as commons that Sheller proposes still
approaches mobility as a resource that can be owned and distributed with states required to
regulate transnational firms and excessive levels of mobility and speed whilst minimizing the
harms and costs of mobility” (Verlinghieri and Schwanen 2020, 3). There is an “unlearning”
that is required of “typically taken-for-granted assumptions about mobility, value and human
subjectivity” in order “for the development of a predisposition towards justice that overcomes
the limits of distributive approaches, which for many critical theorists are ultimately grounded in
a masculinist, Euro-American/white, albeist, (cis)heterosexual understanding of being and the
wider world” (Verlinghieri and Schwanen 2020, 4). Mobility justice, and in turn Mobility Data
Justice, needs to concern itself with questions of moral agency and subjectivty, first and
foremost, that is mobilized by a “double movement of recognition and taking
responsibility”…coupled with Davidson’s (2020) understanding of mobility as a materialsemiotic process of energetic transformation…(this) can help reframe mobility justice (and
Mobility Data Justice) as an emergent process of participatory reflection, decision-making and
action” (Verlinghieri and Schwanen 2020, 4). No form of mobility or data or commoning is
inherently just. This emergent participatory process along with the idea of “unlearning”
underscores what un(commoning) practices discusses in this dissertation have the potential to be
beyond concerns of both distributive mobility and data justice – but rather something constantly
being and becoming in perpetual incompleteness as infr(activists) work and rework their own
mobility in the world and their immediate lifesphere through Mobility Data Justice practice(s).
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Potential MDJ Applications for GTFS (Infr)activism and Future Research
In terms of future research and collaborative work, I have proposed three concepts to consider:
Screenshot (Infr)activism, Moogle Gaps, and integrating MDJ tactics into the advocacy work of
Central Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit).

Screenshot (Infr)activism
In the data analysis I noticed visual elements of (un)commoning practices emerging in the usage
of screenshots via Twitter interactions. I found multiple transit riders were taking and posting
screenshots of software, maps, schedules and other items when bearing witness to their
experiences waiting for or riding the bus. This also reminds me of my own process of
documenting my experiences riding the bus that I interwove into my MFA thesis and
participation in the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP). A few of the tweets that came up in the
sample was actually by me. Further visual analysis of how transit riders screenshot their
interactions with GTFS-compatible software could serve as precursor to collaboratively
developing meaningful, MDJ-oriented, GTFS software tools including the Moogle Gaps concept.
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Figure 73: Examples of screenshot (infr)activism via the LYMMO Bus Tracker website.
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 74: Examples of screenshot (infr)activism via the LYNX Bus Tracker app.
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 75: Examples of screenshot (infr)activism via Google Maps – Part 1
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 76: Examples of screenshot (infr)activism via Google Maps – Part 2
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 77: Examples of screenshot (infr)activism via Lyft users
Source: Twitter API
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Conceptualizing Moogle Gaps
Moogle Gaps is a conceptual visual spatial tactical tool and possibly even a prototype concept
for thinking about solidarity HCI and platform cooperativism (Kuznetsov et al. 2011,
Vlachokyriakos et al. 2017, Scholz 2014, 2016, Schor and Attwood-Charles 2017) . Moogle
Gaps aims to conceptually re-map past, present and potential future ways of seeing mobility and
transportation infrastructure focused on transformative public transit and information
architecture investment, equity and justice. In its preliminary ideation stage, it’s a form of
moding of Google Maps to extend beyond the “objectivity” of trip planning apps to call out
opportunities for transformative change that dismantles institutionalized immobility and barriers
to access across transportation and information technology infrastructures. The concept
originated out of a workshop I facilitated at Transportation Camp South at Georgia Tech in
February 2019. The workshop focused less on literally re-coding actual GTFS data or Google
Maps software architecture and more so on identifying commuter needs, values and desired
outcomes from the group that could potentially be translated into a GTFS data extension. We
brainstormed transportation inequalities and hidden social costs to consider as a larger group.
Then workshop attendees then broke up into smaller groups to conduct a mini-design sprint and
develop a proposed Moogle Gaps extension. The workshop group developed two proposed
extensions concepts: 1) Comfort Level Index extension and 2) Customized, Real-time
Multimodal extensions estimating value of commute times, pollution exposure, weather,
road/sidewalk closures & more.
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Based on the findings about transit rider needs and concerns, this Moogle Gaps concept could
incorporate data collected such as bus routes and bus stops to visualize and contextual
inequalities in the system. Moogle Gaps could also ingest historical GTFS data and even
proposed GTFS data for transit services that do not yet exist to visualize and contextual historical
perspectives as well as imagined possibilities for transforming the transit rider experience for the
better.

Figure 78: Tweets about Moogle Gaps workshop at 2019 Transportation Camp South
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 79: Whiteboarding of two different alternative trip planner concepts

Figure 80: Tweet about Moogle Gaps brainstorming process and mockup of logo
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 81: Whiteboarding of social inequalities and other concerns trip planners like Google
Maps overlook
Source: Twitter API
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Integrating MDJ Tactics into Central Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit)
In addition to my involvement with Omnimodal and TrIP, I also co-founded a transit advocacy
coalition called Central Floridians for Public Transit (CFL4Transit). Even as I have recruited
various individuals and organizations to participate, including groups who show up in the data
such as SunRailRiders.com, Central Florida Jobs with Justice, Organize Florida, Lighthouse
Central Florida, and the League of Women Voters Orange County, we still face challenges
engaging directly impacted bus riders as well as technologists. In terms of the specialist gap,
speaking for personal experience, we fall in the middle of the disconnect as transit activists.
Revisiting our priorities and strategy through an MDJ approach might help disentangle some of
these roadblocks and empower us to be both more transit rider-centered and adopt MDJ-oriented
strategies in how we collect, engage with and operationalize data to advocate for more justice
transit service in Central Florida. Examining how other transit rider advocacy groups navigate
these dynamics would be helpful too. As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, CFL4Transit does
not have sustainable funding or dedicated staff so we are unable to devote capacity to managing
social media accounts and attending public meetings regularly. This is a reminder from personal
experience that capacity can quickly minimize engagement with discourse spaces such as Twitter
and board meetings.

In the next section, I will reflect some upon my own personal experiences with riding the bus in
Orlando leading up to this project.
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A Personal Detour towards Infr(activism) and Mobility Data Justice Tactics
When I began to collect and analyze the data for this dissertation, I took for granted how much
my own personal experiences as a transit rider, activist, academic and technologist were blurred
and intertwined with one another and this project. It’s possible that I was operating from this
unspoken desire to attempt to be objective, but in doing so I kind of risked diminishing my own
engagement in these spaces. It was a wakeup call when I reviewed the Twitter data to find actual
evidence that my own data traces lingered in these discourse spaces particularly the
@lynxbusorlando Twitter mentions, the LYNX Board Meeting public comments and the #GTFS
Twitter Hashtag. It wasn’t just a Tweet here or there but rather almost ten years worth of Tweets
documenting my own struggles with riding the LYNX bus system as well as my journey towards
co-founding several transit-centered projects including the Transit Interpretation Project (TrIP), a
transit data startup called Omnimodal and a transit advocacy coalition called Central Floridians
for Public Transit (CFL4Transit).

It was also powerful to discover through the data analysis that going all the way back to 2012, I
was not alone, even if I often felt quite isolated then. Transit rider engagement and advocacy
both on Twitter and at board meetings is still quite small in comparison to other transit systems
and in the context of the overall metropolitan population of Orlando. Yet these data samples,
even as small data datasets versus Big Data, critically hold space for a largely ignored and
delegitimized discourse sphere -- that of Orlando transit riders. This dynamic in itself is a
critical piece of considering how we put mobility data justice tactics into practice.
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My personal twitter account @wideanglefocus tagged has @lynxbusorlando 122 times on
Twitter since 2013. My earlier tweets often lament late buses, long commutes, poorly timed
transfers, and waiting in the rain or the hot sun at subpar “bus stops” which were essentially
metal poles in the ground with no shelter or seating. There was definitely a level of invisibility
that I felt during those experiences where tweeting about them felt like an act of resistance and
defiance. In reading my tweets now with such hindsight, I sense the urgency I felt then
especially during the time period of 2012-2015 when I lived much further away from LYNX
Central Station on Alafaya Trail near the UCF main campus. There was constant anxiety over
the risk of feeling and being stranded – immobilized by the bus service. Figure 75 is a
screenshot of a tweet complaining about the 104 running late and me possibly being at risk of not
being able to get to class in Downtown Orlando.

Figure 82: Personal tweet addressing the lateness of the bus (@wideanglefocus)
Source: Twitter API

I found another thread I posted about witnessing a father and his children being left behind at
LYNX Central Station because they had bikes and there was no room for the bikes on the bus. It
was the last bus of the night. This was hard to witness and that experience still lingers with me,
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especially having been in similar situations where I’ve missed the last bus of the night or I
missed a bus that only runs hourly. I think I was particularly sensitive then because only just a
week prior I had missed the last bus of the night for the Link 13 and was stranded at a bus stop in
the Full Sail area. I had been cut early from my bartending shift and had walked to the bus stop.
My phone had also died, and I did not have the ability to call a cab, or really even pay for a cab
fare. I ended up being robbed at gun point and have suffered PTSD symptoms since then. The
disinvestment in public transit can make the transit dependent even more vulnerable to unsafe or
risky situations. Access to cellular or WiFi networks and mobile devices can further exacerbate
this. I have lived that personally.

There is clearly personal motivation for why I have chosen the research I have. Riding the bus in
Orlando has been hard, it’s been harmful, it’s been immobilizing, but it also has afforded a level
of interdependence and understanding of the community here that I never would have otherwise.
I’m not really sure what that means to be honest, but this dissertation has been a testimonial in
itself of that journey. Covering a six-year period, I found tweets I posted marking my own
personal milestones as a transit rider coming to understand the role of the General Transit Feed
Specification and mobility data in my user-interactions with the bus, my engagement as an
augmented infrastructural citizen, a transit-data justice activist, and now an (infr)activist
continuing to negotiate and (un)common the affordances of (dis)investment in the data and
transit systems I rely on still as lifeline to the Orlando community.
into the summary conclusion of my dissertation.
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Now, I will was transition

Figure 83: Screenshot of person tweet providing an account of watching a parent and two child
left behind by the last bus of the night
Source: Twitter API

Figure 84: @wideanglefocus Twitter engagement with GTFS data ecosystem, 2013-2015
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 85: @wideanglefocus Twitter engagement with GTFS & GIS data ecosystem, 2016-2018
Source: Twitter API
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Figure 86: @wideanglefocus Twitter engagement with closed transit data bus tracking app, 2019
Source: Twitter API
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Summary
Through examining discourse spaces evident of the specialist gap persistent between transit
riders, transit activists and transit developers, this dissertation has made a case for why a
Mobility Data Justice framework is needed to support coalition-building and solidarity work
amongst these different actors tethered to the mobile-digital commons. It is critical to both the
public transit rider-user experience and transit justice activism in the 21st century that these
actors work together and adopt strategic, Mobility Data Justice tactics the amidst on-going
Uberfication of mobility services and transportation infrastructures. We must re-orient the open
mobility movement and specifically the open transit data format known as the General Transit
Feed Specification (GTFS) along with its open-dev pipeline beyond “openness” or “shared” or
even “publicness” towards a critical ontology of transit-data justice activism and a Mobility Data
Justice framework in the defense of the mobile-digital commons.

We need to imagine and re-imagine public transit, open mobility and sharing economies i.e.
platform economies and Uberfication as solidarity economies. The values of the solidarity
economy seek to “move away from market logic [whether it is performance or not] towards a
logic of human relations and ongoing transformation” (Vlachokyriakos et al. 2017, 3134).
Vlachokyriakos et al. (2017) define the solidarity economy as empowering “the disempowered
through the forging of new social relations and bonds between people within and across
solidarity structures” (3128) and centering…”the belief that people are capable of developing
their own solutions to economic problems through the collective production and distribution of
resources and services” (3133-3134). The solidarity economy is the human economy driven by
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human rather than market needs. Such solidarity movements “do not reject the state and markets,
they do not try to break away from capitalism…rather disagree with its current configuration”
(3128). The solidarity economy and in turn solidarity HCI seek the transformation not
elimination of the public sector. Collective organizing serves as a buffer to failed public
institutions and social services and physical spaces are places of becoming where “practical
alternatives to [oppression] can emerge, be contested, and re-worked through experiments with
alternative forms of economy through solidarity, participation and organization” (3129).
Examples include digital, disability justice tools in mobility political activism via Trailblazers
field research (Rodger, Vines, and McLaughlin 2016), platform cooperativism – in which
workers own and operate the platforms - in response to low-wage, labor practices of the platform
economy i.e. “sharing” economy (Schor and Attwood-Charles 2017, Vlachokyriakos et al. 2017)
and HCI for development addressing the incompleteness of mapping APIs in infrastructure poor
areas i.e. HCI4D concerned with more of a human-driven ethos.

Notions of solidarity economies and Mobility Data Justice arguably occupy some sort of
paradoxical and pluralistic gray area. Richardson (2015) considers the “sharing” economy a
paradox in that “it is framed as part of the capitalist economy and an alternative: simultaneously
‘neoliberalism on steroids’ and a remedy for a hyper-consumerist culture” (121). Vlachokyriakos
et al. (2017) acknowledge that “arguably, many HCI systems promote and sustain a logic that is
adverse to principles of solidarity—fostering individualism, the simplification of human relations
and a market logic with significant effects on social welfare and justice” (3135). There is a
tension around solidarity economies and Mobility Data Justice interfacing with HCI and Big
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Data. Vlachokyriakos et al. (2017) argues that solidarity economy HCI should 1) proactively
intervene in the injustices and economic exploitation effected by neo-liberal technologies, 2)
embed the values of solidarity the systems being developed, 3) support continuous reformulation,
conflictual consensus, and the process of becoming, 4) support temporariness, informality and
fluidity as opposed to permanence (3134).

Solidarity HCI should support solidarity infrastructure that practices self-managed spaces and
self-organizing collectives fostering meaningful community co-creation and action. Technology
is a mediator, necessary, but needs to evolve parallel with the socio-political structures of the
solidarity movement. Often the solidarity economy is just as much dependent on datafication to
mobilize – or what can be described as negotiating datafication. Search engines, digital archives
and social media outlets fill the gaps of actual solidarity HCI scaffolding, which is still
emerging. Witnesses, activists and accomplices rely on the Big Data platforms of Google,
Apple, Twitter, Facebook and even Uber and Lyft. Schor and Attwood-Charles (2017) also
argue for the potential of sharing platforms to improve urban governance enabling civic
engagement and collective decision-making. So both the sharing economy and solidarity
economy do not occupy a space of purism from the problematic forces of datafication which is
why I argue that adopting a Mobility Data Justice framework is a helpful approach.

Building upon the words of Sheller (2018) writing about the mobile commons and the practice of
mobility justice activism being its first line of defense, perhaps the best way to grasps the idea of
the mobile-digital commons is to seek out those times and places where people have mobilized
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or are mobilizing to defend it. To shift from the open mobility movement to a mobility justice
data movement, we have to better build socio-technological and bio-political bridges across
transit rider, transit activist and transit developer discourse spaces. Such coalition-building is
necessary in order to co-create Mobility Data Justice tactics that afford solidarity spaces for open
data technologists and data justice activists to be accomplices to local transit rider-users and
transit justice activists in support of Mobility Data Justice tactics and outcomes i.e.
(infr)activism.

At as base line level, an integrated Mobility Data Justice analysis of GTFS underscores the
incompleteness and unevenness of GTFS static and GTFS real-time deployments as well as the
limitations that the state and Big Data firms such as Google and Uber afford its mass adoption
and iterative design. But this dissertation also further demonstrates the strengths and limitations
of the GTFS data ecosystem’s capabilities to support emergent, interdisciplinary, GTFS-powered
tools and tactics for (infr)activism and solidarity work via GTFS and open mobility data. My
findings demonstrate that it is imperative for 21st century transit justice activism to be oriented
towards mobility data tactics and a Mobility Data Justice framework.

Perhaps (un)commoning and (infr)activist tactics as functions of Mobility Data Justice are about
dismantling the assumptions of sharing economies and open mobility ethos that obfuscate the
dire, material circumstances, immobilization and oppression of the transit dependent and the
mobility poor. A techno-positivist and technocratic gaze dominates discourse around mobility
services and transportation infrastructure. Such a political lens attempts to herald a “new” Smart
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Mobility era that is both post-automobility and arguably post-public transit. Yet this attempts to
also displace, erase and leapfrog the legacy and present realities of highly racialized, gendered
and classed, automobile-dominant politics and disinvestment in public transit systems over the
past century that have and continue to harm the mobility poor and vulnerable populations
historically oppressed by institutionalized racism, classism, (cishetero)sexism, ableism, ageism,
etc.. Without prioritizing Mobility Data Justice outcomes for public transit riders, these opensource software and open data pathways i.e. open mobility even if they integrate open transit
data and make it more accessible across data and software platforms only reifies the
compounding forces of automobility and datafication as a performative post-automobility future
or what I call Uberfication with the endgame being the mass privatization and automation of
mobility services and transportation infrastructures - and in turn wide-reaching reinforcement of
transit injustices via the politics of datafied mobility systems.

Open mobility and sharing economies without an orientation towards justice, solidarity and an
understanding of existing injustices ensures data and software infrastructures that afford what
Johnson (2014) refers to as injustice in:injustice out – or mobility data injustice in: mobility data
injustice out. We must move towards Mobility Data Justice and solidarity economies in defense
of the mobile-digital commons and those most vulnerable to the neoliberalizing forces of
Uberfication.
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